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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

B ack g round

Much rcseal'ch effort has been directed to the relational database (RDB ) technolog,v in
the 70s and 80s and now commercial acceptance of RDI3 is booming. \\"hile RDB meet
the requi rements from busin ess applications such as banking, accountin g and seat rcsetTation systems , it has been point ed out th at RDI3 docs not well support so called advanced
applications [1] [2]. A.ch·anccd applications arc those which manipulat e m>Lny complC'x

or huge objects that are found in design applic;ct ions and multi-media applicat ions. Ad,·anced applications encompass CA.D /CA!\ 1 tools. CASE tools, Hypertext and multi-nwd ia
informat ion systems, office information systems, knowled ge bases, etc. The problem between these applicat ions and RDI3 is te rmed iuq;edance ·m ismatch. Iu [1], the coucept of
impedance mismatch is illustrated by a figure like Figure 1.1. An other Rrticle[2] illustrates
the same concept usin g Figme 1.2.
Virtu ally all programming languages used in building Rcl vanced applications support
a construct called Tefet·ence in ord er to moclC'! and represent certain relationships among
data itcms 1 being managed. Wh en a genuine reference in a programmin g language is
1

Hercaft cr1 the te nu do.ta item aud objec t are used intercbangca.bly.

manipulated , the resolution of a rrlationship is usuallv Ycry efficient brcause a referC'nce
often encodes location information of the associated data item. Howewr , any relationships
in flDBs is reprrsented , in theory, through location independrnt valncs2 .

Intermediate Data Structures

Figure 1.1: Impedance mismatcb(l )

The difference in the constructs for representing relationship introduces both conceptual and perfonmmce problems in appl ica.tions wh ich utilize such prosrramming languages
in accordance with IlDB. These problems arc the results of t he imp(•dancc mismatch. The
couceptual problem is:
Due to the difference in the modeling of relationships , programmers must write code to
shuffle and massage object representation "·hen objects migrate between virtual memory
space and a database system.

This adYerscly affects programmer's productiYity and

reliability of the resu lting products.
:lSome RDBs provide ba(·k-door. for <'Xillllple, by pro,·idiug keeping relation contiguous on a disk cwd

by trC'ating a terrain type of ntlue as an iud('X into the contiguous r<•gion.

2

The above problem can be eliminated by providing a reusable' software con1ponent
for managing thC' conn:•rsion so that the softwarC' docs not han' to be H'\\Titten for ever''
new application. Howewr, as stat<'d prt•viously, rcsoh·ing a rcf<'rt'nce is likri,· a slow
operation when its rcpr<'sentation is based on a location independent ,·alue. PC'rformance
furthN d<'gradcs in practice because database is usually implen1<'ntcd as an independent
process which is separate from an applicat ion.

Required interprocess communication

makes retrieving and storing objects costly operations.
Object-oriented
database

Rela~onal

database

~o- I
~
t

[11

Swizzling

t

l!"j
Figure 1.2: Impedance mismatch(2)

The approach presented in this thesis can be utiliz<'d to eliminate the conceptual gap,
whether the underlining storage manager is relational or not . P.'JL, the system built
through this thesis work makes little assumption about the architecture of underlinin g
storage managers. This thesis introdu ces the concept and implementation techniques to
automate t he conversion. Much effort is spent in reducing the cost of check ing whether

3

an object nerds to be t ra n;fcrred from t he persistent store to the memory space of an
a pplication.

1.2

P ersist e nt Object Syst e m s

In response to dema nds from adnmccd a pplications, ma ny commercial vendors a nd research in st it utions came up with their implementa tions . T hey a re termed object oriented
d ataba~e

systems (00013 ) and persistent obj ect systems (P OS) . In this paper we con-

siclcr t hat the term persistent object system has broader mean ing t ha n

ooon

in a sense

t hat an OODB is more compl ete in terms of database fun ctionality it provides, such as
support for ad hoc qu ery and a da ta model. T he requiremen ts for a system to be called
00013 arc enumera ted in [3].
In this thesis a P ersistent Obj ect System is defin ed as:
A progra mming language implementa tion consisting of com piler, runtime library
and storage subsystem. which support s t he creation a nd ma ni pula tion of persistent
obj ec ts.
I\ ow the term persistent object needs to be defin ed. The nam ing is biased towa rd s the view

of program min g lan guage researchers a nd implcmentors because, in database systems, all
obj ects arc inherent ly persistent. Contra ry to dat<tbase systems, obj ec ts are ephemeral
in language systems mea nin g t hat the lifetim e of an obj ect crea ted in an im·oc<tt.ion of a
program docs not ex tend beyond th e termination of th e program. All usdul iuforn1 <ttion
coutaincd in cre<ttcd obj ects is lost when a program exi ts if no appropriate ac tions are
taken. Traditionally the responsibility was plated on progra mmers. T hey have to write
routines for record ing inform a tion persistently ou th e persistent storage . Th a t hin ts t he
impedance mismatch had ex isted before RDBs came out between la nguages a nd file systems. However, th e performance problem in t rodu ced by int erac tin g wi t h fil e system is
not as critical as wi t h RDI3s. As stat ed in t he previous section, <t ROB usually runs
4

a~

an indrprudrnt procrss srpa rat <'cl from au applicatiou. This would in cur more cost in
communication and data transfrr as is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

t

Page

L-.

Databas e
Cache

Virtu al Memory
of an Appl ication

ROB/ Programming Language Coercion
Figurr 1.3: In teract ion betwrrn RDB and an Application

When objects out li ve thr prognm1 inYocation which created them, there is no need
for any action to be taken for recording informat ion persistently. It frees programnwrs
from the tedious m1d error pronr task. P r rsist t'nt objrcts arr objects which persist after a
program tennin ates and which can be retrirved later on by the samr or another program
without in tervention of programmers.
Due to its nat ure, POS can se rve as a building block for databasr systems as well
as applications wh ich need database functions.

Since P3L in any form docs not yet

support queries nor a utomati c maintcnru1ce of index structures, it is bettrr positionrcl as
a persistent obj ect systr m than

1.3

<li1

OODB.

P3L

P3L is a persistent objrct system developr cl by the autbm at the In st it ut e of Industrial
Scirnce, Uniwrsity of Tokyo. It is a persistent object systrm which consists of per. isteuce5

aware compiler. runtime librmy and storage managers. The design goals of P3L arc to be
portable, to be compa.tib le wit h C++ language, to reduce the amount of modification for
having a normal C++ code to deal with JH'rsistent objo?cts and to be efficient in terms of
obj ect~

accessing

which arc already cached in virtualmemorv.

P3L[4] a~ well as the Texas Per·sistent. Stor-e[5] arc notable among Persistent C++
systems in that they in cur very little overhead by the introduction of persistent objects.
T hat means it is one of the fastest POS under the condition that applications working
set can en tirely fit in virtual memory and that the applicat ions perform intensive manipulation on those objects. To the best of the author's knowledge, P3L, Texas Per·sistent

St01·e, ObjectStoTe[6] and QnickSt07·e[7] arc the only persistent object systems which use
direct virtual memory poin ter to address persistent objects. All the four have the same
design goals in common. And th e latter three take quite simil ar approach. T hat yield s
two different approaches to handling persistent objects which aim at impro\'cd performance at the said condition. All these employ rather eager pointer sw izzling strategies.
However , clue to the difference in the eagerness and due to the use of memory protection
hardware by the latter three, P3L and the ot hers exhibit very different behavior in certain
situa tions.
The contributions of this thesis are the proposal of the effic ient pointN sw izzling
method and the verification that the software based scheme can well compete with the
fa~t

method which utilizes MMU. Another contribution is the concept ual clarification

regarding pointer swizzling >mel object fnulting st rategies which lead to clenr taxonomy
of available st rategies.

1.4

Organization of the Thesis

This chapter provided introclu ctiou to persistent object systems and persistent C++ system P3L.
Chapter 2 (Design Issues in 13uilcliug Persistent Object Systems) enumerates necessary
6

bnilding bloc ks in const ru ctin g persis tm t object systems a nd ow rviC'ws I hC'i r impknl('u t atiou t<'chniqu C's. Includ ed a mo ng t hem m e object faulting a nd poin ter· swizzling. Exist in g
pcrsis tC'nt object sys tems a rC' snrwyed an d t hC' design dC'cisio ns o n t he issue'S arc co nsirl C'red.
C ha pter 3 ( Obj ect Fa ultin g and P ointer Swizzling Strat egies) fi rs t describes the concepts and th en suggest s that two notions, r·esen )(ltion a nd r·esidency be considerC'd when
classifyin g existing pointer swizzling st r<ttegiC's in a cohcrcn t view. T he proposed stra tegy
is described bo th by pl acing it rclatiYe to oth er existi ng st ra t egies and by fo llowing exC'cut io n st eps of an a p plicM io n. Th C' p ro posed st ra.tegy is ternw d pointer· swizzling upon

discover1J, in which references C' mbcddcd wit hin an o bj ec t arc pa rti ally swizzk d a t fa ul t
time and a rc full y swizz ledl a tC'r whC'n I hey arc dC'tcc tcd by t he progra m. It is shown that
the proposed method lies betweC'n pointer swizzling at f ault time allCl pointeT swizzling

upon der·ef eTence in t erms of its eagern C'ss for addrC'SS reserva tio n.
C ha pt er 4 ( P3L Com piler ImpkmC'ntatio n ) describes t he P3L compiler which a utom a tically inserts m achin e instructions for thC' reserva tion check. The compiler is based on
Gnu C++ Com piler . Th e parts of the compiler fo r genera ting synt a.x tree and in termedia te o utput code called R TL a re modifi C'd . Further. t he m echanism of ge nerati ng ancillary

functions a nd nmtime type information, which becom e necessa ry to support the runtime
sys tem fo r implementing t he p ointcr s\\·izzlin g s tra tegy, a re examin ed.
Chapter 5 (Run t ime Library a nd Storage 1\lla nagcrs) looks a t th C' excC'ptio n handling
sys tem , the data structure used fo r maintainin g mappin g bet ween object id entifi er a nd
virtual memory address, a nd m a nagement of roo t objC'cts and ty pe identifi er. Also t he
interface from P3L runtime t o various sto rage m an agers . through which a ll s to rage m a nagers are plugged to P3L, is pre en ted wit h descriptions of t he storage m an agers .
C ha pt er 6 (P erformance EYa lua tion ), emlua t es the performa nce of PSL using 001
benchmark which mod els behavio r of d esign applicatio ns . It is shown t hat t he proposed
strategy for obj ect faulting with point C'r swizzling docs quit e well in t he applicat ion scenario which the strategy is aimcd a t. A lso, it is shown th at th e strategy is not panacea
7

that it performs less optimally under other cond itions. Til<' eYaluation is augmcuted by
another benchmark which picks up pathological examples in or<kr to assess worst case
owrheacl caused by the inclusion of reservation checking instruction s. An application level
benchmark is also included.
Chapter 7 (Conclusions) summarizt's the contributions of this thesis, lays plan for
future rc earch and considers prospective application of the proposed st rategy to other
areas of comput er sc ience and <'ngineering such as distributed computing and ga rbage
coll ec tion.

8

Chapter 2
Design Issues 1n Building Persistent
Object Systems
Sharing of large object base is becoming increasin gly import ant to make com plex information, in the form of obj ec ts, readily ava ilable to program mers. Should no sup port
be provid ed for accessing such shared reposit ory, programmers will end up wri ting and
debugging daun ting amount of code just to retrieve and store t hose objects. And t hat
code tends to be reinvented every time one need to access new data of diff<.'rent types th us
discouraging sharing of object between applications.
So it is desirable for a language to support an abstrac tion called object persistence. In a
persistent programming language, persistent objects are kept in database or in operating
system files but automatically retri eved when they are needed without programmer's
in tervention.

Thus, to a programmer writing in a persistent programmin g language ,

obj ects seem to exist in a sin gle leve l sto re.
Adding persistence to a language requires changes to the languag<> itself, a compiler,
run time, and /or underlining hardware. T he changes must be ca refully balanced so th at
neith er programmer's convenience nor comput ation effi ciency is sacrificed.
Wh at is essential for creating large shared obj ect repository is a uniYersal add ress
space meanin gful beyond th e extent. of Yirt ual memory space in which t hey were created.

A persistent refere nce, in troduced in section 2.1 must be used iu order to refer

pcrsi~tent

objects kl'pt in database.
There arc se,·eral design cl ('cisions to be made for building a pcrsistC'nt object system.
This chapt er <'llU!11C'ratC's them nnd dcsnibes I he associated implcmentatiou t<'chniqtH'S.

2.1

R epresenta tion of P e rs is t e nt R e fe re n ces

An importa nt issue in designing <t persistent object system is the choice of representatiou
of reference and th e mechm1ism t hrough which the reference is resolved.
A reference in a language system implementat ion. wh ich

ha~

not been designed ground

up with persistence in mind. tends to be short a nd often it is a direct Yirtual memory
poi nter. That is because impl cment.ors make assumptions that the size of physica l storage
1

is suffi ciently large or that programmers manage the storage by themseh·es . As a

conseq uence, resolving a n.fcrC'nce is performed in less than a few machine in structions.
The assumptions do not hold when persistent objects are to be dealt with. The use
of longC'r references is inevit able, longer in terms of the number of bits in a reference.
The lon g reference needs to be independent of virtual mC'mory locations, bC'cause virt ual
memory address assigned to an object is meaningful only in the application invocat ion
where the parti cular object was created. T hroughout the thesis persistent r-eje1·ence refers
to this long refe rence which potentially points to a persistent, object. A persistent reference
may point to a volatile object as well an d whether the reference itself is persistent or not is
not assumC'd. Some implcn1C'nt at ions employ p<'rsistent reference whose st ructure is same
as a virtual memory point er. On the ot her hand. volatile refer·ence mem1s a reference to
an obj ect which is guaranteed not to be persistent, i.e. to ex ist on the physical storage.
Devisin g a design wh ich meshes well a persistent reference and a volat ile reference
t hat a language implemen tation assumes is the challenge that pC'rsistent object system
1

Physical storage is a storag<' cuea assigned to a virtual memory space. A physical storag(' usually

comprises of RAM and backing store.

10

implcnwutors must face. T here are various strategies which can be taken depending ou
objectives of au d

co n st raint ~

imposed on the

dc~igu.

Exam piC's of questions ou objectin·s

and constraint s a rc:
• How transparent the handling of persistent objects need to be to the programmers?
• What kind of performance needs to be maximi zed?
• Is building a special compi ler feasibl e or the system sho nld work with off-the-shelf
compilers?
• Is the resu lting system required to be portable across operat ing systems and CP U
architect ures?

2.2

Obj ect Faulting

It should be noted that the persistent space covered by a persistent reference can be very

la rge bnt an a pplication may make use of only fract ions of the space or may access only
fraction s of objects available in database.
Obj ect faultin g is an cwnt triggered by m1 installed mecha nism which directs transfer
of an object from secondary store to physical storage. Object faulting happens as a result
of a usc of, or an anticipation of a use of, a reference to a persistent object. Th e mechanism
of object fault in g is one of the key factors which determine th e characteristics of persistent
object systems. In the next chapter we propose new notions of reserva tion a nd residency
which hopefully help to build better understanding and classification of various object
faulting mechanisms , especially those which use pointer swizzling.
Before transferring t he contents of an object, a region in the virtual aclclrcss splice
must be assigned to the object . The address assignment and th e contents transfer may
be carried out at the same time or contents transfer may be postponed until the first
attempt to access t he object contents is made by the progrm11 .
11

2.3

Pointer Swizzling: To swizzle or not to swizzle

One obYious <lpproach to handling persistent object is to usc a Yo]atilc reference which
is long t'uough to <\Ccouut for large database size so that pcrsistcut reference can be
structmally equa l to a volatile reference. In " language system for a 64 bit processor,
it is possible that a reference is 64 bit long. In that case, the size of the space covered
by the reference is practically big enough to hold infinite number of objects. Howen•r,
such an arrangement is uot necessarily the best option considering that going to 6-l bit
makes eith er page-table-walk slower or the page size bigger. Also it can b disputed that
silicon areas spent for handling 64 bit address can be better dedicated to extra cache or
registers[8]. Another problem is th<lt the usc of 64 bit address increases the working set
size of an application because more storage is needed to store a reference. It likely becomes
a critica l factor to performance when objects being manipulated arc densely populated
with references and the physical storage is rather limited. Another argument against
simply using 64 bit address is that 6-1 bit add ress space is still not big enough. In order to
allocate an identifier which is universally unique or to place reduudant information in a
reference so that use of a dangling pointer can be detected, pointers must be longer th<lil
64 bit. For example, the Exodus storage manager use 96 bit OID.
Albeit the potential pitfalls, the usc of flat 6-1 bit address space and a language system
which assumes 64 bit reference can mak<:' impl<:'mentatiou of a persistent object system
simpler. Because the language syst<:'m can lumdl e persistent references in tbc same way
as they handle volatile referen ces, no conversions of references need to be performed.
However, an arrangement must be made to detect access to non-resident objects and
upd ates to persistent object need to be tracked for recovery and concurrency control
purposes.
On 32 bit processors, a long persistent reference must be supported by a library or a
compiler. In eith er way, a persistent reference is reso]Yed in a differeut way than a 32 bit
nat ive reference is.

12

A library may define a special type(s) for prrsistent references and req uire the nsc of

the type in dealings with persistent objects. An example of this approach is dcseribC'd in
section 2.4.1. \Vhen it is possible to change the semantics of reference reso lution through
compi!Pr lltodification or meta-k,·cl protocol, th e notion of a persistent reference can be
added to the language. Detailed explanat ion on this approach is giYen in sec tion 2..1.2.
In contrast to the 'per-sistent r·efer·ence being long all the way' approach outlined above,
there is an altcrnatiYe way to deal with persistent references, which inYolvcs pointer· swiz-

zling. For defining the word pointer swizzling, an excerpt of an illuminati11 g posting in
a nscnet news group 'comp.databases. objcct' is attached below, unmodified except for
spelling changes.
From: franci s@cs.adelaidc.cd u. an (Francis Vaughan)
Newsgroups: comp.clatabascs.object
Subject: Re: Swizzling
Date: 23 Apr 1994 03:39:07 Gl\JT
Organization: Adelaide

niversity, Computer Science

Distribution: world
Reply-To: fnmcis@cs.adelaidc.edu.au
NNTP-Posting-Host : balthazar.cs.adelaide.eclu.au

Essentially swizzling is an implementation optimisation to help with the rosts of
translation. Objects logically refer to one another by some pointer, however oftf'n
the representation of the pointer needs to be different depending upon where the
object resides currently.

[.. .]

**

It is the overwriting of the OlD with the V!ll address of the object that is

known as swizzling.

** It probably came into use in

the early '80s, bnt there is no

clear ev idence about who invented it. It probably was simu ltaneously invC'ntccl by
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munbrr of groups. An idea whose time had come. \\'orsc argumC>nts abound as to
the origin of the name, but they have already bern e>lnYasscd wit lJOut resolution on
this ncwsgroup.
One remark I would like to make is th at the result of sw izzling docs not necessa rily
ha,·e to be a virtual memory address. To summarize, pointer sw izzlin g may be defin ed
as an overwriting of a persistent n·fC>rcnce in one format with a corre. paneling persistent
reference in another format . The former can be longer than the latter or they may share
the same st ructu re but then t hey wou ld have different semantics.
The benefits of employ ing pointer swizzling are as follows:
• Poin ter resolution becomes more effic ient .
• Because pointers can bcconJC shorter, working set may become smaller.
• Because pointers can become shorter, copying pointers may become faster.
• Because pointers can become shorter, CP U registers may be better utili zed .
The primary purpose of pointer swizzling is to reduce the mean cost of locat in g the target
object in Yirtual memory given its OID 2 Th us all pointer sw izzling met hods arc expected
to have the first benefit. The efficiency includes reduced number of inst ru ctions >Uld less
cache/TLB flu shes which is a byproduct of the compacted representat ion of referm ces. It
should also be noted t hat by convertin g a long reference to a short reference it becomes
possible to capitalize, to certain degree, on a convention al language system when building
a persisten t object system.
The cost incurred by the introduction of pointer swizzling are:
• Unnecessary translat ion from OlD to LID may be performed.
• The need to swizzle ami later dcs,Yizzle a reference adds to the overhead which may
not be amortized.
2 Thc

definitions of OlD and LID arc given in section 3.5.
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• :\lore read operations from the persi&tent store mav be issued than is necessary.
• /\lore virtual memory space may bt• consumed than is nccc&sary.
• The need to detect. whether translation must be performed or not adds to the
on•rhead.
Each of these costs trades with others. For example, if all existing references arc conYerted
to swizzled form at a program st>utup, the program docs not have to continuously run
the check to see whcthcr a translation must be performed, although all the other costs
increase.
\Vhen dealing with hugc persistent object base, the eager conversion described above
is not a feasible option . lt was assumed during the design and development of P3L that
applic«tions cxhibit loc« li ty in the access to objects and that enti re working set can fit in
virtual memory. For these reasons, we do not give much consideration to the first and the
second costs. Our primary focus is on reducing the last cost and in this thesis I propose
a new pointer swizzling scheme, which provides unique trade off between the last three
costs.

2.4

Making Pointers Smarter

Almost all C/C++ [12] compilers assume that a reference is represented by a direct
virtua l memory address, where the referent resides , for maximizing efficiency of program
execution. HowcYer, when persistent objects arc to be handled , it may become necessary
to modify the way a reference is represented and resolved 3 .
Altering the semantics of reference resolution may be likened to m.11king pointer·s

smm·ter because t he new way of resolution performs more cl<tboratcd operation than
just fetching an address into a register and <tccessing another memory lo ation using the
3

It is possible to avoid aJteration of the unckrlining language system en'n if pointer swizzling is

employed,

rt.s

exemplified by th(' Texas Persist.cut Store.
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ntlue in the register. There <U"e two major ways of making a pointer smarter iu C++
context, Srnar·t Pointer· and compiler alt rratioll. Other lru1guages may offer other possibilities. For example, in Smalltalk, run t ime system may be modified to place <t hook on
a !Ril ed method lookup for extend ing t he senuu1tics of reference resolutiou.

2.4 .1

Smart Pointer

Smar·t pointeT is a name , in C++ parlance, giwn to a class which embeds a reference.
A smart pointer class [9]

[10] [II] is defined iu s uch a way that an in stance of the class

behaws like a natiYc pointer except that more complex resolution may be performed
under the hood upon dereference.
C++ a llows overload ing of ope rators. That is, a programmer ca u define the meaning
of ope rators bei ug applied to a user defillCd type .

Most significant operators in t he

implementation of a persistent obj ect system are the dereference operators(*, =?) and
the array subscript operator ( [ ]). Being able to tailor the behavior of these operators
applied to a smart pointer means that a programmer can implement a rbi trary semantics
for a reference resolution . Thus smmt pointer approach may be used to implement an
elabora te resolution in a 'loug reference all the way· approach or to implement required
conversion and checking in a 'pointer

swi z~ lin g'

approach. An exmnp lc of a smart pointer

class d efinition and its usc is given in Figure 2.1 at t he en d of this chapter.
One of the b enefits of using sm<trt pointer is that it can be impl emented at library
level thus no compiler modification is required. That means a p ersistent object system
build with smart pointer is likely more portable tbm1 one which depends on a particular
compiler. Another benefit is t hat. on ly definitions of a reference need to be changed, not
their use. In the example of Figure 2.1 , the definition of 'ip' is different from a pointer
definition.
Employee * ip ;

<=> Ref<Em ployee> ip ;

However the usc of the reference, ip-> namc, is identical in both cases. This wou ld help
16

"·lwn COII\'C'r ling programs written without co11sidera tion to persist<'nce to thosC' which
can hru1dlc persistent objec ts.

H owen~r ,

in other cases mor<' work is required to com·ert

existing program than changing pointer declarations. For exampl e, a pointer may be
tcst<'d to sec whether it is NULL or not:
if( p ) <sta tement>

while( p ) <stat ement>
For the rase above , comparison operator must b<' defined. Also, the usc of smart point<'r
poses technica l problems regarding type conversions such as :

* =? base *
const T * ¢} T *

derived

Please refer to [11] for detai ls.

2 .4 . 2

Compiler Alteration

Another way to make a pointer smarter is to modify a compi ler so that scmru1tics of pointer
dereference operation is changed . A dereference of a native pointer will be com piled into
code sequence like the one below for a SPARC processor:

sethi /.hi(_p),/.g2
ld [/.g2+/.lo(_p)] ,/.g2
ld [/.g2],/.g2
Of course this sequence can handle on ly virtual memory pointers. Th e sequence fetehes
only one maehine word and more words mu st be fetched to handle a long persistent reference. When a persistent reference on physical storage is longer thru1 virtual memory
pointer, not only dereferenc-e operations but also copy operations require a different and
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longer instruction seque nce. Also algorith m for laying out structure members

mn~t

ac-

count for the change in the size of the reference.
£121] alters Gnu C++ Compi ler in order to hand le persistent r('fPrcnces. An exmnple
instruction seq uence for a ckrcfcrence opemt ion looks like this:

sethi /.hi(_p),/.oO
or /.oO,/.lo(_p),/.oO
call __ EMapAddr_NOSW,O
mov 0,/.ol

ld [/.oO] ,/.oO
The apparent number of in st ru ctions is only about twice of those for a raw pointer.
However, the number of instructions actually ('Xec uted is much more clue to the call into
EPVM (E P ersistent Virtual :\1achine). Copyin g a pointer, especially pushing a pointer
onto the stack requires a long instruction sequence. Thus modifying comp iler to take
this approach docs not eq uate with being more effi cient. \Vith that said , a compiler
can assume more about clercfcrcncing operati ons so that it has more opportuni ties for
optimization. For example, multiple dereference of the same pointer in one visit1 can
be exec uted with on ly one add ress translat ion even if swizzling is not performed. The
optimization is similar to CSE (Common Subexpression E limin at ion) which folds multiple
calculat ions of the same expressions into one. \'Vhen the library approach is taken, such
optimization requires expensive in ter-procedural opt imization, if ever possible, because
the compiler cannot make <Uly assumption of " ·hat a library ca ll for clereferencing does.
In P3L , Gnu C++ Compiler is slightly modified so that the semantics of copyin g of
pointer is changed to account for persistent object access. Unlike E, a persistent reference
in P3L is st ru ct urally id entica l to n raw virtual memory pointer. Also no dist iuction
'

1

A visit is a set of access. which can be stat ical ly d<'termjned to be agai nst a single object. exe(·uted

in a ba-sic block.

between a persisten t rcfcrt'nce and a volatile reference is made in P3L. That is, there
is only one reference type, whose st ru cture is equ al to a raw pointcr. and all pointers
arc treated as a persistent reference except when one is gua rant eed to point to a volat ilc
object through compik time analysis. Further explanation on the treat ment of rcfcn'nces
in P3L is giYcn i11 3.5.

2.5

Update D e t ection

Persistent object systems req uire the detect ion of updates to an obj ect for:
1. Transferring only upda ted objects back to the persistent store.

2. Concurrency control.
BecausC' the number of objC'cts accessed in a session of an a pplication can be enormous, it is desirable to commit only updat ed objects back to the persistent store in
order to reduce I/ 0 bandwidth . \\"hen objC'cts in database arC' acc<>ssed from applications concurrent ly, a ppropriat<> locks must be obtained for objects accessed or updat ed
so that tran sact ions issued concurrently from usC'rs ca n be gua ranteed to interlcaYe in a
seriali zablC' order. Distinguishing read locks and \\Tite locks all ows more interleavi ng of
transactions, i. e. increase concurrency. Thus capability of deciding whether obtajning a
read lock is enough or a writC' lock mu st be acquired is desirabk.
There arc three well-known ways of detC'ctin g updates. One is to use hru·dware memory protection via Ml\1

D<'cent processors arc capable of prohibiting a writC' accC'ss to

a specified region of memory and dcliYC'rin g a notification when an access violation is
detected . Many operating systems provide nl<'cbanisms for fieldin g the notificat ion up to
an applica.tion program. vVith these fa ciliti es provided , applications can track updat es
entirely throu gh hardware instC'ad of issuing any C'xtra inst ru ct ions for that pnrpos<'. This
means that updates made within a pre-compiled library "·hit h have been compiled by a
non-persistent compiler

C<lll

b<' tracked . The Texas PeTsistent St01·e adopts this nl<'th ocl.

Another

wa~·

is to again modify a compiler &o that the generated instructions keep

track of updates. A generated sequence for the expression 'x=<. "·here x and y are
int egers placed in static storage, would look like the one below.

sethi 'l.hi(_x),'l.oO
sethi 'l.hi(_y),'l.o1
ld ['l.ol+'l.lo(_y)] ,'l.o1
st 'l.ol, ['l.oO+'l.lo(_x)]
or 'l.oO,'l.lo(_x),'l.oO
call _track_update,O
mov 4,'l.o1
After copying a word from the locat ion of 'y' to 'x', a call tmcLupdate(f!3x, sizeof{x)) is
made with the address and the size of the updated object. The last inst ruction is in the
delay slot for the ca ll instruction . Thus it exec utes before the branch to track_update
function is made, passing the size 4 to the _tmcLupdate() function .
\\Then >tpplyin g this method to a C++ compiler. a subtle problem arises clue to pointer
arithmetics allowed in C++ <UJd the representat ion of raw pointer geared towa rds efficiency of the dereference operat ion. In Figure 2.2, the function clear() clears the second
element of integer array (array{lj) and in tege r member of an instance of class S (m_i).
In passing arguments, array+l and f!3sp-;nt_i, a conventional compiler will calc nlat<:> th e
address of the integer to be cleared . Thus, the sub-fun ction clear_int() has no way to
know, from the argument pointer alone, what is the start address of the object. That
means eith er the present ation of a pointer must be changed, for exa mple making a pointer
to consist

obj e~t

identifier and an offset, a runtime data stru ct m e must be maintained

with which to lookup the start add ress, or upd ates must be performed at dif!"crent granularity. (An exampl e of the second one is described in section 5.3.1 ). The first method
requires significant changes to the en tire part of the compiler and acrifice efficiency on
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the use of poin ters. T he S<'cond makes up date op('rations rat her cxpensiw. T he third
plan' rest rict ion on memory allocation and reloca tion. Local ing th e start address is a
ra ther ex pensive operati on which ca nnot be avoid ed CYen if memory access protec t ion is
utili zed . Th e benefi t of usin g l\ IM U is th at it redu ces th e ove rhead to once at th e first
update, and aft er marking objects in an accessed page, the writ e protect ion on t he page
can be lifted.
Another option for tracking updates is to leave the responsibili ty to the programnw r
by providin g an API to notify an upd ate with.

Because a forgotten call t o the API

will likely resul t in a lost upda te. this method risk proper fun ction ing of t he system.
Howe,·er, because this method prov ides best portability over operating system platforms
and compilers, many commercial OODBs take this approach. OD I\ !G93 [15] sta nd ard also
adopts this. An exmnple is provid e below:
void f( P art

* p, int

age, const char

* nm

)

p-> nLage = age;
strcpy( &p-> na me[O]. nm );
p-> mark_dirty();

The cal l to t he member fun ction maTI,;_dirty() nuu·ks t he upd ates performed to t he obj ect
in th e fun ction. This assumes that the member fun ction is dcfiu ecl for the class Par·t. Providing this member fun ction is usually ac hieved th rough inheritin g from a persistent base

clasS', a class which implements necessary fun ctions for persistence related operations.
5The class to inherit from wh('n drclaring a class so that instances of tl1e class can become persistrnt.

ODMG[15] standard defin e t he name of this class to be ?object.
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2.6

Runtime Type Informa tio n

A persiste nt object system requires runtime type informat ion for nu·ious reasons such as

loca ting references embedded wit.bin a part icular object and det ermin ing l hl' sizl' of an
objec t.
In the previous section, the mm·Ldidy() member fun ction was in trod uced.

T he

method may be implemented in the persistent base class. HowcYcr, the size of an instan ce of a class deriYed from the base class cannot be determined in the member function
defi ned fo r the base class. On e way to solve the problem is to define a virtual mem ber
fu nction size_t size{) in t he base class and to require each newly defi ned subclass to override this member fun ction so t hat it ret urns th e proper size. However, t his would ad d to
bookkeeping which a programmer must take care of when a new class is defin ed . Pu tting
a wrong size{) member fun ct ion compromises a system validity in obfu scated way.
The other solu t ion is to make usc of runtime type informat ion (RTTI). RTTI is description on types defin ed in a progmm. T he descrip tion includes the size of an instance
of each type, inheritance DAG of clas st's, the name and the ty pe of each members of a
class (ty pe), etc.
T he im plementation of ma,-!,;_di,·ty{) ca n look into this information in order to dec ide
the size of an instance for wh ich the member fun ction is called. T he actual ty pe of th e
instance (type id entity) can be determined fr om the value of the this pointer passed to th e

size() fu nction. Knowin g th e type iden tity allows to looku p t he relevan t size information
in th e runtime type information database. The benefi t of this approach is that the size{)
fun ction only needs to be defin ed once in the persistent base cl ass thu s t his scheme is less
intrusiYc to programmer. Another fr equent use of RT TI in a persisten t object system
is for locating references wi thin an object. When performing pointer sw izzling wi thin
an obj ect, this inform at ion is essential to dec ide wh ich parts of t he object need to be
invest iga ted.
RTTI is also usefu l for pretty printing or generating graphical present at ion of the
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conten ts of an object. For printing the Y<due of an object. a programmer ueeds to define a
member function such as the one shown h<.'low in tlw absence of run tim(' type information.

ostream& Person: :operator << (ostream& o)
{

o << "name:"<< m_name <<"

age:

11

<< m_age << endl;

return o;
}

This must be declared <llld defined for each user defined type. And it must be updated
when a cluu1ge is made to the class. I3y implementing the member function in the persistent base class and having the implementation look into RTTI, operator<< becomes
available to all persistent classes without any interw nt ion of a programmer except deriving user defined classes from the base class. How to generate RTTI is an important issue
and is discussed in sect ion 4.3.4.

2. 7

Orthogonal P e rsiste nce

Orthogonal Persistence is a characteristic of a persistent object system which can make
any object persistent[l6]. It is claimed that this is a desired characteristic because it
makes programming with the system more comprehensive. Of course, there are disputes.
A counter argument to orthogonal persistence is th at persistence is a special behavior of
an object thus it is better to require to inh erit the behaYior explic itly. A rebuttal to this
counter argument is that persistence is meta-behavior, thus it shou ld be transparent.
Use of a persistent base class ease au implementation and improves the portability
of the implementation.

However, if a persistent base class is utilized, a programmer

needs to derive persistent classes from the persistent base class. This would compromise
orthogonal pcrsistence[l7]. Introducing a special reference type for handling persistent
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refe rence also compromis<' orthogo11a l P<'rsistence b<'cau&e an obj<'ct which is poi 11 ted to
by a ,·olatilc refe rence cannot be treat <'d as a persistent object. T he problems i11 t rodu ccd
by persistence un-orthogonali ty is c!Psnibcd in [18].

2.8

What to make P ersistent and what not

In designing a persistent programmin g language, a decision must be made on what kind
of obj ects m e allowed to be persistent and what not .
The opt ions may be categorized into two groups. One is those which requires to specify
an obj ect to be persistent to allow t he obj ect to be alive beyond the lifet ime of t he creating
program. Th e other group is to hav<' the system automat ically dec ide which obj ect to
keep alive. T he detect ion of th e live obj ec ts are performed using the same principle which
garbage collectors follow. In a system of the latter group, a set of objects a rc specified
to be per·sistent mots by being given with a name, for example. The system traverses
the references embedded in objects transiti vely, starting at the persist<'nt roots. Sin ce a
p<'rsistent root must be fi rst accessed in order to access any obj ect in t he persistent store,
not being reacha ble from any of t he p<'rsistent roots mea ns there is no possibility t hat the
object will be accessed in the future. On the other hand , bein g reachable from one of the
persistent roots at the time of tran saction commit , i. e. when obj ect. · arc wri t ten back to
the persistent store, means the object mu st be written to the pcrsist<' nt store. T he obj ect
is

~tu to mat i cally

elected since ot herwise th e same data struct ur<' cannot be recreated later

when they are loaded again. The principle is called pe1·sistence by 1·eachnbility.
At the first glance, the la tter approach seems superior. However, there are problems
in the approach especially if interac tion with a language implementa tion is considered .
First , persistence by reachabili ty assumes th at references can be identifi ed pr<'cis<'ly
This assumption docs not hold in most
6

of!~ th e-shelf

C/C+ + compiler

impl c m e u t~ttions

A cons<'rva.ti,·e es tim ation of rcfercnc<· as is found in [1 9] may be applied. RoweY<'f retaining unnec1

rs::;ary sto rage may be more

se ,·e n~

problem with regard to th e persistent sto re where th e t' Xhaust ion of
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-clue to the existence of an anonymous union. \Vhen a un ion contains bot h a poi nter
ntember m1cl a scalar valu e such as int , th ere is no way for a run timr system to tell
wh ether the value storC'd in th e union is a pointer or a scalar value.
Srcondly, if th e persistence by rcachability rule is strict ly followed, th e eno rmous
amount of garbage may be committed into the persistent st ore when t here is a corrupt ed
point er in one of the persistent obj ec ts. The C/C++ lang·uage prov ides the programmer
much freedom in t he manipulation of poin t N s, which is conwn icnt but pot('ntially int roduces the risk of corruption of data structure. Since a corruption is defini tely a bug in
the applica tion , raking such programs int o consideration may seem unj ustifi able. But in
practice, storage corruption together with storage leak seems to be the number one bugs
found in C/ C++ programs .
Third ly, some persistent obj ect systems main tain a set of obj ects called extent. Extent
is a set of instances of a particul ar class ;mel often becomes t he target of a query. In this
case, it means there is

aJl

access pat h to an obj ect which does not go through a persistent

root. Thus the idea of persistence by reachability does not apply well.
Lastly, judging persistence by reachab ility is not the right thi ng to do in some cases.
For exampl e, a resul t of compu tat ion by

aJJ

applicat ion may be kept whil e the application

is runnin g so that the applicat ion docs not need to perform the calc ulat ion aga in. In
ord er to avoid permanently devot in g storage space for the cached obj ec t , it may be more
desirable just to discard the obj ect and reset the references poin ting to the obj ect to t he
NULL value when committing it to th e persistent st ore. Such a refe rence is term ed a weak

Tejenmce. The notion of the weak reference can be incorporated into the rule. However , a
question on how to specify whether a reference is weak or not still remain s. Systems with
explicit persistence specifica tion can handle this issue with less problems. References to
an objec t whi ch haYe not been specified to be persistent may be reset to :'1/U LL.
As for designs with explicit specifica tions of persi. tent obj ects, t here arc a fr w spec ifistorage (i.e. disk full } is a way of life.
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cation met hods. In some persistent object systems, al l instances of classes dcriYin g from
the persistent base class arc automatically madr persistent. In ot hers, an object is specified to be pNsistent at creation tim('. In P3L, objects are promoted to persistent objccts
during runtin1l' when it becomes dcar th at they nred to be persistent.

2.9

Example s of P e rsistent Obj ect Syste m s

In t his srction, several persistent object systems are sun·eyed to review th eir approaches
to design issues raised in the preY ious sections. Those wit h pointer swizzlin g will be
further mentioned in sect ion 3.5.

2.9.1

PS-Algol

Th e work on PS-Algol[l3}[14] pioneered the research on persistent object systems. In
PS-Algol, pointer swizzling was performed between OID and LID, wh ich are called PID
(Persistent Identifier) and LON (Logical Object Number ) respectively. PID and LO :'I1 arc
of the same structure and they arc distingu ished from each ot her by the most significa nt
bit. In some implementat ions of PS-Algol, LOl\ was a pointer to

>Ul

entry of a table

called PIDLAl\11 (PID to Local Address 1\ lap) a nd in ot hers LO:\ degenerated into a raw
pointer.
To support poi nter swizzling, objects ;uc tagged by a header word so that they become
self-describing or a pointer to a ty pe description was in serted into the header so th at t he
contents of the object can be in terpreted by the type description. The com piler emit s
type description and it is stored in database as well as in applications. Thus runtime
sys tems can locate pointers and also perform type-checks on the u e of persistent objects.
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2.9.2

Texas P ersistent Store

The T!·x~s Persisknt Store swizzks[3][26] a long persistent reference to a raw pointer when
it migrates into virtual memory storage. That nl<'<UIS any reference in physical storage is
a mw pointer

~s

far as a compikr is concerned. Howe,·er, since address space coYered by a

long persistent reference can be much larger than aYailable vi1tual memory pace, objects
must be incrementally migrated from persistent space to virtual memory space

M

they are

accessed. In order to achieYe the incremental faulting, the Texas Persistent Store utilizes
access protection through

memor~'

management hardware. The details >ue given in the

next chapter. It utilizes memory management unit also for detecting updates. RTTI is
extracted from debugging informati on attached to object files ( .o ), which arc produced
through compilation with -g flag turned on.
Because of these reasons, the Texas Persiste nt Store requires no modification to a compiler. Thus Texas Persistent Store is compatible with libraries which have been compiled
without persistence in mind. Currently the runtime system is implemented on SunOS,
Linux and OS/2 for the use with Gnu C++ compi ler as well as CSet++ compiler on
OS/2. Because a format of debugging information differs from a compiler to another, a
different comp iler needs explicit support.

2.9.3

E

Eisa persistent programming language developed in the Exodus project [20][21][22][23].
It is an extended C++ with persistence, itcrator and other database oriented features. It
origin ally used long persistent references wit bout any swizzling but newer implementations
added pointer swizzling.
E exposes two types of reference: long persistent references and raw pointers. The
type of pointer is determin ed by tlw type of the target object. For example.
dbint
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* p;

ded:ues a persistent reference to au integcr: It is aiiO\Yed to assign the fanner to th(' latter.
Tha t nwans, a persistent. reference is allowed to poin t to a volati l(' obj<' Ct. Howewr,
assigument in the reverse direction is not allowed.

The type system consists of two

mirrored un iverse (non-db and db). That is, all primitive types and type constructors such
as 'st ru ct ' have a corresponding db-type such as 'dbint ', 'dbchar' , 'dbstruct'. 0++[24]
also introduces two kind of types by adding pe1·sistent type qualifier.
In theE implementations, both the translation of OID to a raw pointer and detection of
updates are taken care of by the inst ru ctions em itt ed by the com piler. One implementation
modifies cfront C++ translator and the otlwrs base on Gnu C++ compi ler. RTTI is
not requi red for swizzling pointers because references arc swizz led as they arc found by
com pi ler- issued instructions, not in the runtime system, and size inform at ion is managed
by the memory manager. The compiler utili zes its knowledge about the locat ions of
references within objects when it generates swizzling inst ru ctions. As for dcswizzlin g of
sw izzled pointers which is performed when th e containing object is being passivated to
the persistent store, the runtime system keeps bitmap of swizzled pointers. For these
reasons E implementations can do with out RTTI prepared separately.

2.9.4

LOOM

LOOM [25] was developed as an extension of storage system for Smalltalk-80 implementation which was using 16 bit oops7. An oop points to an entry in t he object table which
in turn points to the body of the corresponding object. Due to the shortness of oop, the
number of objects manageable was Yery limited. LOOl\ 1 was needed in order to in crease
the number of objects man ageable as well as to expand the size of the hea p.

A persistent reference is 32 bit long while a regular referPncc which is handled in the
Smalltalk virtual machine is kept to 16 bit. Dyte code compiler was not modified but
the virtual machine was slightly modified

Ill

'O bject Oriented Pointer
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order to detect the first message send to a

short oop whosl.' targN is a spec ial obj l.'ct ealled leaf. Another modifieat ion to I he ,·irtual
nmehinP was applied so that th e ,·irtual machine detects a spt'eia l short pointer n du c
calkd lmnbda. Lambda is a nil point<' r, which stand s for a persistent refcrPnce whid1 has
not yet bee n conwrt ecl to valid LID . i\ lorr dctaikd explanation is given in 3.-1.3.
Smalltalk has a built-in capability to manage and handle RTTI by making classes
themselves an objrct, an insta nce of class Class. Detecting updat es poses no problem
because all updates arc performed via, I he virtual machine in the Small talk implementation
an d dirt y bit wa,s kept in each object table entry, which is easily accessible given an short
Oop.

2.9.5

ODMG93 compliant Syste ms

ODMG (Object Data,base Managcmrnt Group) is a, consortium mostly consistin g of vendors of object database. The group has come up with the standard to wh ich applications
may con form so that applications ran be run under different object databases from different vcndors[l 5] . Du e to its nature as such , the standard is rather conservati ve, t hat is.
useful or fanciful features of a pa.rticular vendor arc not incorporated in the sta ncliu·cl.
The stand ard specifi es a persistent root class called ?object, which serves as a p<'rsistent
root class. Mar·Lmodified(} function is a member fun ction of the

cl<LSS

and is used to tell

the runtime system about upd ates applied to a persistent object. The pointer resoln t ion is
performed through a templated smart pointrr class Ref< 1'>. Runtime type information
is generated from type definition s s<'paratecl in a definition file written in ODL (Obj ect
Definition Lan guage) .
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II

A SmaTt Pointer- Definition

t emplate < class T >
class Ref {
long long nLO ID ;
public:
Ref( const char* obj_j1ame) : m_QID( lookup_oicl (obj _name) ) { }

T * operator --->() { return (T*) translatc_oicl( m_OID ); }
T & operator *0 { return *(T*) translate_oicl( nLOID ); }
T& operator 0(int iclx ) { return ((T*) translate_oicl( nLOID )) [iclx];}

};

II

Use of a Smcwt Pointer in a client progmm.

void f()

BeginTransaction ();
flcf<Employcc> ip ( "UTOKYO - PRESIDENT" );
cout

«:

ip--->name

«:

encll ;

Enc!Transcat ion();

Figure 2.1: Defi ni t ion of a Smart Pointer and A Use
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void clearjnt( int * p )

*p =

0;

struct S {
S *next;
int mj;

};
void clear(int * array, S * sp )

clearjnt( array

+ 1 );

I I 0army(l}

clea rjnt ( &sp---+mj );

Figure 2.2: A problem with updating through a derived pointer
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Chapter 3
Object Faulting and Pointer
Swizzling Strategies
In this section , after several terms arc defin ed with regard to object faulting and pointer
swizzling, two object faultin g strategies which do not employ any poin ter swizzling strategy are reviewed. Then t he benefits of pointer swizzling and dimensions which constit ut e
the design space of pointer sw izzling st rategies arc exam ined. In order to clarify the
posit ionin g of the poin ter swizzlin g strategy employed by P3L, altern ative strategies are
classified based on the notions of 1·esenmtion and 1·esidency. Finally, t he sw izzlin g and object faultin g strategy developed for P3L is described alon g with the programming interface
and the way the reservation check is performed.

3.1
3.1.1

Term Definitions
Physical Storage

To store an object in a virtu al memory page, either RA.:\1 or backing store must be
allocal<'d for the page. Beca use th<'se two arc indist inguishable from the point of Yicw
of an application program , the combination of these storages is referred to by the term
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--physical stomge in a scuHc that they arc physical nwdium for storing bits and byt<'s. Not<'

that both virtual ll1<'ll10ry space and physical storag<', especially the latt!'r, arc scarce
resources.

3.1.2

Persistent Reference

A persistent reference is a reference in the physical storage which refers to a potentially
persistent object. :\lore description is giYcn in section 2.1.

3.1.3

Volatile Reference and LID

Many persistent object systems introduce a rcf<'rence type with which persistent objects
arc referred to. In that case, a type of reference with which a persistent object is referred to
difl"ers from a type of reference with which a volatile object is referred to . Volatile objects
arc objects which do not outlive the program which created them. Thus volatile objects
arc always guaranteed to be present in physical storage. A volatile reference is a pointer
known to point to a Yo!atile object. Thus an identifier contained in a volatile object is
a valid identifier which rclat<'s to a valid virtual memory address. Thus dereferencing
a volatile rcf!'rence is much more efficie nt than dereferencing a persistent pointer. No
add ress translations and no checks <Ue needed. Such an identifier is referred to with the
term LID (local id entifier). InC and C++ systems, LID is often a raw pointer, i. e. a direct
virtual memory pointer. In other lru1guages, it may take another fonu. For example, a
LID may be a pointer to an object table entry, via which the virtual memory address of
the tru·get is obtained through indirection.

3.1.4

Reservation and Residency

LIDs arc only valid in the process invocation where they 11·cre generated. If the structure
of LID is different from the st ru cture of a11 OlD, an OlD must be translated to a LID at
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some point during a program exec ution for th e CP U to ;tccess th e content s of tlH' ta rg<'t
obj 0c t.
Ass igning a LID to a persistC'nt object does not requir<' that tlw obj t'cl be made
resident in physical storage. This mean s that transferring the obj ec t 's contents int o
physical storage may be delayed lat er thm1 the time a LID is assigned, although the
loading needs to be completed before the contents can be accessed 1 •
We propose two notions in order to clarify the two notions describ0d above.

By

r·esenJation we mean allocat ion of a LID for an obj 0ct which is ident ifi<'d by a given OlD.
And by r-esidenc!l we mea n the existence of th e contents of the obj ect in the physical
storage. A LID is assigned to an object as a result of a failed r-eser"Vation check or
res0rvation for an obj ect may be performed when t he first reference to th e obj ect migrates
into th e physical storage. The contents of an object is transferred to the physical storage
as a result of a failed Tesidency check or an obj ect may be made resident when a LID is
reserved for it. These implementations of the checks m·e explained in th e later pa rt of this
chapte r.

3.2

Faulting Strategies without Pointer Swizzling

In this section , faultin g strategies withou t pointer· swizzl-ing is describ ed. T h0 first one is

per·sistent viTtuctl mem01y (PVM ) which utilizes a single type of referen ce which serves
for bot h persistent and volatile reference. Thu s no reservation is perfonn rcl at all.
1

This is simpl y because it is physicall y impossiblt' to access th e content without bring·ing it in to

physical storage.
2
The term :residency checkin g' was first coiued in [28]. Our definition gi ves more stringent meaning
to 'res idency'.
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3.2.1

P ersistent Virtual Memory

The si111plest

"''lY of handling an object fault

is to take ach·antagc of memory management

hard war<' for resideuey checking and uot to int roducc a local address space for accessing
persistent objects. In this way reservation checks do not have to be performed because
reservation does not make any sense.
The problems with a P\'M implemented completely in hardware arise from the limitation in the size of the address space avai l11.ble and fragmentation within the space.
Fragmentation in this context means the dispersion of spaces allocated to objects which
an appli cat ion touches. \Vhen sharing a single hug<" addressing space among multiple
applications, it may be impossi ble to duster relevant objects in contiguous regions of the
address space for a pruticular application. This leads to the problem of wasted memory
for the page table with conventional page table structu re. Also to guarantee a space big
enough to handle vast runount of d11.ta, extension of address bits in CPU may be required.
Extending address space means the number of steps in a page table walk increases or a
page size becomes larger. And as discussed in section 2.3, 64 bit address space seems not
big enough.
The problems can be obviated in two ways. One is to come up with fanciful h<trdw<lre
which avoids the s<lid problems, e.g. long address bits, object memory, an in verted page
table , et<:-[29] [30]. Another is to kC'ep long OIDs but to assign a LID to

aJl

object so

that the object can be accessed by translating the OID to the LID. The next sub- ·cct ion
introdu ces such a scheme.

3.2.2

Soft-Pointer Scheme

In this scheme, <lll OIDs arc translated to a LID before being used to access the contents
of the target object . The failure of this tnlil slation means resernlt ion has not been made
for the object. Residency checking may be performed either by hardw<lre or software or
eliminated by forcing residency when a LID is reserved for an object. However, forcing
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-residency ea rlier t ha n t ue t imr of access prm·id es li t tic a<h·an tagcs since add rPSS translat ion
must st ill be performed every t ime

>Ul

access is mad e.

A soft -poiuter is a loug persisten t rcfcreucc which contains an OID in the sa nw fonwtt
as it is in th e persis tent stor<'. \'Vh en a compiler detects a use of a soft- point er it emi ts a
call instruction to a runtime library routin e which probe the ROT (Resid ent O bjec t Table)
to tra nsla te t he OlD to the correspondin g LID. ROT ma inta ins th e ma pping be t ween the
OID of a n obj ect for which rcsen ·ation is mad e and the LID assigned to it. A ROT is often
organ ized as a hash table since spa tial con t inuity of OIDs of accessed obj ect can not always
be assumed. Some systems choose to usc a n ordinal page table organizati on assuming
good clustering of obj ects, for example Mn eme[28] .
ROT is probed in order to tran sla te an OID conta ined in a soft- point er to a LID.
Reservation checking is carried out implicit ly by t he probing. Failing to find a relevant
ent ry triggers a reser vation. \Vhen an obj ect is made resident being transferred from a
persistent s torage, each reference embedded in the obj ect may be assigned with a LID
so t hat reservation checking can be eli min a ted. However , it is usually not wor t h doing,
because assuming t he completion of t he reservat ion checking in t he t ra nsla tion docs not
ma ke the t ranslation not iceably slowe r and assigning LIDs eagerly docs not red uce t he
number of t ra nslations. Ra ther it ris ks unnecessary reserYation.
When a LID is assigned to an obj ect as >t re. u.lt of a fa iled transla tion, an implementation can choose whether to ma ke the ta rget obj ec t resident at this poin t or to defer th e
loading until later when the contents of th e obj ect arc actually accessed. Wh en deferred ,
resid ency checking needs to be present to de tect a need to tra nsfer th e con tents of th e
referent in to physical storage.
This deferring, too , is not so benefi cia l because the result of t ransla tion will soon likely
be used to access th e contents of th e target obj ect con idering t hat the rn nn ing program
already requ ested th e translation of a n OlD to a LID . Howc,·cr, when la rge obj ects ar<'
deal t with and the translation is performed per obj ect instead of per page, t here are cases
wlwrc defe;Ting th e tra nsfer turn s out to be a great ac!Yantage due to th e n'd nced num ber
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-of 1/0s performed.
Performin g pagr"· isC' translation makrs impiC'mrnting partial faulting of a hug(' ob jC'ct
easier. Brra usc a page can lx· mack r('sid<•nt at tlw time of LID assignmru t with out
loading all thr other pages which comprise the target object. The price to he paid is that
the translation of a derived pointer is always nC'cessary 3 . A derived pointer is a pointer
which is obtained through an in teger arithmetic operat ion (add or subtract) on anothC'r
pointer. That is, provided an OlD o, corre ponding LID l, and specifiC'd byte-offset off
into the contents of the object, neither thC' LID nor the reservation status of the byte at

ofoff} cannot be determin ed from those of l/0} 4 . Contrarily, when objectwise reservations
are ca rried out , the LID correspondin g to ofoff} is simply given by lfoff), saving cost ly
translations.
The other penalty imposed on the obj ectw ise trauslation is quickly consumed LID
spacC' when object size is large and access to it is sparse. On t he other hand, the pagewise
translation is pena lized because' of its inability to pack many objC'cts in a page when
objects being dealt with are relatively small compared to the page size and they are
sparsely accessed within containing pages.
Another tradeoff in the select ion of trau slation granu larity is the size of the trauslation
table. When the mean size of objects is small , object wise translation incu rs highrr storage
ovc rh C'ad , because more mappings must be mai nt ained . On the ot hC'r hand , if the mean
size is larger than a page, pagewise translation in curs higher storage overh ead because the
nutpping must be maintain ed for eaeh pagr. This tradeoff applies to all objC'ct faultin g
methods, including those with pointer sw izzling, as well as to dC'signs of a hardware
memory man agement unit.
The consid erations so far given in th is sC'ct ion lead to four dimensions which collectively
constitut e the design space of pC'rsistent objC'cl fau ltin g:
3

A drrivcd pointer is usually a n interior pointC'r. SC'c·tion 5.3.1.

4

T his is not true when an object is guaranteed to fit within a page completely.
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• Residency checks: when and how.
• Reservation checks: whf'll a!ld holl'.
• Gnund;uit.y of rescrvat io11 (t ra11 slation)
• Granularity of object transfer
The advantages in using t he soft-pointer scheme a re summarized as follows:
1. Large address space can be handled by a narrow address machine.

2. Obj ects cat! be discarded or writteu back to persistent store without finding and
updating pointers which poin t to the object being e,·icted.
3. Objects can be easily relocated in virtual memory to remove fragmentation.
When an object is relocated within LID space, only the relevant ent ry in ROT has
to be upd ated.

The relocation removes fragmentation in free memory chunks. Note

th at relocat ion for removing page-external fr agmentat ion is not necessary wit h pagewise
translation because free blocks need not be contiguous. Bu t that means page-internal
fragmentation cannot be remo\'cd.
In the event of ev iction , only the ROT entry correspondin g to the evicted object uecds
to be dropped because the next attempt to translate the victim 's OlD will agai n pull the
vict im from th e persistent store. Thus garba ge collect in g entries in ROT is not an issuc5
even when new object keeps migrating in ;mel out of Yirtual memory.
The definition of soft-point er schemes giveu above docs not specify the mechanism
through which OlD to LID translatiou is enforced. Possible mechanisms haYe been discussed in sec tion 2.4.
5

Scc th e next section for an cxplauation.
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3.3
3.3.1

Pointer Swizzling
Benefits

T hough the origin l\tor of the term is unkn own, it is <tgreed tha t the tec hniqu e of )JOint,e7·

swizzling was pioneered by the work on P S-Algol. Using a soft-pointer approach, an OlD
to LID translation must be perform ed every time an object is dereferenccd by a poiu t('r.
T his frequent tra nslation can be redu ced by rememberin g the resul t of a translat ion. The
result may be remembered by overwriting a reference or by copyiug the result (i. e. t he
LID rath er th an the OlD ) to the dest inat ion. In t he latter case, saving in the number
of translation comes from th e elimin at ion of transla tion on the copied reference. T his
rcplac<'ment of an OlD in a reference with a LID is called )JOint,er swizzling.
Because OID to LID translations are bypassed if swizzling is employed , the translation
routin e cannot bare whole responsibility of performing reservation checks unlike with softpointer schemes. Thus separate rese rvat ion checks must be implemented or t he need for
the checks must be removed .
Poin ter swizzling becomes less effec tive in reducing the number of translations when
pagew ise translation is employed and the ta rget objec t of a swizzled pointer is not guaran teed to fit within a page. This is because LID + o.f.f set must be evalu ated for different

offse ts in that case.
T he prim ary advant age of pointer swizzlin g is the reduced number of translations.
An oth er advantage of swizzling poiu ters is that it can reduce th e size of a reference. Note
that copying a reference is an operation performed very frequ ently, e.g. it occm s when
pushing aq,rw11ents onto the stack in prepara tion for a procedure call and wh en following
a point er chain . Reducing the size of pointr r redu ces the number of CP U cycles needed
in such occasions as well as keeping prcssur<'

011

r<'gistcr. T LB. cache and physical storage

as low as possible.
In t he

CflSe

of C /C++, being able to redu ce a long persistent reference to the size of
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a raw pointer is a lso good for maintaining compatibility with compiled libraries. Instruction seq uence em itted by a persistence- nnawar compiler assumes all references be raw
pointers. For these reasons, the usc of a persistent reference which is lougcr llum a raw
pointer invit es incompatibility wi th pre-compiled libraries.
For a persistent reference to be dereferenced, it needs to migrate onto physical storage
first and then to a CPU register. Finally when a CP U register contain s a virtual memory
address, it can be dercfercnccd to fetch the target object through a machine instruction.
An OlD must be translated to a LID during the course. The reservation status of thE'
target object must be checked at some point so that unswizzled references can be dctt>cted.

3.3.2

Chances for Reservation Checking

There are two well known chances for reservat ion check. They are upon der-efer·ence and
upon discover·if. There is also anot her swizzling method which performs no reservation

check. If each OlD gets translated to a LID when t he containing object is transferred into
physical storage, there is no need to per form reservation checks afterwards. Bccaust>,then ,
every references fetched into a CPU rcgistcr or into another memory location is guaranteed
to contain a va lid LID. This variety is ca lled pointer· swizzling at fault time'. Howcwr,
the concept is appl icablt> to objectwise LID assignment an d contents transfer, provided
access protection of object granularity is available, e.g. segmented memory architecture.
Pointer swizzling strategies are described and classified in detail in section 3.4.

3.3.3

Other Dimensions

The timing of reservation check ing is one dimension which const it ute design space of
pointer swizzling st rategies . Other dimensions arc:
0T hc term discovery ' wac; coiu Pd in [22] .
7The original proposal was made for p£1gcwisc LID assignment and contents transfer, thus the name
1

J>ointer swizzling at page fault tim e was given to the sdteme proposed in !26].
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J. When the first attempt to replace an OlD is made.
It is perfectly legal to try to sw izzle earlier than a reservation checking sche nw

ntandatcs. Doing so may result in few r OID translations being performed while it
may result in unnecessary allocation of LID. 'v\'ithout a residency check nlCchanism
implemented, the eager allocation of LID triggers I/0 operat ions which

m~ty

be

wasted if the referent is never accessed.

2. How physical storage and LIDs are reclaimed.
Sin ce physical storage is a very limited resou rce, for applications which deal with
large number of objects, it becomes necessary to recycle the storage. One way to
reclaim the storage is to detach portion of the storage from the LID space to which
they are attached.
To detach a portion from physical storage , four steps arc required:
o A part of LID space (the virtual memory region) mapped onto t his portion
of physical storage must be set to such state that the next residency check
on the region "·ill cause an access fmllt. The residency check will bring the
ev icted objects onto t he physical sto rage again. Unti l that happens, the storage
becomes available to be attached to ot her virtual memory spaces.
o LIDs in th e portion of physical storage need to be sw izzled back to OIDs.
o The co ntents of the page must be transferred to persistent store.
o A table must be updat ed to indicate t hat the physical storage is now free.
The process depicted above is the opposi te operation of the object transfer performed upon a fail ed residency checking.
The other way is to reclaim LID space it sC'lf together with physical storage committed to the space. For this to work , all references on physical storage must be tracked
so that obj ects being referred to can be kept intact without being evicted or refer-

..J.l

--encPs to ev icted objects can be deswiz):led to an OlD. The nlC'dHUJisms available for
this tracing are r·efen;nce connti11_q, back po·inter· mana_qe111ent and r·efer·ence trncin_q.

Refer·ence counting is a memory managrmrnt scheme where the number of r('frrr ncrs
to each obj ect, i.e. r·efer·ence count, is maintained. \Vhen a new reference to an object
is created, e.g. by copyin g another reference, the reference count for the object is
incremented. The count is decremented when a reference to the object is destroyed.

A reference coun t reaching zero means all references to the object cease to exist.
The problem with reference counting is that it adds much to t he cost of copy ing
reference. Another problem is that objects which point to each other through cycl ic
reference cannot be detected to be dead although there is no chance that they are
accessed. Ov erflow of the reference co unt must also be consid ered .
Throu gh reference counting, LIDs which can be recycled are determined. However,
locating references to a given object is impossible through reference counting. Thus
oue must give up eviction of objects to which there aTe references or dev ice anot her
way to keep track of pointers.
In stead of proYiding the capability of loca ting pointers. a back pointer list may
be maintained. \\'ith this scheme, when a reference to an object is created , it is
put into n list associated with the obj ect. A dead object can be detected by an
empty list . The problems arc th e storagP overh ead and high cost of maintajning t he
back pointer list . The pcrfonmtn c!' fmth er degrades beca use the usc of this scheme
precludes references being held in a register.

Reference tracing is used by gMbage collectors, to which extensiYc resem·ch have
been devoted[27]. It is known that tracing garbage collec tors, especially copying
collectors, are generally morf' efficien t th an reference cou nting. However wlH'n applied to usual C/C++ compiler. this scheme shares the same problrm with reference
counting that locating pointers (on st ack) is difficult. Thus effic iently implementing
forced object evict ion to be performed with a conYentional C/C++ compiler mny
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seem not easy. However. it is possible to identify rcf('r('nces on the heap exactly
by consultin g RT TI. T hat means obj ects pointed to only by references in the h<'ap
n u1 be forcibly ev icted. This is simil;u to l h<' act ion taken by \11(' mostly copying

garbage collector by Bartlett [42].

3. Whether the method employs nan·owing of OIDs.
If n•sciTation is performed rath er lazily, it becomes necessary to place an OlD in a

short reference in the physical storage. T hus a long OlD may ha.Ye to be represented
by a short reference. Certa in implementations ([25] [4]) introduce a specia l LID
value for that purp ose. The value is used to represent an OlD to which has not
been swi zzled yet. Th e redu ction of the length of persistent reference is termed
narrowing in this paper and it is a variation of partial swizzling.

3.4

Survey of Pointe r Swizzling Strategies

In section 2.9, several persistent obj <'ct systems were introd uced and many of tll('m employ poin ter swizzling in their implem<'nta tions . In this chapter, various poin ter sw izzling
strategies arc classifi ed and implementations which conform to each st rat<'gies are described in detail. As has been poin ted out in section 3.3 , th ere are three classes of lazy
point er swizz lin g met hods. In thi s section, four swizzling methods ;u c d('scri bed whi ch
consist of th<' three mention ed and the most eager scheme.
In follow in g th e presentation below, please note that for t he lazy sw izzling st rategies,
the distinction can be best made in t<'nns of wl]('n resen·ation check is performed . Since,
as pointed out in section 3.3 , trying to sw izz le <'<Hlier than a resen ·ation checking strategy
mandates i often benefi cial and many implement ation do so. The reason that they were
not giYen names such as 'rese rYation check upon discoYer:( is that t he term is lc:s well
recognized t han th e term pointer swizzling.

3.4 .1

Fully Eager Swizzling

T he Jnost naive approach for point l'r swizz liu g is to COU\'Cr t all references withi n databa.5e
at program sta rtup. By doin g so, th ere arc no need to carry out reserva tion chec k dm ing program execution because the program is gnarauteed to sec only val id LIDs. All
persistent references must be made resid ent ou physica l storage in order for them to be
ownvrittcn " ·ith a LID. Scalar fie lds can be fau lted iu ou demand basis if desired .
T his scheme is less complicated because no modificat ion to the compiler nor haud li ng
of a page faul t is required. Yet, wri tin g a softwru·e com ponent which can be ut il ized for
each new project without programmer's in tervent ion is not trivial because

C++ lru1guage

st;m dards do not suppor t runtime type information and run time type icknti fic<tt ion. Inherit<Ulce and templates help to make such reusable component eas ier to use, bu t still a
programm er needs to wri te helper fun ctions . Examples of such fun cti ons arc a member
fun ction which returns a size of an instance and a member fun ct ion which returu s the se t
of offsets within an obj ect where poin ters are located . T his issue is furt her disc ussed in
sec tion 4.3 .-1.

3.4.2

Pointe r Swizzling at Fault Time

In the fu lly eager swizzling scheme, all references ru·e converted to a correspondin g LID
at program startup. However, for a runnin g program it docs not make any d ift'e rence
wh ether a reference that it tries to fetch from memory has been conw rted in adn1 ncc or
the reference gets conYerted in the course of program execution as long as the conversion is
tnmsparent ly performed to the running program. The conversion itself aud the detect ion
of the need of conversion must be transparent, though. Ot herwise t he running progrru11
must be modified so t hat it performs th e conversion ru1d the check by itsdf. In comparison
with th e fu lly eager strategy, pointer· swizzling at page fa ult tim e delays the swizzli ng of
a reference unti l the page containing the reference is first accessed. T he Texas Persistent
Store utilizes memory protection through a memory management uni t for detec tin g the
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first access to a memory page.
At progr am startup , only those pages in which root objects reside are mapped into
protected virt ua l memory space, whose contents a re not set yet. The mapping is established through an AP I call similar to 'p3LbindJ·oot()' call descri bed in sect ion 5.4 .2. The
left side of F igure 3. 1 illustrates the situat ion .

VM space
A'

....

Touch on A
via Pointer P

The object (A) pointed to by the root pointer is
mapped onto VM space. But the contents are still on disk.
When any portion of A is accessed, a page fault is triggered.
Then the exception handler loads the contents and maps
those objects (B,C) which are pointed to by pointers in A.
Figure 3.1: Reservation at Fault Time

The access protection on these memory pages is set to 'no-access' a t first. Thu. the
first access to one of t he pages triggers a n access violation. The runtime system of the

Texas Persistent Stor·e catches the exception a nd lookup the persistent address which
is associated with t he accessed page. Then a page of physical storage is allocated and
attached to the vir tual memory page so that. the contents of the accessed page can be
transferred from the persistent store to t he physical storage .
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Dnring the transfer, each refe rence in the page is swizzled. If a persistent pag<' pointed
to by a reference is already mapped into virt ual memory space, the reference is swizz led
with the Yirtnal memory address. Otherwise, a ucw page is allocated in virtu al memory
space for the referent so that th e pointer cau be swizzled. The protect ion status of the
page is set to 'no-access' and the correspondence between the persistent address of the
page and t he virtual memory page is remembered .
When the contents of the page is entirely transferred and all references arc swizzled ,
the protection status of the accessed page is set to 'read-only' . As far as pointer swizzling
is concerned , the stat us may be changed to 'full access'. However, the Texas Per·sistent
Stor·e uses memory protection also for update detect ion. It is after t he first write to the

page is detected that the protection status of the page is relieved to 'full access'.
The idea of sw izzling pointer at. page fault time was discovered and abandoned in late
70's during development of an implementat ion of PS-Algol. A system has been built on
Vl'v!S operating system. However, because of the high frequency of faults due to scarce
amount of memory and the cost of handling fau lts due to the slow processor speed at t hat
time, the idea was abandoned [5].
The benefits of pointer· swizzling at fmtlt time stems from the fact that inst ruct ion
sequence for the dereference operation docs not have to be altered in order to deal with
persistent objects. That means, a co uvcntional compiler can be used for compi lat ion
and pre-com piled libraries can be freely linked and used against persisten t obj ects. An
example of such libnuy call is ·memcpy()·. mcmcpy () copies l'!JC contents of a region of
memory to another region. Copying a li On-resident persistent object to another memory
location properly works even if mcmcpy() docs not account for persistence because the
memory management unit watches for an access to the persistent object and fetches the
object if necessary.
The problems inherent in the swizzling scheme arc:
1. LID sp:1.ce is consum ed aggressiw ly.

...

----- ------------~~------------------------------~

2. Physical storage and main memory may also be consumed unnecessarily due to the
eager allocation of LIDs if only page-wise access protection is availab lc.
3. Fielding access faults in curs owrhrad.
4. An implement ation is not portable to a new operating system which docs not support settin g memory access protection and notifying access faults to an application .
LID space is scarce resource compared to persistent address space and under certain
situations it may be exhausted easily. For example, consider a B-tree index on a set of
large image objccts. A leaf page oft he ind ex may consist of pointers to an image object.
If a leaf page contains 1024 pointers and an image object is 41\.!B bytes each, swizzli ng

cann ot be perform ed simply because tlwre is not enough virtual memory space to map
all objects into, unless address space larger than 32 bit is assumed.
The aggressive consumption of LID space is not a problem to many classes of applicat ions because lOMB object is not a typical size of an object and it may be possible to
devise a data structure with which no single page is filled ent irely with pointers. However, the problem of excess consumption of physical storage caused by the eager allocat ion
of LID and the lack of protpction granu larity finer than a page is more severe because
physical storage is much limited resource and main memory is even more limited. The
problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Suppose that the object R has been just loaded from
the persistent store because the program acccSS('d a part of it . Th e object R contains 3
pointers which point to the object A, B and C. The pointers must be swizzled at t his
point but will not be used in the future. Thus the part of the page com mitted for the
object R is wasted by the object A.
This example a~sumes object-wise rescn ·at ion instead of page-wise reservation. Objectwise reservat ion was chosen in this example in order to show that the problem is inherent
to any variant of this swizzling scheme. In the case where page-wise LID allocation is
performed, there is a possibility that the fragment will be occupied by objects completely
unrelated to 'Object-R' . That may degrade the average ut ilizati on rat io further.
.J7

Fi<'lding access fault is a rclatiw•ly <'xpensive operlll ion under modem

proce~so r

archi-

tecture for such reasons as cac he flu shes clue to the exec ution of the fault hand ler, savin g
and restoration of processor contexts, etc. However, because the execution of the fault
handler is often accompanied with correspond ing I/0 operations, which is a relatively
slow operation, the cost of catching fau lts may not be significant .
Finally, this method cannot be implemented without support from operat in g system
for setting memory protection stat us and for catc hing access fault s. That affects portability of an implementation.

However, most modern operat ing systems support such

capabilities.
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Figure 3.2: Wasted Physical Storage clu e to eager LID allocation

3.4.3

Pointer Swizzling upon Discove ry

Pointer swizzling upon discovery is implemented in P3L and LOO !vl. Every reference is
reserva tion checked when it is discovered . T hanks to the existence of the check, refer-
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--rncrs do not need to be swizzled upon the fault of the containing objrct unlike pointm·
swizzlin!J at fault time. HoweYer, it posrs no probl<'m to swizzle references at fault time

and actually it is advantageous when rckrcn ts arc resident or kn own to be acc<'ssed soon.
Thus althou gh P3L and LOOl\.1 perform a reservation check every tim<' when a reference
is discovcr<'d , it swizzles some references at fau lt time forcing t he address re. crvat ion if
doing so seems beneficial. The t<'rm discove1y was coi ned in [22]. The pap<'r defines a
discovery as follows.
T he approach used by EPV!\1 2. 0 is to sw izzle pointers with in objects as they are
" discovered", i.e. when the locat ion of the pointer becomes kn ow n. \Vc shall call
this type of swizzling swizzling upon discovery. A pointer within an object may
be discovered when its value is assigned to another pointer, when it is involved in a
comparison operation, or in a number of other ways.
The subtle but important differenc<' in our definition of pointer swizzling upon discovery
and their. must be noted hNc. EPVM (E Persistent Virtual 1-.lachine) merely tries to
swizzle a reference upon discovery and docs not force the address res<'rvation for the
referent. T hat is, if the refer<'nt is not yet assigned with a LID. the S\\'inlin g is deferred.
This means that rescrYat ion check must be implement ed in later phase, for example, upon
de•'efer·ence.

The combin ation of an attempt to swizzle 1tpon discove77J and rcscrvatiou check performed upon de•·efer-ence found in E is similar to the com bin at ion of an at tempt to sw izzle
r1tjault timdl and reservation check performed 1!]JOn discovery found in P3L. The difference

is that P3L carries out both operatious one step c<trlier than E docs.
R<' crv<tt ion check can be implemen ted in eit her hardware or softw<tre. For example,
quoting [5],
8 Actually,

'upon object transfer' instead of 'at fault time' because deferred loading is not yet imple-

mented in P 9L.
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The

~ l oby

add ress space system for Ll\11 Lisp :\lach in es used page-wise rdocation,

but pointers were swizz led on discow·ry {one at a tim<') using the han!ware's support
for tagging.
Unfortunately, the kind of hardware which is sui table for implcm<'nting the sw izzling
method is rare and LMI Lisp 1\Iachines has long deceased. However, the most widely
used CPU, Intel x86 series of processors, havr memory segmentation hardware which
performs access checks on a memory segment when a seg111ent selector is loaded into a
segment register. Thus this hardware can be uti lized to implement the swizzling scheme
in hardware. However , the number of available segments is rat her limi ted and ,worse, no
readily available compilers support the pointer representation which consists of a segment
selector and a 32 bit offset within the segment and no commonly used operati ng systems
supports t he execut ion of an application which contains such a pointer. Thus the usc of
the mechaism results in very non-portable implementation.
In nuu1y applications, a reference is more frequently dereferenced t h«n it is fetched
from memory because t he pointer may be repeatedly derefercnced to access th e same or
dif!'erent pmt of the referent. An except ion is when a reference itself is compared with
anot her reference instead of being dereferenced. That is, when an identity of au object is
compared instead of its ,·alue.
In the P3L implementation , the number of reservation check is furtlwr red uced by
maintaining the following invari ant .
Pointers which reside on stack, on stat ic storage or in a CP U register arc al l in
swizzled form.
If t his invariant is assumed, pointers fetched fetch a memory location on stack or

1n static storage need not be reservation checked. It is impossible that t he invariant
will be invalidated by normal execution of a program because, thanks to the reservat ion
check installed, the running program wi ll not copy a reference before it is being swizzled.
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The only possibility of invalidation is lc{t in au API call to P3L runtiuw

libntr~·

such as

'p3Lbind_j·oot() '. However, the function loads a pt'rsistt'llt object in the heap, parti<1lly
swizzles embedded references and return the virtu al memory address of the object.. T hus
it never allows a persistent reference

CI-ct'P

onto stack or static storage. Other APis do

not return a persistent reference either.
Thus, only references in the heap ;ue subject to reservation checks. That mei1ns the
compiler needs to emit reservation checking instructions only for an expression which yield
a pointer through a dereference of a pointer. Details are given in chapter 4.

OlD space

VM space
A

p

p

rp = P->right;
The object (A) pointed to by the root pointer is read into
VM memory at startup. When a compiler detects a
pointer dereference which yields a pointer value, it
inserts extra instructions for checking the value. If the
pointer is in OlD form then virtual memory space for the
referent is allocated, the target is loaded, and the pointer
is overwritten with the address.

Figure 3.3: Reservation upon Disco,·ery

The swizzlin g met hod as impleme nted in P3L is illust rated in Figure 3.3. Like in
Figure 3.1, traversal on a bimuy tree i assu med . Please note that, although the figure
assumes t hat objects are made resident wheu a LID is assigned to it, it is possible to use
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memory access protection to install residency checking for implementing delayed loading
of object contents.
One of the benefits of this

sw i z~lin g

scheme is the moderate LID space consumption

com pared with pointer· swizzling (ll f(lult time. A reference will not be sw izzled unless the
reference itself is accessed. However, as has been pointed out, a reference gets swizzled
regardless if the referent is accessed. Compared with pointer· swizzling upon der·efemnce,
the number of OlD to LID t ranslation is reduced because a reference is S\\·izzled before
being copied to other locations. The number of reservation check is also reduced.
The object-wise relocation combined with r<tt her lazy allocation of LID
the P3L im plementation achieve compact packing of objects to be accessed by

sp~tce
it

helps

program.

This chamcteristic makes a difference when objects in the persistent store arc not well
clustered as is shown in section 6.
Having described the two pointer swizzlin g methods, pointer· swizzling (lt f(lult tirne
and ]JOinter· swizzling upon discover-y, now is the time to review the object fau lting and
pointer swizzli ng met hod employed in L0011 1.
L00111 was developed as an enhancement to Smalltalk-80 which wns using 16 bit
oopfi at that time. An oop points to an entry in the object table 10 which indirccts to

the conte nt of t he object in the he(lp. Du,:- to t he shortness of an identifier , the numbe r
of objects nuu1agea.ble was very limited. T he heap was not plentiful eit her. LOO il l was
needed in order to increase the number of obj ects manageable as well as to cxpand the
size of the heap.
In LOOM , when an obj ect is faulted iu , each reference in the object gets translated
to a LID if so chosen. A LID is an index to a11 OTE, which is called a shor·t oop in LOOM
parlance. In case the tru·get object has not yet been given a LID , a ucw entry (i. e. a
new LID ) is allocated from tbe object table and the OlD of the target is remembered in
the block of memory which is linked to the OTE. This proxy for a. non-resident object is
9
10

0bjcct Oriented Pointer.
0TE,Objcct Table Entry. The table also serves as" ROT.
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called a len/. Sin ce a LID is assigned a t fa ult tim e, no rcsctTat ion dwck is needed as long
as only leaves arc in volved.
Th e OID contained in the a.ttach0d memory block makes it easy to loca te the r0a l
contents of th e object in a persistent store wh en it is needed. A message sent to a leaf is
detec ted by the message dispatcher built into Smalltalk Virt ual i\lachine and the target
objec t gets transferred at this point. Tha t is, LOO i\ l carries out H'sidency checks by
software at message send. The process of object faulting usin g leaves is depicted in the
left pa rt of Figure 3.4.

lambda

Objecls are made
Lambda reduces the
resident when a msg
consumption of LIDs by introducing
is sent to a leaf. e .g . left prinfString . a resv check in the smalltalk VM and
extra 1/0 to get a long oop (OlD).

Figure 3.4: Leaf and Lambd a in LOO i\1

LOOM has another mechanism for represe nting non-resident obj 0cts. \Vilh the usc of
leaves, LID assignment is carried out very eagerly. This makes the mechanism prone to
exhaustion of OTE. . To alleviate this problem, a special short oop value named lam bda
was in t roduced. Lambda stands for a reference which has not been fully s\\·izzled yet.
When the VM fetches lambd a from memory, it goes over to the image of the containing
obj ect in the persistent store to fetch the OlD of th e referent from th e relevant fi eld. T hen
it crca.tes a leaf or a normal object . Reducin g the consumption of hea p and OT E through
lambda in curs th e cost of extra 1/0s and extra ch eck (reserva tion ch0ck) req uired in the
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vir tua l machine. Usc of leaves and lambda is illustrated in the right of F igurf' 3.-1.
P hysical memory ea u be recl aimed by cont racting a rf'gular objcct int o a leaf objC'ct
without scann ing all the resident obj ects. In this case, only an upd atc to OTEs is rcqui nxl.
For recl aiming LIDs, each OTE is reff'rcnCC' counted . Note tha t contractin g resid ent
objec ts int o leaves will free some OTEs.
In summary LOO I\ 1 tries to swizzle upon object fault and optionally narrows refcrC'nces
through the usc of lambd a. Residency clwcks arc carried out when a message is sen t .
Reservation checking is pcrformcd upon discovery also by software.

3.4.4

Pointe r Swizzling upon D ere ference

T his swizzling met hod does not rcquirc a. refe rence to be swizzled until just before it is
dcrcfercnccd . It is the laziest sw izzli ng strat egy con ceivable. Early im pknwnta t ions of
PS-A lgo l seem to have implemented this strategy t hrough software. As th e implementation details arc not availabl<', t he deta ils of swizzling im plementation are not clear . T he
spec ulat ion is that t here 'vas a virt ual machine instruct ion for ckreferencin g a reference,
cmrying out the reservat ion dwc k bim ult anf'ously. An implcment<tt ion using " sma rt
pointer may swizzle poin ters a t t his point by m·erloading dereference opcrators on th e
smart pointer.
T he idea is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Like in the case of pointe1· swizzling npon cliscov-

e?y, residency check is assumed to be not prC'sent . In this ca~e , however, defnrin g t ransfer
of object contents is not so benefi cial if the amount of tra nsfer is small because th e referent
is going to be accesses[ immedia tely aftPr sw izzling is performed. It is benefi cial when a
large obj ect is partially accessed , th ough.
A soft ware implementation of this scheme in curs high oYerh cad in the number of CP U
cycles because of frequent checks on a reference, though compile time optimization can
reduce th e number of checks. Th e number of OlD to LID translation also in c r ca~es because
referC'nccs are likely to be copied before th ey are swi zz led . Each copy would require one
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oro

to LID translation

OlJC('

dercfl'rcnccd.

OlD space

VM space

B

l

p

Touch on A
via Pointer P

c

.......

x =P->data;

No objects are loaded at program startup and
root pointer contains an OlD. Object A is faulted
in when an expression P->data is evaluated. (i.e.
when the machine instruction for the expression
is executed.)

Figure 3.5: Resen·ation upon Dereference

Recently an implementation of t his swizzling sch<'me wh ich utilizes a n1<'mory manag<'ment hard ware on a stock processor was proposed [31]. In the proposed implementation ,
a dereference of a persistent reference is cl<'tcctcd by lvlMU. References to rut object not
present in virtual memory space arc partially sw izzled to a point<'r into an appropriate
ent ry in a table. The entry describes the origina l OlD and other iufo. And the n]('mory
protection stat us of a virtual memory r<'gion containing the table is set to no-access.
Unl ike pointe1· swizzling at fault time, a pointer which caused au access fault does not
contain a valid LID. Instead, it points to an entry of the OidLid map which is access
protected. The fault handler can retrieYe the OID of the target object based on the entry
to which th e memory access was made. This is the principle how the implementation
works . However, there are a few tough problems to be solved.
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First , a stock processor would unlikely provide the information , with whieh the register
holding the persistent reference can be idcntifiC'cl. If there is only one register that contains
the fault address, that register is probably the culprit . However, in case more than one
register contains the value, swizzl ing all regist er contents is not a correct operation because
it is possible that some of the val ues may be au integer which accidentally matches the
fault address. On CISC processors , no register may hold the fault address. The solution
proposed for this problem is to designate a single register 11 and exclusively usc this register
when a dereference is to be performed. This would likely af!'ect performance severely
because interleaving of multiple dereference operation will be prohibited. For example,
con icier an expression like
*p

+ *q

In order to evaluate th is expression, at least four memory accesses are required . That
is , an access to fetch 'p ', an access to fetch '* p' , a.n access to fetch 'q', and an access to
fetch '*q'. An optimizing compiler for a IUS C processor would allocate one register , each
for storin g the value of 'p' or 'q' , and emits instruction sequence which looks like the one
below.
rO

<-

p

rl

<-

q

r2

<-

[rO]

r3

<-

[rl]

r4

<-

r2

+ r3

In this case, it is likely that the contents of 'p ' is present in 'rO ' when the third
instruction is to be executed . On thf' other hand, nuder the constraint that a dedicated
register must be used for a dereference operation , the interleaving exemplifi ed abo,·c
11

T l1 c register shall be referred to as ·dndJ·rg' for conve nience in the remainder of this srdiou.
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bcconH' impossible, forcing the exec ution of the instruction for accessing "*p' Htall for the
delivery of the cont ents of 'p'.
Seco nd , exec uting fault handler is expensive and naive implementation of t his strategy
would likely generate a Jot of them. Their solution is to designate a not her register to
remember the memory location from wh ich a persistent add ress is fetched. By doing so,
the sou rce location can be swizzled as well as the contents of the 'derE'fJ·cg' . To further
reduce t he number of faults , it is proposcd to kccp a linked list of persistent references
which cou ld not be full y swizzled at fault time. The fault handler consu lts this list to
swizzle those kn own references. Half (32 bit) of a 64 bit pointer is used for this chaining.
The rest contains a degenerated OlD , which is set to point to a correspond ing entry in
t he OidLid map. Even with this enh ancement , not a ll persistent references related to the
access fault a t ha nd can be found out and swizzled because the degenerated OlD may
Jun-e becn copied to somew here else after the persistent reference is loaded in to physical
storage. Updat ing the linked list at each copying is too costly and is not performed.
Third, a dereference operation on a persistent reference does not necessarily cause
access fault on the right entry of OidLid map. That is because of a poin ter arithmet ic.
Consider an expression, p->x, which acccss the member 'x· of the structure pointed to
by 'p'. Bccause the memory location "·here t hc ,·alue of the exprcssion is calenlated by
add ing the offset for 'x' to the nllu e of 'p'. the add ress t he fault hand lt' r obsctTC may bc
different from t he add ress contain ed in 'p '. The lumdler needs to know ' how much ' was
added to 'p' in order to locate the correct entry. To accoun t for this problem, a nother
register is assigned to hold the offset. That Incans , the register must be zeroed out ewn
if no of!"set calculat ion is necessary.
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3.5

Pointe r Swizzling in P3L

As <k sc ri becl previously P3L employs the pointer swizzling upon discovery with nrtnowing12
IJy eagerly swizzling pointers comp;u ed to pointer· swizzhng upon der·ef er-ence, every pointer
migrat in g into a CP U register is guaranteed to be a valid virt ual memory poin ter. T hus
the met hod eliminates t he need to perform reservat ion check upon each dereference. As
is show n in chapter 6, this resul ts in very small owrhead even in nav igation in tcnsiYe
applications.
This chapter describes in detail the poin tN swizzling met hod as is implemented in
P3L. Also, the goals se t for the design and implementation of the pointer sw izzling and

obj ect faulting method arc presented. And t he way how they arc handled in a runnin g
application is illust rated.

3.5.1

Goals

The desig11 issues in building a persistent obj ect system \\We discussed in chapt er 2. The
dec isions made regarding those issues were dri vm by the obj ect iYcs which were set for
P3L. The objec tives arc:
1. To preserve as much compatibili ty as possible with C++ language.

2. To make the handlin g of persistent obj ects as tr ansparent as possible to programmers.
3. To preserve as much compat ibi lity as possible with available programming tools
such as linkers and clebu ggers.
-i . To make the language implementation as effi cient as conYent ional C+ + implemen-

ta tions that docs not provide support for persistent obj ects.
12

This technique is also referred by the term 7U£Tt1nl swizzling in this thesis.
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Tit<' compatibility with C++ languag<' was sought because it is tltl• most widl'ly accepted object oriented programming language and both free and comm<'rcia l implem<'ntation arc abun dant. Not altering til(' lan guage too much was a noth<'r goal bcca us oth crwis<'
choosing the well-known language to start with docs not ma ke any S<'nse. The aim was to
make the benefi ts available to programmers without any retraining which is accompanied
with a. slow learning curve. Compatibility with l'xisting tools was important ot herwis<'
programmer needs to learn a n<'w tool se t , a nd essential tools haY<' to be rl'inn•ntl'cl .
EYen with all the compat ibilities and transparent handling ofpersistl'nt obj<'ct achieved,
the implementation wi ll be useless if programs nm mnch slower in P.'JL than programs
developed through convent ional development tools . Most of persistent object systl'ms
available do not try to compete with non-persistent systems in terms of the l'fficicncy of
program execution when all objects visited arc cached in the physical storage and the
applicat ion is memory access intensive . Because of the length of reference and the way
references are resoh·ed in those persistent object systems, applications run much slower.
For many OODB vendors, efficiency under the said condition is not a sign ifi cant concern. Whereas for the design<'rs and implementors of P3L. Texas Persistent St01·e and

ObjectSt01·e, it is. An example of such opinion can be observl'd in a news article nttadwd
bdow:
From:

dlw~odi.com

(Dan Weinreb)

Newsgroups : comp . databases.object
Subject: Re: DDBMS Selection:

Versant vs. ObjectStore

Date: 14 Dec 94 16:27:10
Organization : Object Design Inc., Burlington, MA
Lines: 25
Message-ID:

<DLW.94Dec14162710~butterball.odi.com>

References:

<D01qFI . BuK~intertv.com> <ED . 94Nov30215404~heinz.odi.com>

<DLA.94Dec14081948~heinz.odi .com> <1994Dec14 . 191921.2048 7~objy . com>

Reply-To:

dlw~odi.com
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NNTP-Posting-Host: butterball.odi.com
In-reply-to: urs®server.objy.com's message of Wed, 14 Dec 94 19:19:21 GMT

In article <1994Dec14.191921.20487®objy.com>
urs®server . objy.com (Urs Bertschinger) writes:

My point is that, in my opinion (and, yes, it is an opinion), this speed
advantage is not significant for most

1

'real" applications (once again, I

am not arguing that it does not exist).

Dave Andre has already said most of what I would say to reply to your
posting.

I'd just like to add that there are certainly real

applications for which the speed of pointer dereferencing is very
important, at least according to our customers.

You may feel that a

33/. or even SO% slowdown isn't important, and indeed in some
situations it isn't, but in others, it is.

For example, one of our

prospective CAD customers told us flat out that he wanted to store
such objects as "chip", "wire" (or even "piece of wire"), "pin'' and so

on as database objects, but when his system draws the circuit on the
screen, if screen redisplay slows down by 10%, that would be

considered unacceptable (i.e. they'd sooner not use a DBMS at all than
suffer such a slowdown; I'm just telling you what I heard).

Certainly for some applications dereference speed is not a significant
factor, and there are plenty of other aspects of an OODBMS whose speed
can become the critical bottleneck.

Indeed, even in the papers we

have been citing, the authors mention quite a few other aspects of the
the different architectures that affect performance.
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Achicving the lew! of efficiency discussC'd hcre cntails can•ful choicC' of thc n·pr<'scntation of pcrsistent referenc<' in th<' physical storage. Ideally till' n'piTSC'ntation should
match that of a raw pointer. That would make identifying poiutC'rS on stack prC'cisely
more difficult, which may prevent thc rC'clamation of LID from being iinplemC'ntC'd. Despite of this potential problem, havin g the C'fficicnt reprcscntation of persistent rcfercnces
is vital. Ilecause:
I. There are many application. whose maximum working set fits comfortably in the

virtual memory space available.
2. One can fall back to the usc of smart pointer, if the reclamation of LID is an issue.
3. For many applications, it is likely enough to ev ict object which is not referenced by
any pointer on the stack. That niC'ans a type of conservati,·c garbage collcctor[42],
which does not mandatc prccise identification of pointers ou the stack, can be utilized.
-1. There is a compilation techniquc which allows pointers on stark and in registers to
be precisely located [32].
Tbe Texas Pe1·sistent Store and ObjcctStm·c utilize access protection through a memory management unit to avoid thC' on•rhead of carrying out residC'ury check in software.
And reservation checking is completely eliminated by swizzling pointers at page fault time
<L~

is described in section 3.4. On the other hand , P3L reduce the number of reservation

checks by carrying out reservation check rather eagerly, but less eagerly than tbe swizzling
at fault time approach. Curreut implementation eliminates the need for residency checking by fetching an object wbcn a LID is assigned to it. Planned improvements on the
implementation includes the use of memory management hardware for residency checking.
In the rest of this chapter, the swizzling method em ployed in P3L is described in detail.
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3.5.2

Example Database

In order to illustrate the pointer swizzling method, retrieval of a pertiistent data structure
is used as an example. The structure is a persistent binary tree, which consists of a root
pointer and a tree structure. The trcr in tum consists of clements of type 'Node' , which
is allocated in persistent heap space. Til(' necessary class declarations arc given in Figure
3.7. And the traversal code for picking up a matching node is shown in Figure 3.9.

3.5.3

Binding the Root Object

The application program must first connect to a storage manager and start transaction.
The interface to these functions is described in chapter 5. After initialization is completed, an application gets at a root object by binding a pointer to it . A root, object is
a persistent object which has a name attached to it . A name is au arr:1y of character
terminated by a null character. Scpantte applications share objects through a name. The
binding is establ ished through the call to p3Lbind_mot(). The correspoudence between
the \'irtual memory address where the persistent object is loaded all(] thr OlD of the
object is remembered in a table called OidLid ma11.
Alter the binding is established, the pointer ·trec_root' is initialized with the address
where the copy of the persistent object mmwd 'THE.ROOT_OF _TREE' is placed. Because the contents of this object is

>t

reference to another object (an instance of 'Node'

class which sits at the top of the persistent tree) and the object is not yet given a LID ,
the OID contain ed in the reference gets conwrted to a spec ial LID va lu e which is ca lled
lambda. In the current implementat ion of P3L, lambda is represented by the

v~lu c

(void

*)(-1). When the OID is converted to a lambda, the memory locat ion to which the lambda
was written into is remembered with the associated OID in another table ca lled Addr·20id
map. The situation at this point is depicted in Figure 3.6.
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Oidlid Map

~~
c

50 :0

LID
Ox14000

J

}
"THE_ TREE_ ROOT" object

__.---

@0x14000
\
c:::=::r-~
r ~bda
HEAP MEMORY

\

v ~"--)
Figur<' 3.6: Afte r p3LbincLroot() call.

3 .5.4

Performing Swizzling

Wh en evaluatin g the initializer for the va riable 'up ' in line 6, the compiler issues instructions for checking whether the va.lue being fetched from memory is a lambd a. If the check
turns out positive , a fun ction called _ p3Lsw_ptT() is called with t he address of the lambda
passed as a n <ugumeut. The called fun ction __ p3Lsw_pt7· determines what th e OlD the
lambda stands for by consul ting Aclcb·20 icl map. In this case, the OlD of t he object turns
out to be 0:-!096:0 , which is a 96 bit value. The representation of an OlD and a reference
differ depending on the storage manager under whose control the object is created. The

P3L Simple Storage Ma nager uses 96 bit reference, whose first word designates t he fi le
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volume and the second word r('presmts th(' offset within th(' volunw. Th(' last "·ord is an
off.~ct

"·hidr accounts for an int('rior pointer 13 . As soon as the OID is retricvrcl , the table

entry 1·ia which it was retrieved is dropped because the lambd<t is being n•movcd.
class Node {
Node * left;
!\ode * right.;

int val;

};
struct Root {
Node* top;

};

Figure 3. 7: Definition of classes
Then __ p3Lsw_ptr"() function issu('S a call to a member function of the storage manager ,
which loads tllC' contents of the obj('cl. During the transfer of the contents of th(' object
the storage manager p('rforms the narrowing operation if necessary. Ikcause there ('Xists
no cyclic references in this example database. all persistent references in the loaded obj('cts
arc rep laced with a lambda and corresponding entries arc added into Adrl7·20id map. Since
a Node instance has two outgoing refcrcnc('s, the number of entries b('ing add('d is two.
Finally, the correspondence between the OID and the virtual address where the object
has been transferred to is added to OidLid map. The situation at this point is depicted
in Figure 3.8 .
Just like 'tree_root->top' was reservation checked, 'av[l]' is reservation checked because
it is a pointer value which is generated through dereference of another pointer. However,
'av[l]' contains a valid virtual memory address because it points to a volatile object. Thus
13

An interior pointer is a pointer which points to auy part of an objcet which is not at the top.

the cheek is JWrformecl but no fmdtin g is triggcn'd by this expression.
Oidlid Map

-:.__,-ox-~~ooj

01 0

Ox14020
~

~

I

Figure 3.8: After the first object fault

3.5.5

Accessing Scalar Fields

Because of the pointer swizzling and associated object faulting described above , the
pointer 'np' now contains a valid virtual memory address where the contents of the root
node of the tree resides. The contents have already been transferred to the physical storage. Pointer fields may cont ain a lambd a but the field which is not a pointer contains a
correct value. Because of this arrangement the compiler issues no checking code for the
expression 'rip-> val'. This is how po·inter· swizzling upon discovery can reduce the number
of reservation check.
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3.5.6

Object Fa ulting goes on

\low, depending on the \·aluc "cliff" <'ith<'r the point<'r 'left ' or th<' poinll'r 'right ' is follow<'d
although the loop is exited in the case 'diff==O ' . Both <'xprcssions rcg;u·ding 'np ' in lin<'
11 and 12 arc subject to rcsNvation check aucl both contain a lambda. Thus r<'gardl<'ss of
the path taken, another swizzling accompanied by an obj<'ct fault is performed in either
line 11 or 12. Then a new iteration of the loop is entered. This &wizzling and faulting
process continues until a leaf of the tree is encountered or a node "·hose 'nu' is match<'cl
by 'v' .
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#i n clude < stdlib . h >
#in clude " treedef. h"

stat ic Root

* tree_root ;

II
II

int main(int a.c, char**a.v)

Storagci'vlana.ger

* sm

= crcatc__ESM();

sm->Star tTransaction();
p3Lbind_j·oot( &trce_1·oot,sm, "THE...ROOT _OF _TREE");
Node

* np

= t ree_1·oot->top;

int cliff, v;
v

=

atoi( av[ l ] ):

while( np ) {
cl iff = v - np->val;
if ( v<O) np = np-> left;
e lse if ( 0< v) np = np-> right;
else bre ak ;

sm->Comm itTransact ion();

Figure 3.9: Tr ee T raversal Code
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line 1
line 2

II line .~
II line 4
II line 5
II line 6
II line 7
II line 8
II line 9
II line 10
II line 11
II line 12
II line J.'J

Chapter 4
P3L Compiler Implementation
In this chapter, the implementation of the P3L compiler is described. Two experimental
implementation of P3L preceded the current P3L compiler implementation. Both adopted
a translator approach for ge!l(•rating reservation checking instruct ions. The one being
worked on now is a native compilC'r. The handling of generation of ancillary functions
and the type information has changC'd from the initial compiler implementation to the
current compiler implcmC'ntation.
In the first section. implementation strategies are discussed , includin g a prospect which
discourages adding hmguage extC'nsions.

4.1

Implementation Strategies and History

The most rece nt P3L impl ementation adopts po·inter· swizzling

1l]JOn

discovery through

compiler modification . Gnu C++ compiler is modified so that the compi ler generates
required reservation checking instructions against a discovered pointer. Previous experimental implementations were tried as a translator based on PCC (Portable C Compiler)
on BSD unix and a translator written from scratch. Unfortunately the former did not
support new ANSI C synta..x thus making compilation of some benchmark applications
impossible. And neither of the111 supported compi lation of C++ code. Theoretically,
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they cou ld ha,·e b<'<'n extenckd to cop<' with C++. But C++ is a n'ry complex language
and e\·<'n parsin g C++ properly <'n tails much effort and tinw. Also til(' stabi lit y and
sp<'ed of the translator were not too good. Thus , t he idea of the curr('Jlt implement at ion
wh ich bases on Gnu C++ com piler was conceiYed. The ll<'W compiler generates machine
instructions directly wi th out going through a C source fi le as intermedi a te output. The
modifications mad e to the compiler is detffiled in sect ion 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 . As a result ,
compilation is faster and the compiler is more stable.
The two translator implement ations suppo rt ed a spec ial keyword persistent and a new
synt<LX form , binder·, for defining a persistent root. Per·s·i stent is a type qtmlifi<'r which
specifi<'s the object decl>lred or defi ned to be persistent. B inder· spec ifics the name of the
persistent object to which the variable qualified to be persistent is bound. For exa mple,
a definition of a persist ent integer is made in the followin g way:

persistent int aNumber <= "anPersistentinteger";
This l<mguage extension has been abandoned in the current implementation with Gnu
C++ Compiler in favor of portability of application programs and til(' same function
C<lll

be implemented within the language st;utdard. Thus an application written for P.'JL

system can be compi led by m1y legitimate C++ compiler. And compil<'d programs run
properly if a runtime system which supports pointer· swizzling at fault lime is provided as
in th e Texas P er·sistent Stor·e. O th erwise, a spec ial persistence-aware compi ler, such as
the P8L comp iler, is required. To further facilit ate portin g of appli cations, cons! ruction
of 'reservation check checker' is being coHsiderccl . This checker parses so urce codes a nd
picks up expressions which ;u e subj ec ted to rt'SC!Tation check. If m1y of such expression
is not surrounded by a call to the reservation check function , the checker issues warning
about it. Using such a checker, manually inserting reserYation checkin g code becomes less
error prone process and the written code can be compiled with a ny C++ compiler and
run flawlessly. An expression checked in this way would look like:
ResvChk(p->ncxt)->next

= R<'sYChk ( ResYChk (q-> prev)-> ncxt
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);

Of course, the expression looks much simpler if a persistence awan• compiler like the
P8L compiler is ;wailable so that those calls to IlesvChk() do not clutter sou iTt' codes.
Fort unately, Gn u C++ Compiler is a very portable system and mns on almost a ll ftaYors
of Unix opera ting system in add ition to OS/2, l\!icrosoft DOS and l\ licrosoft Windows
NT. Th us portability of P3L applications can be maintained to a certain degree without
embedding resen ·ation checking code in applications. However, for various reasons not
on ly technical but legal, the use of G++ compiler must often be avoided. The checker
approach shou ld sen·e in such occasions.

4 .2

Ove rvie w o f Gnu C++ C ompiler

Gnu C++ Compiler is a C/C++/Objective-C compiler wh ich is freely distributed under
Gnu P ublic License. All the three comp ilers can be generated from a single distribution
pnckagc.

4 .2 .1

Machine Description

GCC has a back-end which eases porting of the compiler to a new processor architecture.
One can adopt the compiler to a new processor by writing a machine description instead of
mod ifying tlw back-end itself. l\lac hi nc ckscription consists of a set of templates, which
are used by the back-end to choose a suitable machine inst ruction sequence generated
from a part icul ar RT X, which is to be explained shortly. T he following is an example of
a tem pl ate of machine descript ion.
(define_insn "tstsi"
[(set (ceO)
( match_operand : SI 0 "general_ operand " "rm" )) ]

"*
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(if(TARGET_68020 I I !ADDRESS_REG_P (operands[O]))
return \"tstl 'l.O\";
return \"cmpl #0,%0\";}")
The name "tstsi" indicates that this ten1plate can be used to generate an instruetion(s)
for test ing a value of single int eger against 0. Wh en generating RTX from AST (Abst ract
Synta..x Tree), to be described shortly, the compiler utilize t he knowkdge t hat this CPU
can handl e " tstsi" operation. The RTX brackded by '[' and ']'. specifics t he RTX , to
wh ich this tem plat e can be applied to. The last slot is a C code fragme nt for generating
inst ruct ion pattern given to assembler.
The above paragraph taJks about the conversion performed at th e lowest level in
the latest phase of the compilat ion, that is, RTX to a machine in struction(s). In the
next sect ion , we look at hi gher level representa tion of a program from which RTXs arc
generated.

4.2.2

Abstract Syntax Tree

AST is a more abstract reprrsentat ion of a program than RTX. As t he name implies,
an AST represents a frag111ent of source code such as a ,·ariablc d<'claration, a function
defin ition, a statement, an expression. The compiler com·erts input file into ASTs function
by fun ction. Examples of AST arc shown in Figure 4.1.
The construction of an AST progressl's in a bottom up fashion together with parsin g.
For example, when the production rule listed below is taken, an AST node for bin ary

'+'

operator is created through the call to buil!l_x_binw·y_op. Each of the Sl'Cond and the third
argument represents the AST which has been generated while respective expr_no_comrnas
expression is parsed.
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~-----------------------------------------~---

AST for q=p->next
/

q

=

'

/"
i next

p
Figmc -1.1: An example of an AST node.

expr_no_commas:

expr_no_commas '+' expr_no_commas

{ $$ = build_x_binary_op ($2, $$, $3); }
The construction of

'+' operator node proceeds as follmYs if the t\\·o operands arc
'+' opera tion. If not , a node representin g an erroneous AST

compatible with regard to
is returned .

• A memory chunk is allocated from a memory pool, called the new node in the
following.
• Code fi eld in the new node field is initialized with 'PLUS...EXPR' for the purpose of
id entification.
• The pointers to the sub-AST arc copied in to operands fi eld.
• The type of the new node is determined and set in the new node. If one of the two
operands is a pointer <llld the ot her is int, for example, then the type of the new
node picks up the type of t he pointer.
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Figure 4.2 illust rates the procedure sketched above.
The important thing to not<' IH're is that the compiler maintains type information
for each nodes in AST. Th is aids vcry much in detecting expressions which need to be
reservation checked as is explained in the next section.

chain~
type~-+---+ tree_type node
PLUS EXPR
flags

r----+ operand[O]
operand[1]

1\

/ an AST_..,

l

1

an AST ~

Figure 4.2: Constrncting PLUS.EXPR Node in an AST.

4.2.3

Register Transfer Level Expression

The representation of AST is a little too high level for performing optimization and
machine code generation on. Thus the compiler first converts ASTs into a sequence of
RTX 1 . Then it performs optimization on RTX, assigns hard registers to pseudo registers ,
and finally converts RTXs into machine instructions following the guidance by the machine
1

RTX is an abbreviation for Regi ster Transfer len· I eXpressions.
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descri ption, whi ch is described in section -!.2. 1. A funct ion d<'finition and a sequence of
RTX gencrat<'d by compili ng t he fu nction a re shown below :
int foo(void)
{

char
char

*
*

p;
q;

*P = q[4];
}

; ; Function f oo

1:(insn 9 6 11 (set (reg:SI 68)
2:

(mem:SI (plus:SI (reg SI 65)
( const_int -4)))) -1 (nil)

3:

4:

(nil))

5:
6:(insn 11 9 13 (set (reg : SI 69)
7:
8:

(const_int 4)) -1 (nil)
(nil))

9:
10:(insn 13 11 14 (set (reg:SI 71)
11:

(mem:SI (plus:SI (reg:SI 65)

12:
13:

(const_int -8)))) -1 (nil)
(nil))

14:
15:(insn 14 13 16 (set (reg:SI 70)
16:
17:

(plus:SI (reg:SI 69)
(reg:SI 71))) -1 (nil)
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18:

(nil))

19:
20:(insn 16 14 18 (set (reg:SI 72)
21:
22 :

(reg:SI 70)) -1 (nil)
(nil))

23:
24:(insn 18 16 19 (set (reg:QI 73)
25:
26:

(mem/s : QI (reg : SI 72))) -1 (nil)
(nil))

27:
28:(insn 19 18 21 (set (mem:QI (reg:SI 68))
29:
30:

(reg:QI 73)) -1 (nil)
(nil))

31:

RTX generation is performed assuming unlimited number of registers. L<tter whm pseudo
registers are assigned wi th a hard rC'gistcr, spill codes arc inse rt ed to account for the
limitation in the number of aYailable bard registers. 'reg:SI' stands for a register which
can bold single precision integer while 'mem:Sr st and s for a memory location pointed by
the operand RTX. consUnt -4 and -8 being added in the RTX startin g a t lin e 1 and 10
arc of!"scts from the current fram e point er to th e location where til(' vari ables 'p· and 'q'
are stored on the stack.

4.3

Modification t o GCC

The previous section is an OYetTiew of the organization of GCC. This section describes
what modification were needed to make GCC pe1·sistence awar-e. Th ere arc two thin gs to
be taken care of. Th ey arc:
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• Insertion of the reservation chl'cking code.
• GenNa! ion of ancillary functions.

4.3.1

Insertion of reservation checking code

Pointer swizzling upon discovery requires the reservation checks b<' performed on every
pointer which potentially contains reference to a persistent object. I3ecause each pointer
to a persistent root is initialized in the way described in section 3.3.3 aucl persistent
objects are loaded into the heap only, the sole possibility of a lambda being cliscovcn'd by
a running program is through a memory fetch from the heap. Thus by scr<'ening lambdas
upon those memory access and performing sw izzling on them if needed, the itwariant can
be maintained that every pointer read from memory to be feel into a register or a. slot on
stack is all fully swizzled. The sc reen ing is performed by having the compil er adds extra
instructions to those generated from an expression which involves a pointer clercferencing
and yields a pointer or a pointer-containing aggregate value. This strategy may seem to
pose problems with memory-indirect addressing modes in some CISC machines. However,
it is not a problem with P3L compiler because it generates two separate RTXs for loading
the value of a pointer and for dereferencing the pointer, and inserts another RTXs in the
middle for reservation checking. Thus the compiler cannot combine a RTX for loading
pointer and a RTX for dercferencing to generate a. single load instruction with memory
indirection.
The reservation checking code is inserted through the following 2 steps. While AST
is being built, the construction of a node for one of the three operator C*',"righta1Taw·
and '0') is monitored. If the first operand of these operators is a pointer or a structure
which conta ins a pointer, then the node representing the operator is marked using one of
the bits in the 'flag' field shown in Figure 4.2. The second step is performed while RTXs
are generated from an AST. \Vhen the compiler sees a marked node, it first generate
RTX for t.hc first operand of the node (the left triangle in Figure -1.2, for example) . The
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RTX spec ifi es a memory locat ion. l:sing the RTX. thE' compikr adds a sequence of RTXs
which is equivalent to RTXs expected from the following code fr agment.

II In case '*pp' is a pointer
if( (*pp)==(T *) - 1) *PP = __ p3l_swizzle_ptr(pp);

II Note that 'pp' is a pointer to a pointer and
II 'T **' is the type of 'pp' .

II In case '*pp' is a pointer containing structure
__p3l _swizzle _struct( pp );
Different. code generation strategies arc taken depending on whether the type of the node
representing the expression '* pp ' is a pointer or a structure containin g a poin ter. That
is, a pointer is reservation checkC'd in -lin e while pointers within structurC's me reservat ion
checked t hrou gh a function cal l. The purpose of taking this st rategy is the reduction of
code size.
Marking a node in the parsing phase and then checking the marker in thC' RTX ge nerat ion phase may seem redundant . HowcYcr, it was needed to implempn t compilrr opt imization.

4 .3.2

Optimizations

P3L compiler performs a few optimizations rathC'r than followin g the above principle

naively. They are:
• Pointers to functions arc not reservation checked.
• A pointer, whose value is compared with 0 and immediately discard ed, is not reservation checked.
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• If a single member of an aggregate is <'xtractC'd by .-operator, swizzling all pointers

iu the aggregate is aYoided.
Siner uo dynamic linking of functions arc performed at ruutime, a pointer to a function
within an object is assume to be always fully swizzled at fault time. BC'cause of this,
applicat ions do not have to reservation check a pointer to function at runtime.

char ** fincLempty__slot( char ** array, size_t size )

inti;
char **r = 0;
for (i= D; i<size; ++i)
if( array[i]==D )
{ r = &a.rray[i] ; break; }
return r;

Figure 4.3: Finding an empty slot iu an array of pointers

Pointer swizzling 11.t fault time and point er swizzling upon discovery, req uire

;t

pointer

to contain a virtual memory address when its valu e is examined. This im plies a pointer
must be swizzled even if it is never derdcrenced as long as its valu e is examined. The
code fr agment shown in Figure 4.3 iterates over elements of an array of pointers to find
an entry which contains a null point er. Since 'a rray[i] ' in the expression 'array[i]= =D' is
a pointer value yielded by an array subscript operator, the expression 'array[i]' is snbj ect
to the reservation check. However, the information required here is whether t he yielded
pointer conta ins null pointer or not. A null OID is fully swizzlC'd to NULL pointer 11.t
fau lt time and other non-null OIDs arc eith er fully swizzled to a virtual mcmory address
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or partially swizzkd to a lambda which is not a NGLL pointer. Thus whet her a persistent
reference is null or not can be detennined without forcing swizzling, simply by checking
the pointer. For this reason a pointer dol'S not have to be fully swizz led upon discovery
if the value of the cxpressiou is only compa red wit h null pointer.
T h<' las t optimizat ion in t he list also concerns th e removal of un11ecessary sw izzling
of pointers. Dy following the above procedure for markin g AST nodes, gin'B a structure
and a variable defi nition below,

struct BinaryTreeNode {
BinaryTreeNode
BinaryTreeNode
char

}*

*

left;

*

right;

val[256];

p;

the expression '*p' is subj ect to the reservation check. The r<'se rvation check on the
structure looks at both 'left' and 'right ' data members to see 11·hether they need to be full y
s11·izzlcd. This is the right thing to do i11 an expression which uses tlw eBtir<' structure as
a nunc, for example in an structure assignment. However, if either of the data members is
ext racted from the struc tu re value (t'.g. (* p).l<'ft ), running resern<tion check and sw izz ling
the data member which is not extracted turus out to be a waste of the cpu cycles. Tlw
P3L compiler optimizes this case by emitting reservation check ing only on the used fi eld.

The las t two optimizatio11 is performed by disca rdin g or hoisting the marked 110de as
shown i11 Figure 4.4. The pair on the left shows what happ ens when a node of AST for the
operator ' ==' is constructed. The right operand is checked to see whether it is valu e 0 or
not. Since that is the case, the mark on the '*' node is discarded meaning the expression
neither '*p' nor '*p==O ' must be reservation checked. The pair on the right shows what
happens when a node of AST for the operator ·: is constru cted. At that point , the mark
on the '*'-node is hoisted up to the'.' node. Since the type of the ' .' node is a pointer, th e
mark is kept there. Otherwise it is disca rded. The actual code fragments in th e compiler
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is shown below. Similarly the mark is remo,·ed from the operand of k-operator and the
left side operand of assignmen t operator (=) since only 1-Ya lu e of the operands is r<'quired.
Th is is a requirement for the system to work correctly, not for optimi7.ation.

I* for t he '==' operator *I
if(TREE_NEEDS_RC(opO)kkTREE_CDDE(opl)==INTEGER_CST&&integer_zerop(opl ))
TREE_NEEDS_RC(opO) = 0;
if(TREE_NEEDS_RC(opl)k&TREE_CODE(opO)==INTEGER_CST&kinteger_zerop(opO))
TEE_NEEDS_RC(opl) = 0;

I* for the ' . ' operator *I
TREE_NEEDS_RC(ref) =
p3l_is_subject_to_rc( TREE_TYPE(field) ) && TREE_NEEDS_RC(datum);
TREE_NEEDS _RC(datum) = 0;
Th e modification made to GCC for the generation of rese!Tation checking code is \'Cry
li ttle. It consists an add itional few d o~cns lines to existing files (mainly in 'e-ty peck.c')
and two new fil es of about 500 lines .

.
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Figure 4.4: Discarded or Hoisted RC-nuuk
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left

4.3.3

Generation of Ancillary Functions

For an application generated through rompilat ion by the P.'JL compiler to run , a srt of
functions which are collectivrly referred t.o as (l'fl.cill(I1'Y functions must be generated by
the compiler. As is discussed in section ..J.3.4, leaving the responsibility of defining these
functions to the programmer means reduced producti,·ity >Ulcl decreased reliability of the'
product.

_ p.'Jl_swizzle_stntct(} is one of the ancillary functions. Ancillary functions arc specific
to t he type of an <ugument(s). In the case of this function, it performs the reservation
check ou pointers contained in the object whose address is passed in the argument . Depending on the type of the arguments, the function looks at different locations within the
object. Another example is p3LbincLroot() fun ction. The first argument to this function
is a pointer to a pointer to the root object spec ified by the name given in the second
argument. The type of the object varies.
The ancillary functions may be generated as implicitly defined functions emit ted by
t he compiler. Or they may be generated using a language proYided fRcility. The usc of
preprocessor macro a nd template fun ctions are examples.
The strategy for ancilla ry function generation in the P3L compiler has eYolved OYer
time in the t hree steps listed brlow:
• At first, every ancillary functions were emitted by the compiler when a type definition is parsed or a priori for primitive types.
• The first scheme required rather elaborate modification to the compiler when a
specification of an ancillary function is changed. This property was detrimental to
make the system compatible with multiple storage managers . Thus in this implementation, on ly one kind of ancillary function was generated by the compiler. The
fun ction _p3LcollecLptr'() was emitted for each type defined in a program 2 Other
2 The

functions are on. rloadcd by their argument types.

_p3LcollecLr>tr() in a single program.
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Thus thne exist multiple versions of

anci llary fu nctions

IIWC

ddined as macros 11·hid1 embeds a call to --]J3Lcoll<cLpl7'{)

fnu ction.
• Tbe most current version of P3L generates anci llary functi ons through template
fun ction defin ition. Thus no compi ler modificat ion is applied in term&of the all(· illary fun ction generation .
The first two versions shared a problem , which results in larger code or programmer's
drudgery. It is about avoiding multiply defining a single fun ction. Since program modules
may be compiled separately, it is possible that exactly same fun ctions arc generated in
two or more modules. This may lead to an error in linking phase. The solu tion adopted
was to res trict the scope of anci ll ary fun ction defi ni tions to the module in wh ich they are
defined , i. e. to add 'static' storage cl ass to the definition. This wou ld a,·oid the linker error
with the t'xpense of ge tting larger code. An alternat ive way of solving this problem is to
give a programmer the control o,·er instant ia tions, using a. mac ro or a compiler pragma.
In the second version, instantia ti on of function s, except _p3LcollecLptr'(). was controlled
by the programmer. A similar problem arises from t he need to determine the dynam ic
type of a n obj ect at fault tim e, which is ckscribed in sec tion ... 3.4. For certain kinds of
ancillary function , the P3L runtime must dispatch to the right version of an anci llary
function gi,·en a dynamic type of an object (Sec sect ion -!.3.4). As the type identity of
persistent objects are determined by the name of th eir class, a table must be maintain ed
to associate a type name to the corresponding __ p3LcollecLptr() fun ction. A similar
problem arises regarding the generation of this table. However, making the storage class
of the table static does not solve the problem this time because th e P3L run time library
must have access to the table. The first two versions of the compiler did not support the
table generation thus polymorphi c persistent objects were not supported .
Below, the three incarn ations of the ancillary functi on generation are described with
their benefits and problems.
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Direct Generation
In this Ycrsion, each ancillar y fun ct ion for a ; peri fi c type did not share code for loc ating
references, returning it s size, etc. GivC'n th e followin g decl arations,
struct listnode {
listnode
int

*

struct treenode {

next;

treenode

*

val;

treenode

* right;

};

left;

};

th e followin g ancillary fun ctions for reservat ion checking are generated .

I* one for 'listnode' class *I
void __ p3l_swizzle_struct( listnode

*

p ) {

*

p ) {

__ p3l_swizzle_ptr( &p->next );
}

I* one for 'treenode' class *I
void __ p3l_swizzle_struct( treen ode
__ p3l_swizzle_ptr( &p-> left );
__ p3l_swizzle_ptr( &p->right );
}

The knowledge about the lo cat ions of references within an obj ect is embedd ed in the
fun ction s. This would mean that the fun ctions run fas ter sin ce they do not execute
interpreting type description ns is done in t he foll owing two Ycrsions.

Generation through Macros
Generating a different an cillary fun ction for a different argument type is benefi cial in terms
of the execution speed but it is disad vant ageous in terms of code size. T hus a method
which use macros utilizing the inform Rtion obtain ed by _ p3Lcollect_ptr-() fu nction was
impl emented. For example , giYcn the macro definiti on below,
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#define DEF_SWIZZLE_STRUCT(T)

\

void __ p3l_swizzle_struct( T
REF_SET

*

p ) {

s;

\
\

__ p3l_collect_ptr( &s,p );

\

__ p3l_generic_swizzle( (void *)p, &s );\
}

inserting DEF __5\VIZZLE(Person) to a source code generates the ancillary function for
the type P e1·son. The __ p3Lgeneric_swizzle(} is a runtime library function, which ac·ccpts
the description of locations of referen ces and performs the reservat ion check on them .
There exists only a. single version of the function.

This cont ributes to the reduction

of code size because generated anc illary functions arc smaller and they arc expl icitly
generated on ly once per program by the prognmmer. However, it was felt that the need
of explicit instantiation was a rct rogres. ion. Also, the use of macros make debugging a
nightm<ue. It was understood that exploit ing template function definition will de' legate the
responsibility of implementing an efficient instantiation mechanism to a compil!'r writer.
However, there was one problem for which no solutions were found. That is, it was felt
that generating a type identity within a template fun ct ion was impossibl e without the use
of the runtime type id entification mechanism put in the draft A\TSI C++ standard (i.e.
typeid(} operator). Unfortunately, G++ docs not implement the operator yet and adding

the functionality did not seem trivial. In case of a ma cro, treating macro parameter as a
string (i.e. #T) suffices.

Generation through Templates
A template fun ction is characterized by th e template keyword and type p:tra.meters. The

following is :tn exa mple of a template function.

template < class T > T max(T& a , T& b) { return a<b ? b
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a; }

This provides g<'neric defi ni tion of the fundion mr13;{) for arbitrary typ<' T. A t<:'mplat<:'
funct ion defin ition itsel f doC's not ge nerate any code. A templn.tc function is implicitly
materialized when a compiler sees the net>d to , usually through the use of the function.
For exa mple, th e expression " i = max{l27, i) ;" t riggers the generation of int max(int&a,

int&b} fun ct ion. A generation of 11. specific version of a template function for a certai n type
is termed template instantiation. Different C++ compilers employ different instantiation
mechanism. However , th ey all provide the control over the inst<ultiation. Most of them
allow explicit insta ntiations too.
In the cu rrent version of the P3L compiler, a template function is defined for swizzling
struct ures ( resern~t ion checking stru ct ures) .

void __ p3l_sw( T

*

p ) {

__ p3l_generic_sw( TexasWrapper<T> : :texas_unique_class_name,
&TexasWrapper<T>: :texas_unique_cached_type_id,
p);
}

Because of the modification made to the GCC compiler, a call to _ p3Lsw() is general<'
when the compiler sees a code like *s = *t 1dwre sand t arc a pointer to a structure wit h
embedded references. This triggers the instantiation of the template function.
Interesti ng <Ue the first two arguments to the runtime library functio n _ p3Lgeneric_.sw().

Texas Wmppe1· is a template class which has texas_tmiqtte_class_narne and texas_unique_ mched._typ
as its static datn members. Th e use of the la tter member is described in sect ion 5.4 . The
type of the former is char

* and

it is a poin ter to the name of T. Use of this wrapper

class provides a way to map the type used for an instantiation to the type name. The
on ly remaining piece is how to initialize the data member with the correct type name.
C++ decorates function and class names with the types of arguments and the type
of the return value in case of a fun ct ion , when they are emitted to an assembler source.
T hus a decorated name looks like:
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__ t12TexasWrapper1ZP7Connect$texas _unique_ c lass_name
From this. it is known that Te:wsWmppe1· class ll'as instantiatt'd \\'ith rt'gard to tht'

Con11ect class.
After compilation of a modult', the object module is inspt'ded by a utility called

pnewfintl to find sy mbols which look like the above one. The set of those names found in
the obj ect module is put in a file assoc iated with the module. 13cforc linking, those files
arc merged by tnamemap and the follow ing declaration is generated for each type found .
XXX is assumed to be one of the namt's of the types.
char

*

Texas Wrapper< XXX >: :texas _unique _class _name
unsigned i nt
TexasWrapper< XXX >: :texas _unique_cached_type _id

(unsigned int) -1;

unsigne d int
TexasWrapper< XXX> : :texas_unique _cached_hash_val = (unsigned int) -1;
This mechani sm for obtaining a type name within a tt'mplate fun ction was dev ised
and ut ilities \\'t're deYe!oprd by the implementors of Texas PNsistent Store. The cmwnt
P3L implemen ta tion borrows them.

4.3.4

Runtime Typ e Ide ntifica tion and Type Information

Runt ime T y p e Ide n t ifica tion
T he P3L runtime system must be able to tell the dynamic type of a. persistent object in
order to handle object fau lting properly. Figure 4.5 illustrates the rt'ason why it must.
The expression p->m_fath er in th e body of the fun ction may trigger an obj ct faul t.
Since the apparent type of the expression is Person

*,

calling _p3Lf etch_obj( Person

*

p) see ms to suffice when the reservation check fails. As stated previously, however, the
actual type of th e object bC'in g pointed by p->rn_fath er may be different from Person
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clue to the polymorphic type compatibility rule. Thus an application written using P3L
must spec ify the type of an object supplyin g its type name. Sect ion 5...1 details the issue.
The need for explicit specification of an object type will be elided one' the runtime type
identification (RTTI) is incorporated into the C++ compiler. With RTTI supported,
given a pointer to a type T, the name of the type name can be obta.iuccl through the
express ion typeid(*T).name().
struct Person {
Per on

* mJ"ather;

* mJllother;
* mJiame[l6];

Person
char

int age, salary;

};
struct Prognunmer : public Person {... }
struct Teacher

public Person {... }

int isJ"ater_called_jcff(Person

* p)

return !strcmp(p->nLJathcr->mJlame, "JEFF");

Figure 4.5: Polymorphic type and RTTI

Runtime Type Information
Runtime Type Information is meta inform ation about characteristic of types, which is
made a,·ailable to a program at runtime. By utilizing type information, the running
program can access its data abstractly, i.e. it can enumerate name and type of data
members in a structure, calrulate the size of an instance, obtain printable name of the
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typr of an object , etc. AIt hough the current impll'mrntation of P3L main! ~ins in format ion
on the pointer locat ions on ly, aYai lahilii y of a rich type information aids in impro,·ing
programmer's productivity. \lost of t he other object orir nt ed languag<' suc h a , Eiffd,
Smalltalk pro,·ides th r informat ion through a standard library wit h cooperation from the
compiler. Unfortunately there is no st andard on runtime type information in C++. Thus
the GCC compi ler had to be modified to add this capability initially and later debuggin g
information emitted by th e compiler is utili zed to extract runtime type information from.
T he functi on _ p3LcollecLptr(), which is automatically em itted by the compiler for
each type defined, may be considered to be very primitive type information.
On the other hand , the current P3L implementation extracts the same information
from the debugging information attached to an application using utilities provided in the
Texas Persistent Store distribution. Debugging informa tion is produced by specifyin g -g
Hag when execut ing the comp iler. D<'bngging informat ion is description on fun ctions,
variables and types used by a program , using which a debugge r can, for exa mple, locate
the position of a variable given its namr , access it, and print the contents of the object
in hum an r<'adable format. E'igurc -±.6 taken from t iH' Texas Persistent Store distribution
illustrates the fl ow of meta data in til<' Texas Persistent Store and P3L. *tel is tll<' type
information for each object mod ule, which ;uc to be combin ed into *tdf at the linkin g
phase .
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----------~;SQ.irCe-Me----------------------------1

app . vft.

~------------------ _:
P : Pid:le
U : Unpickk

Figure 4.6: Flow of Data (from the Texas PS distribution )
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Chapter 5
Runtime Library and Storage
Managers
An interface to t he P3L runtime system exposed to programmers belongs to eit her of
the e two categories:
1. Transaction Ma nagement
2. Object ll huwgement
The set of interface to tlH'sc comp onen ts constitnt es an API, Applica tion Programmin g
In terface, of t he P 3L progra mming environment . T hese arc call-based in te rfaces. T here
is ;mother in te rface between an applica tion progncm an d the runtime system . Th at is, th e
interface for handling exceptions. Exceptions arc notificat ions of error conditions detec ted
by t he runtime library. For example, an exception is generated if a non-existing object
is requested from database. A conventional strategy for notify in g an appli cation of such
erroneous condition is to encode the error status in the yaJue returned to t he application
from the ca llee. However, in the context of P3L, some ru ntime library fu nctions arc
called by instructions implicitly emitted by the compiler. This mean s, the fun ct ion calls
corresponding to the emi tted instru ctions do not app ear in t he program text. Thus there
is no \Yay to implement tlw conYen tional st rategy of checkin g for errors resulting from
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those calls. Thus except ion hm1dlin g is a crucial pmt of the design of the P.'JL runtime
system.
Other compon ents of the runtime system are also present ed in this chapter. Oue
of these compon ents governs thl' mapping between a persistent ident ifier and a virtu al
memory address assigned to it in addition to the mapping between a virtual memory
address of a lambd a and th e persistent id entifier the lambd a is representin g. Although
the components m·e invisible to programmers, th<'y bear signifi cant importan ce. At the
end of this chapter, the storage managers interfaced to the runtime system arl' rl'viewed.

5.1

Transaction Management

In the P3L system, updates to persistent objects arc performed atomically. That is, either all of the upd ates in a transaction <He recorded in the persistent storage or else none
of them are ever pcrmmwntly recorded. A transa.ction is a sequence of read and write
operations which are exp licitly blm1kcted in a Sl'ction of code. The section is dynamically nuuked by calling APis, not by a stat ically defined code block. Both fun ctions ar<'
member fun ctions of the class StorageManager. If and only if a trm1saction rcachc. a
completion stat us and the updates performed during the transaction do not conflict with
those performed , the effec t of updates arc permanently reflected in thl' database.
An application mu st declare the start of upd ates by calling StartTmnsaction(). The
start of transac tion is not implicit, that is, au application must explicitly call the Stm·t-

Tmnsaction{) function in order to start manipulating persistent objects. The function
is a member function of the class Storage.Manager. Similarly, an application must tell
the runtime system of the end of a transaction through a call to another fun ction. The
name of the fun ct ion is CommitTmnsaction(), which is also a member fun ct ion of the
class Storaget. Ianager. If the application wants its updates cm1celled , it should call the

Abor-tTmnsaction() member fun ction of the sa me class. Updates made to dat abase in a
transaction will take effect if the ca ll to CommitTrans<tction() comp letes successfully.
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A transaction is aborted if the application running the transactiou calls AbOI·tTransaction{) or conflict in access to items iu tlH' database is detected by the runtinH' systcm .

T he semant ics of a transaction require either (1) undoing the effect. of 11pdatcs when a
transaction aborts or (2) not upd>tting the permanent copy of the database 1>tt all until
the transaction successfu lly commits . The Exodus Storage !vlanager adopts WAL (Write
Ahead Logging)[33]. With \VAL, upd>ttes are logged with a corresponding before-irnage
so that updates can be undone during a rollback operation. A commit oper:ttion completes as soon as all log records for the transaction are forced into the log. The Tf'xas
Persistent Store also adopts \VAL. However, no before-image are logged in the Texas Persistent Store. This is possible for the Texas Persistent Store because an access to a single
page is allowed only for a sin gle transaction and no updates to the permanent copy are
performed until the transaction commits. In some cases, such as abrupt power failure
or a system crash, an app lication terminates before it calls either Comm·i tTmnsaction()
or AbortTmnsaction(). In such an c•vcnt. the storage system must perform a rccm·ery
operation, which is similar to rollback except that dirty pages are not avail<tble either in
Yolatile store or in ·table storage.
\Vhen more than one transaction is running, til(' order of read and write operations to
the database from different transactions must be coordinated so that the consistency of
the database is preserved . The general approach is to ensure that iuterleavcd op(•ratious
from clifl"erent transaction forms'' serializablc history. A serializable history is a sequence
of read and write operations which can be produced by serial execut ion of participating
transactions. The task of ensurin g a serializab le execution is called concun·ency cont1"0l.
The P3L runtime does not implement its own concurrency control scheme, but rather
delegates the responsibility to an underlining storage manager. A storage manager can
implement its own concurrency cont rol method. Also, it is legitimate for a storage manager to implement no concurrency control mechanism if applications do not require it.
1

Part of the stable storage apart from the log area..
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Implementing transaction atomicity is optional as 11·cll although both storage managers
available now implement it.
An operation which violates SC'rializable history may be clC'tected during a transaction long bcfme the tnUJsaction attempts to commit. The implication of this is that a
transaction abort may occur anytime during program execution as a result of accessing
a persistent object. The conventional method of error checking and handling is not applicable in this situation because an access to a persistent obj cts occurs implicitly, i.e.
because a programmer has not written I/0 operations explicitly in the program. Thus
P3L provides support for a primitive2 exception handling mechanism, which is described
in the next section . A programmer associates a handler (called an exception handle1')
to a specified block of program. Transaction aborts detected during the execution of
that block wi ll be signaled by the rnntime as an enor and control will be passed to the
except ion handler.

5.2
5.2 .1

Exception Handling
Rationale

The runtime library of P3L signals transaction abort through the use of an exception
handling mechanism.

Due to the a\·ailability of this mechanism, an application docs

not have to repeated ly check the complC'tion status of library ca lls. This is especially
important for the API which is called implicitly as a result of failed reserYation checks.
Consider the code fragm ent in Figure 5.1. The assignment expression marked with the
comment may cause object fault if the target object is not resident.
If the target object is assigned a proper address and made resident, the yielded value

of the expression is the address. However, the process of making the target resident may
2

Draft ANSI C++ standard defines a standard exception handling and it requires that destructors be

called regarding objects created on stack when the stack frames are rewound due to an exception.
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fail cine to a transaction conflict or netiYork failure, for exampl!'.

In that case. what

,·alnc s hould t he exp ression y ield ? ll ctu min g NULL forces the iteration loop to terminate
incorrectly. The P3L system solves this problc·m th rough the introdu ct ion of <Ul exception
handlin g system . In preparation for exceptional condition s such as net11·ork failnre, an
applicat ion in stalls a n exception handle1· for a bl ock of code dnring which an exception
may occ ur. If the P3L runt ime system detects an except ion cond ition while executing,
the runtime system looks for an except ion hand ler installed to handle that <.'Xccption and
passcs control to that exception hand kr. If a handler is not insta lled. the transaction is
aborted and the entire application termin<ttcs.

struct LinkcdList Nodc {
LinkedL ist Nocle

* m_next;

int m _valu e;

};

int sunL up ( LinkedListi\odc

* p)

int v = 0:
while ( p) {
v

+=

p

= p->ncxt;

p -> m _value;

II

may cause an object fault

return v;

Figure 5.1: An expression which may cause an object fa ult
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II

void tihmL>um( void ) {
int v

assume the tmnsaction al!wdy star-ted.

= 0;

int volat ile retry = 0;
LinkcdList:\iodc

* p;

do {
TRY {
p3LbindJ·oot( &p, theSM, "LinkedListRoot" );
v = su nLup( p ); retry = 0;
} CATCH( SmException ,e ) {

if( e. m_snLerrno==SmException::xacLabort ) {
theSM -> StmtTransaction ();
retry = 1;
} else THROW _LAST();
END_CATCH

} while ( retry );
CSt ring s,·; sv.itoa( v );
~ l cssageBox(J\U LL,

"Sum of values" ,

SY, !\ IB _O I~ );

Figure 5.2: An exception handler in stalled around a code block.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of a n exception handler installed around the cal l to the
fun ction described above. Because an exception may be raised during t he CX('Cution of the
cal l to the funct ion sum_up, the statement bracketed TRY and CATCH is protected by
the exception handler bracketed CATCH and END_CATCH. Wh en any exception which
is an instance of the class SmException is raised during the execut ion of the protected
block, coutrol is passed to the except ion handler. The handler exa min es the ('Xact cause
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of the exception by looking

at

the

IILS77Le7'nw

data nwmber. If the cxrC'ption is cause by

a notification of transaction abort from the storag<:' manager , the handler sets the Yariable
Tet1y to l so th at the opC'ration in the protected block is retri('d. Otherwise. the exception

is re-thrown and an en dosing exception handler is sought.

5.2.2

Implementat ion

Managing Stack of Contexts
The exception !Jandling system is implemented using the sctjmp/longjmp functions in
the sta ndard C library. Because exception blocks can be dynamically nested , a stack of
jmp_buf must be maintained. The top of the stack is maintained in a variable called
exc_exception.-fmme, which is a pointer to an instance of t he EXC_LINK class.
EXC_LINK class has three members , m_myself,

77Lttp

The

and nLjbuf The m _myselfmembcr

variable is ini t ialized to point recmsively to t.he containing object so that corruption of the
object can be detected . Processor context is saved in m_jbuf through a call to the setjmp
routine when a block protected by an except ion hand ler is entered. A stack of EXC_LlNK
instances is maintained by means of the nu1p data member. The organization of the stack
is depicted in Figure 5.3. \\'hen an exception is raised , tlw runtime system looks at the
exc_exception_fmrne global Yariablc, locates the EXC_LlNK instance containing the most

recently sawd context <Uld rewinds the execution up to the context.
Several macros, shown in Figme 5.4 and 5.5 arc provided for performing the operations
described above . Those in Figure 5..! arc for thrml'ing exceptions by an application. TlH'
P3L runtime system utilizes the except ion handlin g mechanism extensively and applications are also allowed and encouraged to do the same. The first argument to the THROW
macro is an exception object , which must be an instance of a. subclass derived from the
Exception class. This object becomes the cmnnt exception object and is remembered in a

data member ( exc) in the global object( exc_cmT_e:cception). Another data member in the
object reflects the second argument to the macro. Th e second argument is a flag which
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indicates whct hcr thc exception object specifi ed in th e first argument mu;,t be de;,troyed
when all the exception handlers for tlH' except ion arc completed. If this flag is true. th e
CUI7·ent exce]Jlion object is destroyed when th<> EXC_LfNK object is destroyed .

Top

An Instance of
EXC_LINK class
Direc ion of
gr h

Processor Stack

Bottom

Figure 5.3: The stack of Exception Frames

#define THROW(E.D) d o { exc..scLcxceptimuontext(_FILE_, _LI:\E_, (E), D);\

Throw(); } while (O)

#de fine THROW.LAST() do { Throw (); } while(O)

Figure 5.4: Macros for Exception Hancllin g( l )
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#de fine TRY \

( EXC_Lli\ 1...: Ink ; \
if( setjmp( &luk.nL jbuf[O] )==0 ) (
#define CATC H(C,V) \

} else if ( excJmttclLClass( RUNTil\'IE_CLASS(C))) ( \
C * V = (C *)THRD_G ET _CURR_CO NT EXT .exc; \
T HRD _GET _EXCEP T IO N_FRA:-1E = T HRD _GET _EXCEPTIO N_FRA~ I E-> nLu p ;
#define EN D_CATCH \

} else { \
T HRD _GET_EXCEP T ION_FRAl\ IE=THRD _GET_EXCE PT IOX _FRA:-1E->nLup;\
Throw() ; \

}\

}
#define CATC H_ALL (V) } else { \

Exception * \ .= (Except ion *)THRD _GET _CU RR_COXTEXT.exc;\
T HRD _GET_EXCEPT IOl\_F RA;\ l E = T HRD _GET_EXCEPT IOX_FR Al\ IE->nLup ;
#define EN D_CAT CH_A LL}}

Figu re 5.5: :Vlacros for Exception Hand lin g(2)
T he macros shown in Figure 5.5 a re used to construct an except ion block a nd corresponding exception handlers. Th e TRY macro creates a EXC_LINK instance on t he
stack and saves the current processor context in the jmp_buf embedd ed in the insta nce.
Because the EXC_LINK insta nce is constructed on t he stack , the creat ion is a cheap
operation although saving the context via setjmp() is a ra th er expensive operation especially on RISC processors such as SPARC. The macro is defin ed in such a w<l.y t hat
an exception block is t reated by th e com piler as t he the11r pa rt of t he if statemen t in t he
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macro. The CATCH macro first doses the then-part and creates its ow n else if clause.
The conditional pa rt of the statement <'xam in es the type of t h<' exceptiou raised so that
on ly relevant exception s an' handled by the handler. The class of exception. to be caught
by the exception haudkr following I he CATCH macro is specified in the first. argunw nt.
And the name of the variable to be defined and bound to the cm·r-ent exception object is
specifi ed in the second argument. Th e mechanism for determining the class of an exce ptiou is desc ribed in the next sect ion. \Vhen the class matching succeeds, the handler which
is compiled as the then-part is execut ed. Before control falls through to the handkr, the
except ion stack is popped so that rc-ra ising the except ion in the handler passes control to
an enclosing exception ha nd ler if there is any. The END_ CATCH macro closes the blocks
which have been opened by the TRY macro. The macro re-raiscs any exceptions which
ha\'e not !wen handled by the preceding handlers. CA TCfLALL macro is quit e simi lar
to the CATCH macro except that the corresponding handler is unconditionally executed.
The chainin g of exceptio n handlers via the THROW_LAST() and CATCH_ALL macro
is usefu l for guaranteein g the release of resources even when the operation terminates
abnormally. Figure 5.6 shows an example of this usage. The exception handler catches
any exception raised during the execution of the do_some_wor-k(p .sz} function, rckases
the memory chunk allocated for the work and jump to an enclosin g exception handler.
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vo id anOperation (size_t sz)

char

* volati le p = n ew ch ar [sz];

T RY {
d o~~o m e_work(

p, sz );

} CATCH__A LL( ex ) {
delete [] p;
THROW..L AST();
} EN D_CATCH__ALL
d elete

0 p;

Figu re 5.6: Releasing Re ource upon Except ion .

D e term ining The C lass of an Exception
T he exception handli ng macros rely on the ab ility to determin e the type of t he C?Wrent
exception object. T he RTTI mechanism deve loped for hand ling persistent objects could

have been utili zed. However, a class li brary based approach was take n so that RTTI
would work on statically allocated obj ects. T he implementat ion was rather easy because
the base class Exception is assumed for all exception obj ects.
The cl a~s defini tion of Exception includes a virt ual member fun ction which retu rns the
type identification . The identifi cat ion is a pointer to an inst ance of the class Class wh ich
is created as a static data member of an exception

cl a~s .

An instan ce of the

cl a~s

Class

contains two data members . One is a pointer to another cl ass Class in stance related to
the super class of the exception class. The informa tion on the class derivat ion must be
available to facilit ate selecti on of the except ion handler based on the
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cl a~

of t he current

exception object. The other data member of the class Class is the' name of the cxcC'ption
class it rC'prcscnts. The anli lability of printable namE's aids in building th<' diagnostic
messages given an exception object .

I*

Exce)Jtions caused by failed lookup of tables

*I

class LookupException : public Exception {
DECLARE..DYNAMIC(LookupExccption)

public:
virtual void asString( char

* bufp, size_!

sz ):

LookupException() : Exccption(O,O) {}
~LookupException(){};

};

I*

The following is found in p3lexc.cc

*I

I:IIPLEMENT ..DYNAMIC(LookupException, Exception)

Figure 5.7: Declaring and Implementing an Exception class
Two macros must be used to declare and define the Class class instance in an <'XCcption
class. These arc the DECLARKDYNAM!Cand IMPLEMENTJJYNAM!Cmacros. DE-

CLARKDYNAMIC must be used in an except ion class definition to declare an in stance
of class Class as a stat ic dat>c member of the exception class. IMPLEMENT_DYNAMIC
defines the static data member, initializing it appropriately. This macro must be put in
an implementation file rather than in a header file. An example of the use of these macros
is shown in Figure 5.7.
The logic of matching the class of the cm·rent exception object and the class specified
in a CATCH macro is listed in Figure 5.8 . The auto variable c is initialized to point to
the curr·ent exception object. The virtual member function GetRuntimeClass() defined
in class Exce]Jtion returns a pointer to the corresponding class Class instance. Another
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mC'thod of accC'ssing class Class instances is to dirC'ct]y specify the nanw of tltC' class whosC'
class object is requested. The RUNTIME_CLASS macro , which takes a class name as it s

sole argument is provided for this purpose, as can be obserYC'd in Figure 5.5.
int excJnate!Lelass( Class* targeLcls ) {
ExcC'ption * c = THRO _GET_CURR_CONTEXT.cxc;
const Class * cxc_obj_cls;
exc_obj_cls = c--+GC't RuntimeClass();
int found = 0;
do {
if( targeLcls == exc_obj_cls )
{ found = 1; break; }

II

r·eached the mot ?

if( exc_obj_cls==exc_obj_cls--+m...super ) break ;
exc_obj_cls = cxc_obj_cls--+m...super;
} while(1);
return found:

Figure 5.8: :-latching with the class of an ExcC'ption

5.2.3

Limitations

Due to its being based on C macros, the exception handling mechanism has several of
limitations :
• Exceptions to be t hrown must be derived from the class Exception.

Exception

handling in the A 1SI C++ draft standard . pecifies that an exception of any type
can be thrown and c11ught.
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• Class declarations mast bc fmni h<'d by DECLARKDYNAMJCI'or the typc identification mechanism to work.

IMPLEMENT_DYNAMIC must be ad dcd to an

implementation file. i\ listakeu ly swappin g t he two arguments to the latter macro
results in a disaster or obscure bugs.
• Auto variables used both in the exception block and the except ion handlers must be
decl;ued volatile so that the compiler docs not assign these variables to a rcgister.
This is required because the values of all registers are not restored when the stack
is rewound. Certain compilers, Gnu C Compiler for example , detects the use of
sctjmp() and warns about the use of non-volatile variables.
• Since exception handlers arc just disguised if- else-if clauses, the sequence of CATCH
is very import ant. For cxa mple, consid er two exception classcs, LookupException
and l nvalidKeyException. InvalidK eyException is a subclass of LookupException.
Figmc 5.9 show a probable erroneou s program fragment. The programmer's intcnt
could have been to catch the t\\·o exceptions

indi,·iduall~·

and to respond to each of

them difrerently. Howcvcr, til<' eval uat ion of CATCH clause is performed from top
to bottom at runtime and also Invalid](eyException confirms to LookupException.
Thus an InvalidKeyException exception gcts lumdled by the first exception handler.
• \\'hen the stack is rewound as a result of t hro\\·ing an <'xcept iou , stack fram es between where the except ion is raised and where the stack is rewound arc discarded.
However, destructors of objects which bave been const ructed on tbe stack frames
are not called. A progran1mer must install an exception handler in order to force
t he execution of the destructor or devise another cleanup mechanism. Exception
handling defined in the ANSI C++ draft stand ard req uires the destructors to be
call ed automatically.
• Because setjmp() is called every time an exception block i entered, aud partly because the except ion stack must be maint ained, defin in g exception hand lers with in a
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tight loop adversely affects th e execution speed of the loop. Certai n C++ compi!Ns
avoid such problems by constructing a table which associat('s a program cou nt<'r
value to statically enclosing exception handlers and by stack-wa lking

dynamical!~·

at runtime to find dynamically enclosin g handlers. This is possible only if except ion
handling is defined by thr language and not by the library.

TRY {

II .

do something

} CATCH( LookupException , e ) {

II

handle

lookup Exception ...

} CATCH( Invalidh:eyException , e ) {

II

handle InvalidKeyException

} ENO_CATCH

Figure 5.9 : A misuse of the CATC H macros

5.3

Address Thanslation

The P3L runtime library maintains thre(' maps which are utilized in tran s],tt ing mrious
addresses:
o

A mapping from a virtual address of lambda to a corresponding persistent id entifier.

o A mapping from a persistent identifier to the virtual memory address assigned to

the object identified by the identifier.
o

A mapping from an arbitrary virtual memory address to a pair consist ing of a
persistent identifier and an offset within the object.
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5.3.1

Dealing with Interior Pointer

The first. t\\'O mappings arc r('alizcd with simple ha.>h tables "·ith conflict resolution hand!('(! by chain in g. The third mapping is maintaiJ1('cl as a SNlrch tr('C. In order to pr('V('Jit
the tree from degenerating into a list, which pushes the average search cost to O(u), th('
tree is implemented as a self balancing tree (AVL-tree). BecauS(' the U11derlining m('mory
allocator aligns dynamically allocated memory chunks at 8 byte boundaries, maintaining a hash map from each block to the top of the containing object may seem to be an
alternative. However, this scheme requires one map entry per 8 byte block used. This
means an object as large as 1M wou ld requires lM/8 hash table entries. It is enough of
a burden to insert and remove ent ries as large as 1281\:, without overhead in the storage
requirement. Thus the scheme is not feasible unless objects are extremely fine grained
or alignment is coerce enough. As is described in the next chapter, the Texas Persistent
Store em ploys the scheme with page alignment.
static char array[:-- JAX_SIZE];

* p = array;
* intcriorl = .buray[4];
char * interior2 = p + 3;
char
char

Figure 5.10: Creation of an Interior Pointer
The requirement that an a rbitrary virtual memory address be resolved to the address of
the top of the containing object is unique to implementations based on C/C++ language.
Un like most other programming languag('s, C/C++ permits the use of a kind of reference
so called a interior pointer. An interior pointer is created through an arithm etic operation
on a pointer or through indexing m1 array. An interior pointer points to the middle of
an object in stead of its top. Two examples of interior pointer creation arc illustrated in
Figure 5.10. Because not all storage mauagers support the
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US('

of interior pointers , for

examplt> Exodu s Storage 1-. lanag<'r, the runtime system must conn•rt an interior point<'r
to m1 object identifier <md offset within tl){' objec t.

5.3.2

Organization of the Translation Table

An iustance of a parameteri zed class OLmllpEnt is utilized for orgauizi ng both the 'v irtual add ress to the persistent ident ifi er map ' and 'persistent address to virtual add ress
mapping'. These mapping-s arc kep t in a two way mapping table which i. an instance
of the class OidLidMap. This

da~s

is also a parmneterized class. These two classes are

parameterized using the template fac ility of the C++ langnagc so that the d ifference in
the tructure of

m1

OlD implementat ion by storage managers can be dealt with and the

type of local identifiers can be altered if the need arises. The table is consu lted when
a pointer is swizzled and unsw izzlcd (F igure 5.11 ). At fault time, the runtime system
first tries to fully swizzle refcorcnces embedded in the faulted in object. In that a tte mpt,
the runtime system consults the instance of OidLidMap , ( theOidLidMap), to see whether
the virtual memory address is reserved for the target object. If a corresponding virtual
memory address is found, then the referencp is full y swizzled with the add rpss. A fail ed
lookup operation means address reservation has not been performed for the object and
the runtime system installs a lam bda in pl ace of the partially swizzled reference as well
as upd atin g the Addr2 0 id table.
OidLidMap is actually a container of anchor points for the table. The table is popu-

lated by adding instances of the class OLmapEnt. The table is updated with a new entry
when address reservation is performed for an object. The definiti on of tlw classes are
shown in Figure 5.14 and 5.12. A data. member of the class OidLidMap, (li(Ltr·ee), points
to the first node of the tree. Another data member oid_c/win is an array of pointers which
are used to maintain has h buckets. (Figure 5.13) .
As can be observed in Fi gure 5.12, an OLmapEnt instance does not have pointer fields
with which to link the in stances to form th e tree and the hash chai n. T hu s th e run time
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library neatcs an instan ce of the class instantiated from the following paramct<'rizcd
t~· p<'

and copies an in stance of OLmapEnt to the corresponding part of the objec t , when

populatin g the table with a new instance. The type of th e instance is

AvlNode< SListNode< ListNode< ListNode< DLmapEnt <D,L> > > > > >
where 0 is a template parameter which stands for the type of the persistent identifie r
and L is for th e type of a local id entifi<'r. The current P3L implcmeut ation uses a raw
pointer as a local identifier.

OlD
offset

Figure 5.11: Two way mappin g between a virtual address and a persisteut id entifier
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template < class 0 , class L> struct OLmapEnt {

II
II

0 oicl;

L lid ;

OlD fm· a pe1·sistent object
LID assigned to t.he object

II

size_t size;

the size of this chunk

II

C_TYPE type;

IYJ!e of the object

int tentative]y_createcl;
OLmapEnt() { }
OLmapEnt(const 0& o) : oicl (o) { size= 0; tentativc]y_creatccl=O; }
OLmapEnt(co nst L& I} : lid(!) { size= 0; tentative]y_created=O; }
OLmapEnt(const 0& o, const L& I, size_t size_) :oid(o), lid (l},size(size_){}

};
Fig'tlre 5. 12: class OLmapEnt

theOidlidM2p

----+- Lmks of AVL Tree
----+- Lmks of 010 cham

Figure 5.13: Two way mapping between virtual address and persistent identifier
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template < int siz<'. class 0, class L> class Oic!Lidl\ lap {
AvlTrcc< SListNodc< Listl\'ode< OLmapEut< 0 , L> > > > licLtrec;
SL ist < List Node < OLmapEnt < 0, L> > > oicLchain[size];
publi c :
List < OLmapEnt< 0 , L> > creation_ord<'r;
Oic!Lici:\ lap& add( const OLmapEut< 0, L >.1.: e );
Oic!LidMap& remove( const OLmapEnt< 0, L >&!: e );
co n st OLmapEnt< O,L >& operator
const OLma pEnt< O,L >& operator

0 (L lid );
0 (0& oid );

vo id Licl20ic!And0ffset( L lid , 0 * o, offseU *off);

};

Figure 5.14: class OidLid l\ Iap

5.4
5.4.1

Obj e ct M a n agem e nt
Creation and D e le tion of P e r sist e nt Obj ects

Implementation of object addressing in P3L is based on a multiple spac<' model, which
consists of the persistent space a nd th e virtual memory space. That means th ere are two
kinds of objects , persistent and volat ile, alth ough accessing either kind of obj ect through
a pointer is performed in the same way regardless of whether it is persistent or volatile.
Distinction needs to be ma.de regardin g creation and deletion of objects. Creat ion of a.
volatile object is performed exactly as in an ordinal implementation of C++. P ersistent
objects are created by promoting volatile obj ects. The promotion cm1 be requ ested by
calling the p3Lmake_peTsistent() fun ction. The fun ction ta.kes two m·guments. The first
argument is the virtual address oft he object to be made persistent and the second argu-
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ment is the number of dements in case an array object is being mack persistent. Siner
the second <lrgum ent as a default value of 1, it can be om itted unle-ss an array object is
being dealt with . Objects of any type can be made persistent through this int.crf;tcc. T il('
function is parameterized and is shown in Figure 5.15. The usc of the Te:rasWmppe1· ciass
is explained in sect ion 5.5.

template < class T >
void p3Lmake_persistent( T

* addr , int

nArray = 1 )

_ p3!Jnake_persistent( addr,
Texas\Vrapper<T>::texas_uniquc_classJHU11C'.
&TexasWrapper <T> :texas_unique_cached_typejd,
nArray) ;

Figure 5.15 : lmplenwntation of the p3!Jnake_pC'rsistent () function.
The Texas P ersistent Store emp loys a similar but different approach. The global operator new is overloaded by providing the following declaration in the header file. Because
the operator is rather complex, an accompany ing macro is provided to ease t he creat ion
of persistent objects.

I* de claration of overloaded new *I
void *operator new (size _t size, ObjStore *store,
char *typename , unsigned int *cached_type_id,
unsigned int *cached_hash_val, size_t element _size );

I* macro for persistent object creation *I
#define pnew(ps,type) : :new (ps,\

llO

TexasWrapper< type> : : t exas_unique_class_name,\
&TexasWrapper< type >: :texas_unique_cached_type_id, \
&TexasWrapper< type >: :texas_unique_cached_hash_val, \
sizeof (type))\
type
#define pnew_array(ps,type,n) : :new(ps,\
TexasWrapper< type >: :texas_unique_class_name, \
&TexasWrapper< type >: : texas_unique_cached_type_id, \
&TexasWrapper< type >: :texas_unique_cached_hash_val, \
sizeof(type), n) type[n]
T his operator is called in ord er create a persistent obj ect. T hus there is no promotion as in P3L. This approach is more type-safe because the type of a persistent object
is specified when the object is created . T he method taken in P3L is safe as long as
p3Lmake_per·sis tent() is called with the poi nt er in itialized with a new operator an d the

app<uent _ty pe of the point<'r exact ly matches the return ty pe of t he nc"· opcnttor as is
illustrated below .

Employee

*

p = new Employee;

p3l_make_persistent( p );
This implies that , in th e presence of a polymorphic type compat ibility rule, the type
unsafeness may be revealed through incorrec t program behavior. Su ppose that the Employee class is a subclass of the Per:on class. T hen the follow ing declarat ion of t he poin ter
variable 'p' is type safe. Th e compiler does not complain at al l and th i · port ion of the
program ru ns without a ny problem.

Person

*

p = new Employee;

However, calling p3Lm akc_persistent() with p as an argumen t will exhibit incorrect runtim e behavior beca use th e objec t poin ted to by 'p' will be writt en to th e storage manager
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as au ins tan ce of t he Persou class and later retrieved as an instance of the. am<' class. In
order to allev iate this problem, th e P:JL run time system ('Ould have impl emen ted checks
that the mismatch could be detec ted at ruutime. Unfort unately, imple ment ing such checks
requires implementatiou spec ific knowledge about the und erlining memory allonttor. And
it could be unable to detect errors all of the time. For exa mple, an array containing 4
instanc<'s of cl ass P erson cannot be distinguished from an array containin g 2 instances of
class Employee if the size of t he latter is twice as lru·ge as t he former.
template < class T >
void p3LbindJ·oot(T ** rootP t r, StorageManager *Sm , const char *name,
int nAnny= 1)

if( sm-> rootExists( name)) HootPtr = (T *)sm->getPersistentRoot( nrune);
else {
* rootPtr = new T ;
t Desc-> zerofi ll ( Texas\ Vra pper< T > :texas_u n iq ue_c lassJ HlnW,
&Texas\Vrappcr<T> :t exas_uniqu e_cached_typcjd ,
Hoot P tr, nArray );

II

tell the run time about the type of the R oo t

p3Lmake_persistent( *rootPtr , nArray);

Figure 5. 16: p3LbindJ·oot template fun ction
Regardless of the problem outlined above, the current implementation keeps the
method of persistent obj ect creation. T he reasons are as follows:
• \Vh ether an obj ect should be made persistent or not may not be de term in ed at
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lhe time of c-reation and creation of a pPrsistent object consumes significant!,· more
memory th ;ul a volatile obj ect in the current P.'JL implementation.
o Havin g functioning

1!3Luwke_per-sistent,() nl t'ans tlmt definin g an o\·erloaded new

operator simi lar to th e Texas Persistent Stor<:> is trivial if strict static type safeness
is desired.
o

RTTI (Runtime Type Id entificat ion ) in the draft ANSI C++ standard is becoming
common place among C++ compilers. By utilizing this facility, st rict runtime type
checking can be implemented in a portable way.

Wh en a persistent object is no lon ger needed, it must be destroyed explicitly by an
applicat ion un less the storage manager in usc supports garbage collection of persistent
objects. In order to make an application portable over the use of different storage managE'rS , explicitly destroying objects is recommend ed. The functi on p3Ldelete() must be
used to destroy a persistent object. Calling the fun ction removes the persistent storage
allocated for the object as well as any copy in the physical storage. The (lc-structor is
called if it is defin ed for the da~s of the object. Being able to delete every object through
the standard delete operator would have been a desirable feat ure. However, achieYing that
goal requires modification to the implementation of th e delete operator and th e modification may become platform specific with rega rd to application of destructors on an array
object. In order to keep the implementation of P3L portable, the two delete operations
were not unified.

5.4.2

Root Object Manage m e nt

One of the benefits of using a persistent object system is the ease of exchanging complex
data between applications. Comp lex dat a structures can be pa%ecl from one application
to another easily because the relationship between objects via reference is preserved by
the system.
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On<.' provision to be made is l'Stablishing a tandard way to identify objl'cts. l\ lanY
pl'!"sistcnt obj<.'ct syst<.'ms bas<' object idl'ntification on uaml's given to objl'cts. P3L is
uo l'Xception. P3L runtime library provides an API with which t.o assigu a uamc to an
objrct. In the following an object given such a name is ca lled a mot object.

A root object can be retril'Vl'd from the database by specifying it s name in a call
to the p3LbincLmot() API. The A PI is implemented as a template function dl'fiued in
a header file provided by the P3L implementation. The fun ct ion utilizes two virtua l
member functions which form pa rt of the storage manager interface, namely rootExists()
and getPersistentRoot(),

a~

seen in Figure 5.16. Some storage managers implement these

routines. The mntime system em ul ates these fun ctions if they arc not provided by the
storage manager to be used . The fun ct ion p3L bincLmot is parameterized in order to have
the function create a persistent object of th e request ed type automatically.

Without

such facility, programmers must determin e the existence of a root obj ect first to decide
whet her it can be retrieved or it must be created . An automatically cre<tted object
is iuitial ized with zero mimicking the bch<t1·ior of st<ttically allocated objects. In t his
process, meta information is utilized to determine the part of an object which needs to
be deared. An example of fields which should not be initi alized is a vtbl 3 pointer field.
Thus the p3LbincLroot{} functi on a h1·ays binds the poi ntl'r whose add ress is specified in
the first argument to a valid heap address. Before an application terminates , it can call
the se t.Per·sistentRoot {) virtual member function im plemented by a storage ma11 ager. The
signature of the function is given below.

virtual void setPersistentRoot(const char *name, const void *ptr);
Calling t he fun ction does nothing if the object pointed by 'ptr' is already a root object.
Otherwise, the name is assigned to the object. Finally, a name assigned to a root object
can be detached by calling anot her virtu al member function nnPer·sistentRoot,(} abstractly
3 vt bl

is an array of pointers to fun ctions which is built

{lisprttching to virtu al membe r fun c ti ons.

ll-1

by a C++ co mpiler for impl<'m<'nting dynamic

defined in the Storagddanager cia. s. The argument to be supplied is tiH' name to be
detached.

5.5

Typ e Manage m e nt

The type of a persistent object is determined from the type of the first argument given
to p3Lmake_pe7·sistent(). If the type of the argument is 'Employe· *', for example, then
the object will be treated as an instance of 'Employee' . When recording the object in a
persistent storage, the information about the type must also be recorded so that the type
of the object is known when the object is retrieved later by the same or another program.

~~~en!]~
·
pm~~yeg
~~]

Global Type Map
(in Database)

Figure 5.17: Type r-Iaps maintained by P3L Runtime
A naive implementation may store the name of the type along with the contents of
the object. HoweYer , using a name is disach·antageous in terms of storage requirement
and efficiency. That is , a 32 bit integer would be enough to represent every type being
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used among a suite of programs and table lookup is faster if the type• nam<' is specified as
an integer instead of a string.
As described in sect ion 4.3.3, the compiler and related utilities make an arrangement that, for each class T whose instances may be made persistent , a telllplate class
TexasWrapper<T> is instantiated and two of its fields ( texa.umique_class_nmne and

texas_unique_cached_type_oid) are initialized properly. The first field is initialized with the
name of the class that the wrapper class represents and the second with -1. The pairs
of the two fields collectively form a type map, which associates each class name with
a unique integer. Each oval on the left of Figure 5.17 represents a Texas Wrapper class
instant iated from the TexasWrapper<T> templated class.
As explained in section 5.4 , p3Lrnake_persistent() function calls - ]J3Lmake_pe1·sistent(}
function. In doing so, the fun ction passes texas_unique_class_narne

~Lnd

a pointer to the

texas_unique_cached_type_id, both of which are specifi c to the type of the object being
made persistent. The runtime routine first looks at the latter field. If the Ya lu e of the
field is -1 , then it means no type identifier (i.e., an instance of C_TYPE, 11·hich is defined
to be "int') has been assigned to the type . In that case, the runtime routine probes the
type descriptor table using texas_unique_class_name a~ a key. The type descriptor table is
created by the compi ler and related utilities at compilation time. \\·hrn anent ry is found ,
the runtime systrm updates texas_unique_cached_type_id with an intrgrr which identifies
thr relevant ent ry, so that the probing of thr type descriptor table docs not happen again
when the same ru·guments are passed to the function. Integer values put in ovals on the
left side of Figure 5.17 are these cached indices.
Having obtained an index into the type descriptor table, thr runtime system utilizes
t his value for the purpose of type identification. A new OLmapEnt instance is created
and its type member is filled with the index. An OlmapEnt instance

asso~iated

with a

newly promoted object has its aid initialized with the default value until the enclosing
tran action commits. OIDs arc <L§igncd when objects arc written to the persistent store
instead of when they are promoted.
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The type description table is &pecific to each application. Thus the abo,·c ind('X Yalue
can not serve as a globa l type id ent ifier. Thus a persistent mappi11g lwtw('en a type nrune
and a global type id entifier is maintai11ed . The mapping is rt'lll('ll1b('r('d in a sp('c inl
root objec t nnmed " p3UypeDb'' (Exod us Storage Mannger) or as meta data of the store
(S imple Storage l:Vhmag('r). Shown on the right of Fig·ure 5.17 is the global type map.
The global type mnp is populated with a11 entry when an object of a certain type is first
written to the persistent store.
vVhen writing an object into p('rsistcnt store, the run t ime system obtains its loca l
type identifier from the corresponding OLmapEnt entry in theOidLidMap.

Then the

corresponding type name is retrieved from the type description table and the global type
map is consul ted to see whether an ('ntry in the global type map ex ists. If there is,
the global id entifier is retrieved from the map and prepended <tt the head of the object
content s. Oth erwise, an entry is added to the global type map and a global identifier is
assigned before writing the identifier and the object cont('nts.
In ord er to partially or fully swizz l(' rcf('n'nt('S at fault time, the runti!lll' system must
haw access to th(' rcleYant typ(' cksnipt ion ('ntry. The type description ('ntry is locat('d
by the following two steps:
• The global type ident ifier is aYnilable <tt the header part of the data st ream for the
object being faulted in. An entry corresponding to the type identifi er is available
in th e global type map , with which the run time system translates the id entifier to
a type name. The global type map is has hed both on type name <Ulcl id en tifi er so
that two-way translation is effi ciently carried out.
• Th e type name is used to locate the relevant entry in the type description table.
from which the necessaq information is available.
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5.6

Storage Manager Inte rface

Oue of the di stinguishiu g feature of t he P3L system is that it supports multiple storage
nu1uagcrs. The ruutimc system ddiJi cs th e int erface to a storage manager in a u abstmct
ba ·e class called StomgeMmwgc1·. In this sect ion, those in terface fun ct ions arc grouped
and re,·iewed according to their ca tegory.

5.6.1

Transac tion Control Inte rface

virtual void Star tTransaction(int ac , char **av)

o·

virtual void Comm itTransaction()

o·

virt ual void AbortTransaction()

0;

Sta.rtTransact ion () virtual mt'mber fun ct ion ta kes command line paramt'tNS as arguments
so th nt various transaction sp ec ifi cation can be controlled. For exam pl e. t he database
volume number to be opened can be spec ified in the command lim' and direct ly haudled
by the storage numagcr itself. when the Exod us Storage i\ lanager is us<'d . Vari ables
holding transaction status information must be provided by a concrctc subcl ass of th e
StomgeManag e1· class .

5.6.2

OlD Manipulation

virtual void cr eat e OI D(C _OI D *aid, int sz)

0;

virtual void creat eOI DandWrite(C _OID * oid,const void *data , int sz)

o·

vir t ua l void destroyO bj ect(const C_LI D lid)

0;

There are two interfaces defin ed for obj ect creation. Th ese fun ctions are not called from
the runtime system directly. Instead , th ey are cal led from the Commi tTransaction()
fun ct ion of th e class ESM for int erfacing wit h th e Exodus Storage i\ lanager and the class
SSM for interfacing with the Sim ple Storage Managt'r. When all tbc r ferences in a. newly
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create object a rc un swizzlcd. the cr·mteO!DanrlWrite() function nm be utiliz<'d to crt•atc
an OlD and write the contents to the persistent storc. HoW<o'\'C"r, in sonw cases an OID
must be created in order for the contents of m10ther object to be compld ely s\\·izzled. For
example, when two newly creatcd objects refer to each other, formin g a cycle in rcfcr<o'ncc,
an OID for eith er one of the two must be created. createOJD () is used in this case. The
function destroy Object is called from the p.9Ldelete() fun ction.

5.6.3

Data Transfer Control

virtual void * map(const C_OID * oidp, offset_t start,
size_t * range,

C_TYPE * type,

void * p_advice=O)

o·
o·

virtual void unmap(void * oidp)

virtual void flush( const C_OID *oidp, const void * p, size_t sz) = 0;
These function s govern th e transfer of objects between the persistent storage and the
physical storage. The map() fun ction assigns virtual memory space to a part of the
object indicated by OID which is passed in the first argument. The pmt to be mapped
is specified by the start and mnge arguments. Usually the ,·alue of *mnge is initialized
with -1 by a caller so th at th e map() fun ction calcu lates the size of t he object from its
globa l type identifier. Th e type identifier is returned in the memory location specified by
the fourth argument. In th e current implementation of P3L, the contents of t he obj ec t
arc transferred from the persistent store at th is tim e. It would be beneficial to delay the
transfer until a p<lrt of the object is accessed, especially when dealing with large object..
The unmap() fun ction simply detaches the space and physical storage assigned to an
obj ect . The flush (} fun ction transfers th e contents of the storage to the persistent store
before detaching th e space and physical storage.

5.6.4

Address Translation Management
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virtual void

virtual void

o·

rmAddr20idMapping( C_LID * paddr )

virtual canst C DID&

o·

xlatAddr20id( C_LID * paddr

addDidLidMapping(C_DID& oid, C_LID lid, int n_array,
C TYPE& t, int modified_state)

virtual void

rmDidLidMapping( void *P

virtual canst C DID& lookupDid( C LID
C LID

virtual

virtual canst C LID

o·
o·

l

0;

lookupLid( C DID& o

o·
o·

resolve_oid( C_DID * oid_p

Th e mtAddr20 idMapping() is called from the p3Lsw_ptr() fun ct ion which is called wh en
a lambda is discovered and swizzled. The function removes an en t ry from Adcl1·20 id tabl e
associated with an object. Th e argument specifi es the ,·irtual addrC'ss of the obj ect whose
entry must be remoYed. A fun ction for addin g an entry to the table is not exposed since
it is performed within the m ap() fun ct ion . Tlw xlatAddr·20 id() fun ction is also calkd
from the __ p3Lsw_ptr() fun ction in ord er to obta in an OID bein g represent ed by th e
lambd a. The rest of th e fun ctions ahO> for managin g th e OidLidMap table. On e instan ce
of the OidLidMap is maintained for each storage manager. Thesc function s drlcgate the
requ ests to th e in stance. Th e difference between the lookupLid(} and r·esolve_oid(} is th a t
the latter allocates virtual memory spare for th e obj ect designated by the OID if required.

5.6.5

Root Object Management

virtual void

setPersistentRoot(const char *name,

virtual int

rootExists(const char *name)

canst void *ptr)

virtual void * getPersistentRoot(const char *name)
virtual void

rmPersistentRoot(const char *name)
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o·

o·
O·

o·

These four functions arc for managin g root objects. The setPe,.sisteri/Root() fun ction
<ttt aches

it

nam e to a pNsisteut obj ect which is identified

b~·

the second argument . The

rootExists() function tells whether a root object with the name ex ists. The _qctPersisten-

tRoot () functi on maps the spec ified root object onto a virtual memory s pace and return s
the address assigned to the object. The last fun ction detaches a name from a root objcrt .

5 .6.6

Updat e Tracking

virtual void

mark_dirty( C_LID l )

0;

The current P3L implementation requires a. programmer to call the p3Lmar·k_dirty(} fun ction in order to help the runtime system keep track of updates on objects. The implementation of the function calls the rnark_dir-ty member function of the current storage
manager.

5. 7

Storage M a n agers

Currently two storage managers an' available for use with th e P3L runtime library. On e
is the Exodus Storage Manager developed at the University of Wisconsin as part of the
Exodus exten ible database proj ec t. TlH' storage manager will be referred to as ESM in th e
rest of this chapter. ESi\1 is a complete storage manager with support for concurrency
control, recovery, large object support , distributed database, client-se rver architecture,
etc.
Since the Texas Persistent Store embeds a storage manager within au application , a
lighter weight storage manager than ESM was needed to perform closer apple-to-apple
comparison be tween the Texas P ersistent Store and P3L. The other storage manager,
which is named SSM (Simple Storage Manager) was developed. The next chapter report s
on the comparison.
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Support for another storage managl·r is being plamu•d. The Kala pcrsist(•nt scrw r
is a comm ercial product dcvclopccl and sold by P('nobscot Development Center. The
server was us<'cl in developing a previous P3L implcmcnt atiou. The reason for planning
tlw support for t he server in the current versiou arc (1) to refin e the stora g<' manager
intrrface so th a t adopting a new server becomC's easier and (2) to compare tlw pC'rformancc
of K ala to the other storage manage rs.

!~ al a

has iu tercst ing feat ures such as thl• usage of

poin ter swizzling within the server and reorgan ization of persistent storage based ou the
use pattern. In the following, the implementation of SSl\1 is described and the other two
servers arc ovcrvicwed.

5.7.1

Simple Storage Manage r

The features set of SSM is very limited clue to t ime constraints in development and its
nature as a component for runniug the 001 benchmark program in chapter 6. Unlike
ESM which supports th e client-server architecture, SSM is realized as a library which is
to be linked with an application. Other features of SS:\1 <Ue en umerated below.

OlD
An OID is 96 bit long. It consists of a volume number (32 bit ) and a position within t he
volume. Each reference con sists of an OID plu s an offset into the targrt object in order
to hand le interior pointers.

Immutability
Objects managed by SSM are immutable. That is, a n object receives a new iden tity when
it is updated. That is, an upd ated image of an object and an image of a newly created
object are appended to the tail of the tore. Atomic update is guaranteed because SSM
for ces th e updates to the disk surface before updating the
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~lastcrRecord

at commit time.

Sto rage Reclamation
Since garbage colkction of the persistent store is included in the prospeetive n's<'arch
topics, the storage manager docs not support explicit deletion of objects. An image of
updated object is append ed to the tail of the store as well as an image oft he newly created
object. A separate scavenger is run pNiodically or when the free space is running low
to recycle storage allocated to dead objects. Because getting at a root object is the only
way for an application to make imoads into the database, dead objects can be identified
by tracing references starting at root objects. Objects not reachable through any path
for any of the root objects cannot be accessed, i.e. dead.

~ MasterRecord

(

type map
next_free_space
root table

Figure 5.18: Organization of the persistent store in SS!Vl

Meta D ata Struct ure and Atomic Update
A persistent record named MasterRecord is kept at a fixed location in the store. This
record includes the locat ion of the globa l type map within the store. Other information
includ ed arc the location of the root object table, the current size of tlw store, the next
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global type identifier available for usc, location of the tail of the store as shown in Figure
5.18. The MasterReconl is sma ll enough to be contained within a single disk page and
appends to the store arC' forced bC'fore an update is pC'rfornwcl to the MasterReconl. Thus
updates made by a tran sac tion arc atomically refkctcd in the persistent ston'.
Structure of the Type Map and Root Object Table
!3oth translation tables arc stored as a chunk of storage with no structure at all. In the
case of the type map , the chunk contains a. typenarne, global type identifier· pair. In the
case of the root object table, the chunk contains a c1 name and OlD pair to which the
name is assigned. Both tables are read entirely, the database is opened and entries in
each table arc put into the respective has h tables.
Concurrency Control

SSM does not support concurrent access to the database yet because there is no synchronization mechanism implemented with regard to access to the Master-Record . . side from
the synchronization issue on the Master-Recor-d, there aTe other problems to be soh·ed for
supporting concurrent access. Allowing concurrent access from single writer and multiple reader is rather easy once thE' synch ronization mechanism is inst allcd, thanks to the
absence of in-place updates. Howen'r, coordinating multiple writes requires >t substant ial
amount of code since lo ck m>tnagenwnt code must be written. Another potential problem is the f>tct that the OlD of an object changes when the object is updated . Hence
references in all the objects on the path from a root object to the updated object must
be also updated. This would introduce more lock conflicts than an implementation with
fixed OlD would.

12-!

5.7.2
ES~ I

Exodus Storage Manager

supports two ki nds of physical struC'tures, one is for small object that fit 11·ithin a

single page and the ot her is for largr objects wh ich do not. A large object, is represented
by a IJ+trer like index on byte offset wit hin the object plus collect ion of leaf nodes
which holds the object con tents. The difference of the physical structure is transparent to
the application. Unfortu nately, ad\"il.lltage of the large object structnre that insertion and
deletion of bytes into the middle of an object is not taken because the runtime system docs
not provide interfaces through which :tn appl ication can perform such operations. Each
smal l object is represented by a (#pagc,#slot) pair. For large objects, the (#page.#slot)
pair points to the object bender.
To fa cilitate sharing, ESM provides mechanisms for concurrency control a nd recovery.
Two phnse locking of byte ranges within a storage object is used for concurrency control
with the " lock entire object" option being provided for cases where object levrl locking
will suffice. To ensure the integrity of internal pages of large stornge objects. a nontwo phase locking protocol is employed. For rccm·ery, sma ll objects arc handled using
before/after-image logging and in-place updating. Recowry for large object is handkd
using a combin ation of shadowing and logging. Cpdated leaf blocks and intemal pages
a rc shadowed up to the root level, with updates being installed

~tto mi call y

by overwriting

t he object header with the new header. In this regard , MasterRecm·d in SSM serves

it

simi lar purpose.
An OlD in ES!vl is a 96 bit entity which consists of a 32 bit page address, a 16 bit
slot number within a page,

it

16 bit volume id and a 32 bit unique number. A valu e

is assigned to a newly created object and the Yaluc is neYer recycled. That means , a
dangling reference to an already delrtccl object can be detected even if a new object has
overwrit ten the storage by comparing the unique field in the reference with the unique
number assigned to an object. This is a n im portant safety

fe~tture bec~tuse

explicit destruction for recl aiming sto rage assig11ed to dead objects.
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ES!\1 requires

As for root objcct

m~nagement ,

nl<'mbcr functions of the gluc

5 .7.3

cl~ss

ES!I l supports such a capability. Thus the rdcYant

ESM mercly calls associ<tt('d APis proYidcd by ES!II.

K ala

Kala is an untyped persiste-nt storc for practical object-based systems, such as OODBI\IS
and object-oricntcd languages with persistence-. Baskets are dynm11ic groupings of immutable data clements rmmaged by Kala. Bas kcts synthcsizc trm1saction, configuration
management , and access control semantics, and thus offcr

R

platform for implem enting

arbitrm·y such models[34].

A monad is a unit of storage. A monad consists of bits m1d re-ferences and is immutable.
The monad m1 in Figure 5.19 has two references in it. The other part is bits. Two kind s
of mechanisms for grouping monads arc provided. One is a static and abstract grouping
based on kin, which is assigned to a monad when it is created . A mid (monad id ) has
one to onc correspondence to a kid (kin id ) and this correspondence will ncn·r be altercd.
Thc other met"hanism is proYided by Baskets. T11·o OHlls in Figure 5.19 arc Baskets which
contain thrce and one handlcs to monad. respecti,·cly. Thus this grouping is dynamic am!
non-partitioning.
The kin mcchm1ism can be used to represent ,·crsion s of the same database item , e.g.
in multi-Yersion concurrency control. as well as to maintain historical Yersions of the same
cntity in a version control system. However, !..:ala docs not enforce any semantic relation
on the use of kin . It just mruntains the grouping.
On the other hand , Baskets can be used to represent a state of a transaction , i.e.
corresponde-nce from data item (kin) to mid , and configuration. Also baskets can model
access control. The basket A in Figure 5.19(a) holds three hand les to the monads. m1,
m2 and m3. In order to access a. monad , a user needs to have an hm1dle to the mouad iu
an accessible basket. Hence the user A can acccss all the monads in the figure . Contnu-ily
the user B docs not haYc handles to m2 and m3. Thus the user B cannot follow the
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references in m1 to access m2 and m3. In this

W<~Y.

access rights arc controlled by the

granting of handles.

A Bas ket of User A

Berore Com mit

m2

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.19: An Access Control(left)

Using

l~ala.

Transaction and BSL(right )

a simple tran saction can be implemen ted in th e following way.

!~ala

addresses a monad with a. (kid.bid ) or (mid ,bid ) pair as stated in the a.bo,·c pamgra.ph.
And a user may specify multiple Baskets to search in for a. handle. In this case, Eala
searches all the Baskets to rcsoh·c the address. Eala proYicles each client with Bas ket
Search List (13SL), which is a list of Baskets for specifying the search order.
At the start of a. transaction , a client creates an empty Basket(B1 ) and inserts it at
the head of the BSL. 131 is empty at this moment. When the client wants to retrieve the
data item represented by kid=k1, it uses an address (kl. allFound ). Then Kala searches
a handle to a monad whose kin is kl starting at Bl. Since B1 is empty, Kala locates the
monad ml in the Basket B2 and loads it for the client. After updating the dataitem , the
client requests Eala to write back the cont ent. When so req ue ted,

I~ala

creates a new

monad ml ', since a monad is immutable, and puts a new handle to it in Bl. If tlH' client
loads the dataitem again in the same tran saction , !~ala resolw the address (kl. all Found )
with the handle in Bl. Then m1 ' will lw loaded. And it is what should happen.
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To commi t a transaction , the conte nt s of 131 are dumped into 132. The handle for ml
is supplant ed with the one to ml' since th<'Y are for the same kin . Sec the con tent of
Basket 132 on the right of Figure 5.19(b). This supplanting is the centml dogma in

!~al a.

Since t he clumping is an atomic ac tiou, atomicity of transaction is ach icn•d. To abort
the transaction, the client just has to disca rd Bl. In that case

!~al a

reclaims resources

allocated to ml ' as there arc no references to the monad.
As desc ribed above, K ala manages rdercnces in monads providing an intNface to
swizzle a particular reference in ,·irtual memory. Thus what t he P3L runtime system
must do is to tell Kala about locat ions of references within a monad when creat ing it \'ia
Cr·eateDatum() ~tnd to call LoadMonad() when a reference needs to be swizzled .
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Chapter 6
Performance Evaluation
In this chap ter, the overhead introduced by adding reserYation checking code is assessed
by running a. set of small programs and a rea.! program with and without reservation
checking code inserted . The set of small programs arc pathological ones which indu e very
dense reservation check ing. The results serve as estimat ion of the worst case OYerheacl
introduced by the addition of reservation chcck iug. The real program used is a ray tracing
program ca lled POVRAY (P ersistence of Vision Ray Tracer) which is written in C. This
gives us hin ts about the overhead introd uced in a practical prognu11. Finally, the owrall
performance of P3L is exam ined by a. set of 001 Benchmark [35]. Texas Persistent
Store was chosen as the reference point for the comparison in order to clarify the su blle
trade off between the ha rdware based implementation and the purely software based
implementation, both of which are designed to achieve efficient manipul at ion of objects
in core.

6.1

Micro Benchmarks

For this benchmark we have created a variation of the P3L compiler which em ploys a
different strategy for generati ng resetTation checking instructions. In the standard way,
rescrYation checking instructions arc added when a parse tree is converted iut o RTX.
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This results in tl1C' generat ion of a. compare and a. branch instructions for each discowred
pointer. As the common snbexpression eliminat ion phase of tl1C' compiler docs not try to
optimize beyond a basi block, redundant rE-servation check in g codes are not E-liminated.
In the spE-cial compiler, RTL in structions for fN chin g a pointer, which is potentially a
lambda, is just marked as ·need-to-reservation-check' during the conversion phase. Tlwn

after fini shing the CSE and jump optimizations, an extra RTL seq uence for reserYation
checking is inserted in front of th e marked RTLs. In th e discussion below, the former
is refcrre I to as P3L(tree) and t he latter as P3L(RTL ). The reason for preparing the
variation of th e compiler is to assess the effect of folding multiple reservation chE-cks in a
visit to a single reservation check at the beginning of the visit.
Vve have ran three micro tests and one small program by compiling them with th e
Gnu C++ 2.3.3 , two variat ions of P3L compiler and EG++ (E com piler in Exodus).
Both P3L and EG++ arc cleriYecl from version 2.3.3 of the Gnu C++ compiler. EG++
is the compiler for theE programming language. We made the st ructure of the nodes to
be manipu lated in the programs writt E-n in E, a dbtype. All compilations are clone using

-0 flag. These micro tcsts exa min ed the overhead of the reservation checking coclt•. The
tim es reported me use r CPU time. which was gathered through two getr-uwge system calls
placed before and after the measured region of code. The programs were executed on a
Su n-l /330 with 32MB of memory. For each benchmark , measurements were performed 10
tim es and th e two fastest and slowest result s were

e limin ~tted

and the remainin g 6 were

averaged.

6.1.1

Traversal ove r Fully Cache d Objects

The first micro test is the most pathological one. The program docs pointer chasin g only.
Both structures being traversed

<U"C

supposed to res ide entirely within the processor cache.

Thus the cost of executing resE'tYation chE-cking instructions is not much diluted by the
cost of memory access.
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struct foo {

int main(int ac, char **av) {

struct foo * next;

int i. sum=O;

int

struct foo * p

v;

&:a;

};

a.next

&:b; a.v

1·

struct foo a, b;

b .next

&:a; b.v

2;

for(i=O;i<1000*1000*10;++i)

{ I* sum+= p->v; *I p = p->next; }
I* return sum; *I
return (int)p;
}

compiler
tirne(msec)
ratio

~ G++

P3L(RTL)

P3L(trcc)

II 2040

3276

4493

1.00

1.61

2.20

EG++ I
17380
8.52

I

In the case of P3L(RTL) , the compiler succeeds in placing the instruction for fetching
the 'next ' fidel into the delay-slot of the branch for the loop. This reduces the pipC'linC'
stal l. And the instruction for loading 'p' and the compare instmction for rC'SC'rnttion
checking are separat ed by SC\'era l instructions. This reduces or eliminates the stall time
clue to data dependencies. These seem to be the reasons why P3L(RTL) docs much better
than P3L(trcc).

6.1.2

Traversal with a Small Work

The next program adds a small work to the navigation loop. The program is thl" same
except that the commented out statemC'nts arc now executed.
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compiler·

G++

P3L(RTL)

P3L(tree)

EG++

tirne(mscc)

-!088

-1506

6133

23131

mtio

1.00

1.10

1.30

5.65

The overhead of the three resetTation checks has decreased considerably. Th is agrees
"·it h the results presented in [22] that effect ively says that the <·ost of residency checks
becomes rat her insignificant when a small amount of work is added. However, the absolute
value of t he overhead is still high.
The last micro test examines the perfornuu1cc of navigation when pointers arc not in
the processor cache. A linked list consist ing of 500!,_: nodes is created then traversed 10
times calculat ing the sum . The time for creating the list is not included. The overhead
fall s to less th an 10% for P3L(RTL).

G++

P3L(RTL)

P3L(tree)

EG++

tirne(rnsec)

5121

6228

69-!8

22676

mtio

1.00

1.09

1.21

3.96

compiler·

6.1.3

Insertion into an AVL tree

The last test is with a small program which inserts 4096 nodes into an AVL-trec. The
type of th e nodes are defined as follows.
struct node {
struct node * left, *right;
int

balance;

char

key [32];

};
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The code to handle thr insntion into an AYL tree is tak<'n from [36]. TlH.' ntlues of
the key are generated at random. The time for generating noclrs before insert ion into the
tree is not includ ed in tl1e result s.

compiler·

II

G++

P3L(RTL)

P3L (trec )

time(msec)

111~511

15463

15821

1.07

1.09

mtio

1.00

EG++

I

1500661
10.34

Becanse P3L(RTL ) makes it possible for the compiler to take better advantage of
the CSE optimization, two successive dcrcferences of a pointer result in on ly one pair
of load and check inst ruction . The benefit is not small if time saved is compared to
the total overhead. However, the relative va lue of the difference is so small t hat it is
not tangible. Eliminating redundant translation in structions and check iustruction s is
surely more cru cial for faul ting methods without swizzling or t hose with swizzling upon

der·efer·ence, though. The reason why E does so poorly seems to be clue to th e fact that
this test conta ins many function calls that take pointers in argum ents and many accesses
to characters through db pointers.

6.2

POVRAY B e nchmark

For an application level benchmark , we picked up a freely distributed ray-tracing program,
POVRAY (Persisteuce Of Vision RAYtracer), which is writteu in C. In this bcuchm ark
we compared the execution speed of two ex<'cutables clcriwcl from th e same set of sources.
One is compiled usin g plain Gnu C 2.4.8 and the other is compiled by P3L compiler ,
which is based on Gnu C 2.4.8. Five models of sce ne were pi cked up because we ex pected
that different mod els wou ld result in different tnn·ersal density, thus different reservation
checking density. Th e produced images arc s;wed in files instead of bPing sent to an output
device. The results are shown below. :-.Jcasuremcnts were performed 10 times for racb
scene and the resultin g values were av<'rag<'d.
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po l ~· \\"OOd

Scene

skyYasr

stone11·al magglass

erystal

Plain GCC

37.3

on

36.0

32.8

60.3

P3£

..J O.D

98.4

39.0

36...J

10.5

m tio

1.09

l.O..J

1.08

1.11

1.02

I

Time for rendering PDV images (in seconds).

6.3

001 Benchmark

The 001 Benchmark was proposed by Cattel[35] to model th e work load imposed by
design applications and has been used by many researchers for evalu ating t heir research
work.

6.3.1

Specifications

T he benchmark uses a homogeneous database which consists of two kinds of entit y, Part
aud Connection as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The benchm ark specification does not
enforce any physical stru cture and defi nes tlwsc en ti ties as logica l records.

Part:

RECDRD[id:INT; type :STRING[10]; x,y:INT; build : DATE]

Connection:

RECDRD[from : part-id; to:part-id; type:STRING[10];
length: INT]

I 1T is a 32 bit entity. STRING[N] is a variable length string of maximum size of N.
DATE is a some representation of date and time. lei of parts a re defined with unique
number 1 through 20000. A connection defin es a link from a part to another. Each part
has t hree outgoing links to selected parts. Thus th e database contains 60000 conn ections
in total. T he arrangement of parts are illustrated in Fi gure 6.1 T he 20000 'P art ' parts
is the specification for the small database benchmarks. The specification also defin es the

large database which consists of 200000 ' Part ' part obj ects and 600000 connect ion objects.

O A Part
" " A Con nection

Figure 6.1: 001 Database Structure

The benchmark specifies a rule th at a conn ection must be mndc to anoth er part withi n
1% distance 9 out of 10 times. Th e distance is determined in terms of t he part number
assigned to each part and th e b('llchmark makes no specific ations nbout t he physical
location of parts. Thus two databases which follow th e rule were included in th e test.
In one of them, the part number is assigned following the creat ion order thus it likely
corresponds with physical layout on disk surface. In the ot her, t here are no correlation
between the part number and the creation order. Thus t here is no correlation between the
part number and the position on the disk surface. In addition to t hese two conforming
databases, another database where the locali ty rule is ignored was tested. T he three
da tabase are qualifi ed by the tNm , local, shuffl e and r·andom , respect ively. An other
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deviation is th a.t our large database cont ains on ly
specifi cs

2 001~

1 0 01~

objects while th e benchma rk

objec ts for a lmge data base. This is due to t he limitat ion in th e aYailabl<.>

swap space on the test machine. Th e da ta structures used to implement th e database are
shown in Figure 6.2.

Part

Part

k___
Figure 6.2: 001 Data St ructure

An iteration of a traversal consists of select ing a part randomly and visit in g all connected parts reachable from the selected one within 7 hops. For eve ry node visited , a
nu ll procedure is called with three arguments. This operation is repeat ed for spec ified
number of t imes keepiug all data fetched iu the prev ious iterations on t he physical storage. A traversal benchmark was performed at most three t imes under different caching
condi tion. A cold traYersal is run wit h disk cache completely clean. A warm traYersa l is
run with database in the cache bu t outside of the virt ual memory space of the benchm ark
process. A hot traversa l is run just <lfter a warm t raversal within the process invocation
with all th e accessed data co mpl etely kept in th e physical storage. All the three traversals
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usc the same nu1dom uumbcr scqucure. Disk cache

i~

flushed before runuing each hot

traversal by mapping a hugl' file iut o the virtual memory space aud act<'ssi ng the conten ts
at random repeatedly. To amplify the effect of running benchmark progran1s on large
database, the available physical memory was reduced for benchmark runs on the large
database. A program which grabs physical memory was written and run nuder the root
privilege to reduce the amount of memory.

6.3.2

Exp e rime nt al S etup

Another deviation from the benchmark specification is the use of loca l disk to store the
database. We are not much concern ed with whether the database is stored locally or
remotely because the choi ce will not affect the results for hot traversals. However, we
do not want to introduce a potential bot tleneck to the set up while technologies for LAN
connect ions are rapidly evolvin g. The machine used is a SparcStation 10 with 96!\l bytes
of memory and the swap partition is located on the internal disk drive. The operating
system in use is SunOS 4.1.3. All programs relevant to the benchmark arc compiled with
-0 option using Gnu C++ 2.5.8 or P 3L-2. 5.8, including the library for Texas PS. The
database is placed on a dedicated partition ou the externally connec ted Fujit su

2G9~ESA

SCSI-2 disk drive. Before creating a new database. the old database is rC'mowd from the
partition. Thus all databases used for the benchmarks start at the same position on the
d isk. In this way, the effect of file system fragmentation and zone bit n•cordi11g of the
disk is avoided.

6.3.3

Traversal on Small Database s

The result of cold traversal on small

dat~tbase

is shown in Figure 6.3 .

P3L (non-clustered ) is consistently slower than Texas. Admitted ly swizzle per pointer
makes longer the code pat h for swizzlin g " single pointer. However, it is unreasonable to
assume th at the d ifference in the instruction

p~tt h
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length makes such a big difference. \ Ve

hypoth('sized that obj ec ts are scattered in more disk pages thu s the amount of I/0 was
greater in P3L case. To add circumstantial rviclrnce , dustrrC'd allocation in thC' b('ndnnark
progran1 for P3L was tried. In this n·rsion of the program , obj ec ts arc allocatC'd as an
a rray whost' sizC' is quite ncar to the page size and all slots but the first one shall be ns{'(l
to sat isfy subsequent allocation requ ests. T he next allocation grabs the next <n-ai lablc
slot. This situ ation is illustrated in Figur<' 6.4.

elapsed time(msec)

1200,-----,-----r-----r-----r-----.-------P3L

non~lu s tered

P3L clustered
Texas PS

-+-

1000

cold iterarions

Figure 6.3: Small Da tabase- Local- Cold

Th e obtained result , P3L (clustered ), is strikin gly similar to the resul t of Texas. We
assume the small difference is clu e to the difference in the size of refcrenc<' on persistent
storage. Texas uses 32bit reference and P3L uses 96bit reference. The size of resu lting
database are 6.9!\ l (P3L non-clustcrccl), 6.1M (P3L clustered) and 4.4~ 1 (Texas). Similar
resu lts were obtained for shuffle and random database. The clifferC'n ce is th at the curves
go clown more steeply and that the rati o of elapsed time for P3L (clnstered ) and P3L
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(no n -cln~tercd) become~

larger.

c:::;r-

Free

*=--Free
Free

~Free

After the 1st allocation After the 2nd allocation
request is satisfied.
request is satisfied.
Figur<' 6.4: Clustered Allocation

Figure 6.5 shows t he result of warm t raversal on small database. Conceivable reasons
why P3L docs so poorly compa r<'d to Texas are:

• P3L swizzled twice.
• P.'JL maintains more tabks and one of them is a balancing tret>.
• Malloc implementation in Texa is more efficient than malloc in libc which P3L
uses .

• Implementation of Texas is more efficient.
An interesting th ing to note in the fi gure is that most of the elaps<'d tim e for Texa5 is. pent
in the fa ult hand ler. It does not include the t ime during which the operat ing system is
respondin g to the fault before passing the con trol to th e user defined fault handler. Thus
it can be concluded that the ovNhcad for fielding page access faults is negligible with the
system configuration.
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P3L clustered 1
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Figure 6.5: Small Database - Local - Warm

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6. 7 shows the resu lts of hot traversals on small database. Please
note that each iteration is run 10 times to im proYc the resolu tion of tlH' rcsults. The
result from the local database indicates th at although Texas PS consistently do better
tlmn P3L , P3L competes quite well with Texas P S in the bot tra,·crsal on the database
with the loca lity of connection.
Th e other results arc even more intcrestin g. At the first several initial it erations, P3L
outp rforms Texas PS despite of add ed reservation checking instruct ions. We spec ul ate
that better utilization of cache aJICl/or TLB due to the tight clustering of acccssed objects
is the cause of this phenomenon. We tried clustered allocation for this trawrsal as well.
HowcYer , th e resu lt was flat lines similar to the results for Texas P S. The synergy of
objcctwise address assignment and lazy aclclrcss assignment seems important.
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Figure 6.6: Small Database - Local/Shuffle - Hot
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Figure 6.7: Small Database - Random - Hot

6.3-4

Trave rsal on Large D a t ab ases

Th e avail able memory was reduced to 15M bytes for th ese benchm ark: . Figure 6.8 shows
how badly P3L performs in the' cold traversa l if C'nough memory is not available. Th e
large r database size, overh ead in free space management and the consumpt ion of storage
for resident obj ect table entri es are responsibk for this. This fi gure giws an in dication of
what price must be paid to get an adYan tage in the hot traversa l d<'scrib<'d in the next
paragraph.
Figure 6.9 shows the result of running the hot t raYersal on large databa'ie with locality in co nnection. P3L docs better in these initial it erations bccmts<' accessed obj ects
arc packed more tightly. A good clusterin g for initial iterations nwans a bad clusterin g
for latt'r it eration s. After th e lOOth it rra tion, th e elapsed time occasionally goes beyond
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2000mscc.

elapsed time (sec)
P3L (locality)
P3L (shuffle)
Texas PS (locality)
Texas PS (shuffle)

1200

....._

+.a-

1000

120

140

160

cold iterations

Figure 6.8: Largc Databasc- Locali ty /S huffl e- Cold

Fi gure 6.10 shows the resul t of running the hot. traversal on large shuffl ed chttabase.
The result for the random

datab<t~e

is omitted because it is almost id enti ca l. Texas PS

shows the effect of clusterin g of accesscd objec t for the first few it crations. However. t hc
effect is more significant in P3L (non clustered) although it becomes worse than Texas
PS aft er 35th iterat ion and , at about 150th iteration, it reaches 600 seconds. At the
first 20 iterat ions, P3L (non clustered) does better, as mu ch as twice as good as P3L
(clustcred ), though it cannot be seen from the fi gure. These facts lead us to bclicve that
th e objectwise an d lazy address alloca tion in P3L system is very dfcctivc in converting
accrss locality to spatial locality.
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6.3.5

Lookup on Large Database

In order to compare tlw behavior of the 111"0 systems, 001 Lookup bend11naTk was also
perfornwd. The benchmark was run on the large 'shuffle' database. The benchmark is
similar to the tmwrsal benchmark except that no links is followed after the nnll function
call is made on the selected object. Since the objects keep coming into the physical
storage, the cost of fault tinw swizzling, full or paTtial, becomes apparent . Figure 6.11
shows the results for the first 50 iterations. ?3£ does better though not significantly.
The reason of the first iteration having such a large elapsed time is the existence of a
hash table for mapping a part number to a pointer to the object. Since this object is
rather huge and it is read entirely at startup, the cost of loading and partially swizzling
embedded references is incurred. Figure 6.12 shows the entire 1000 iterations. Values
averaged over 5 iterat ions a.re plotted. Since Texas Persistent Store >tbsorbs a page at a
time, unlike ?3£ which absorbs an object at a time , objects migrates into the physical
storage of the benchmark program more quickly. This is reason why the reduction of the
elapsed time is much steep in Texas.
Since the aboYe cold test includes the disk I/0 in the result, a

\\"1\rlll

perfornwcl so that the actual cost of sw ir,r,ling references at fault time

lookup was also

m~y

be examined.

The result is shown in Figure 6.13. The reason why Texas docs not do so well initially
seems to be related to the cost of manipulating protection status of Yirtual memory pages.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis has proposed a new st rategy for object faulting with pointer sw izzlin g, which
is aimed at improving the efficien cy of on-core object manipulation typical in design applicat ions and presented the design m1d implementation of the persistent C++ system P3L
in terms of the compiler modification for emitting reservation checki ng instructions and
for generating runtime type information and t he runtime librm·y organization. Through
the various tests presented in chapter 6, it was shown that the reservation check in g strategy avoids the large overhead associated with existing strategies which does not rely upon
:V!MU hard wme and that P3L compete quite well with the hardware based strategy as
implemented in the Texas Persistent Store.
To ascertain the contributions of the proposal made and the results obta ined through
this thesis work, the nex t sect ion com pares the "·ork presented in this thesis 11·ith related
works in the field . The final section presents fu t ure prospects.

7.1

Summary

One of t he early report s on the pcrformanc<' of pointer swizzling is [28]. In the paper, the
cost and merit arc st udied along two orth ogonal <L>:is, (1) in-place v ... copy swizzling and
(2) eager

\'.S.

la zy swizz ling. The pape r focuses mostly on th e cost of swizzling pointers
l.J9

rat her than the cost of reservation clw('kiug. Our com·crn has been about reducing the
overhead of adding checks. which needs to be perform ed repeated ly ewn after all rrlenlllt
poin ters have been

swi ~z l cd.

\Vc proposed to recognize that t,herc arc different degrees of

lazin ess in sw izz ling th an the sim ple categori za tion and that the choice of lazin e s affects
the characterist ic of a resulting system in subtle ways.
P ointer swizzling at page fault time was proposed in [26] for the Texas Persistent

Store. The Texas Persistent Store provides persistence support to C++ programs by
su pplyin g C++ a class library. It docs not requ ire a compiler to issue extra instructions
for reservat ion or residency checks.

To a runnin g program, all pointers appear as a

raw virtual memory pointer. Th is scheme defines the lower bound of the number of
inst ru ctions needed to deal with persistent obj ects, that is, it adds 0 instru ct ions for
persistence support. This st rateg_y is believed to be the fas test in a tight, traversal, and in
fact it is in many cases. There have been no reports of comparison of the Texas Persistent
Store with a competit ive software implementation . This study provided a result of such
comparison.
[22] compares the performance of ObjectSt01·e(V 1.2) and various versions of E in
terms of traversal operations modeled from t he 001 benchmark . A resul t obtained shows
ObjectStore runs 5 times faster than E in a tight traversal. In a traversal with sparse
updates, E variants are shown to run faster because then the log writes becomes the
domin a nt factor. One reason for the 5 times slower executi on is the overhead of software
im plemented checks. Ot her conceivable reasons are the long persistent pointt' r (96 bits)
and the memory indirection introduced to the dereference operation on a. swizzled pointer.
In a simil ar vein, [7] provides a comparison between a hardware based residency checking
scheme as implemented in QuickSto1·e and a softwme based reserYation check ing scheme
in E (EPVM 3.0), using the 007 benchmark. The traversal test T6 (the sparse traversal)
produces a result th at shows the version of E is 3.6 times slow<:>r than QuickStorc. vVe
perceive that a performance hit as high as 5 or 3.6 times is prohihiti,·e to applicat ion
domain s we target P3L to, although comparison should not be made directly because we
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han• not yet experimented using the 007 benchmark. Our study proved that a softiYarc
implemeutatiou can do better in a 001 traversal than their paper suggests. And the
result obtained so far indicates that it, can do better also in th

T6 traversal in 007

benchmark. Of course a definite answer must wait for the 007 implementation using
P3L.
[38] evaluates various schemes for adding reservation 1 checks in the context of Persistent Smalltalk . This paper examines the overhead introduced by reservation checks in a
hot tight traversal as well as the cost of swizzling and fielding faults . They conclude that
the software implementations can be as efficient as the hardware implementations even
in terms of tight traversals. The results of our study supports this conclusion. However,
the conclusion in the paper stales: However. some languages (e .g. , Modula-3, C++) do

not enforce the pure object-oriented style of execution that enables residency checks to be
piggybacked with method invocation. Opemtions on an object can be perfonned without
necess(l7ily invoking a method on it. A contribution of our study is the finding that the
same conclusion can be drawn in the context of the conventional language, C/C++.
[31] proposes a unique hardware based object faulting scheme with pointer swizzling.
It forces allocation of virtual memory address as late as dereference time. This scheme

is interesting in that it assigns l"irtual nwmorv addresses I'Cry lazily, while the other
hardware based implement at iou do so as early as at page fault time. The lazy allocation
of addresses is expected to provide different tradeoffs than other hardware schenws. The
proposed implementation pays much effort to swizzling pointl'rs as early as possible so
that the number of address translations and page faults can be reduced, while avoiding
forcible reservation.

nfortunately, we arc aware of no implementations of this scheme

thus we could not include performance evaluations of the scheme in the study.
In [39] and [·!OJ, the runtime cost of introducing proYision for object eviction 2 is studied. Two mechanisms aTe considered. One uses indirection block (descriptor) Yia which
1

Called residency checks in the paper.

2 0bjrct

eviction is replacement of an object from virtual memory space.
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objects are refC'rrcd to. Having tlH' indirect block allows one to mark the evicted object as
not pr·esent by updating only the corresponding indirection block instead of upd>tting ref-

erences pointing to the object. The other mech an ism maintains a RRL (reverse reference
list) for each object. A RRL associated with each object records the set of the locations of
pointers which point to the object . All pointers are located ami

dcswiz~led

by consulting

the relevant RRL when an object is evicted. Our performance study docs not include
consideration on the cost because we assume the backing store is large enough so that no
eviction is needed. However, a mechanism for object eviction needs to be implemented
in order to guarantee proper functioning of the system in unexpC'cted situations. Onr
plan is to cope with the problem of locating pointers, which need dcswizzling, by tracing
pointers like garbage collectors do. Pointers on the stack will be conscrvat ively scanned
[19][41][42]. Research in garbage collection concluded reference count in g and RRL arc
generally inferior to garbage collectors in terms of introduced overhead.

7.2
7.2.1

Future Prospects
Improvements to P3L Implementation

As has been pointed out in section 3.5, the current implementation of P.1L performs the
contents transfer when a virtu al memory address is assigned to it. This wou ldlikl'ly results
in unnecessary I/Os being performed when larger objects arc manipulated. Bccmrsc of
the object at a time reservation and transfer assumed in the current implementation of

P3L, it is not trivial to perform residency checking at dereference time. However, it is not
difficult either since many of the nec<'ssary piece of software arc alr<'acly in the runtime
library. For example, being organ ized as an AVL tree, the Lid20idMap prm·idcs enough
information needed to enumerate all objects \\·hich are fully or partially mapped within a
virtual memory page. So what needs to be done is to \\Tile a page fault handler and modify
the map() member function of a storage manager. The handl<'r fetclr<'s objects rc,iding
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in the faulted on page from the persi tent store. The modified map(} function plan'S a
read barrier on the pages surroun ding the specified object so that tiH' page fault hanldrr
will be activated when the object is accessed. One thing to br not·ed about installi ng
tlw pag<' fault handler is that debuggin g an application program becomes tricky. because
the application is stopped every ti me a non-resident persistent object is accessed as the
debugger catc hes an access fmt!t exception first.
There are many

impron~mcnts

wh ich can be made about optimizations in the com-

piler. Since the current compiler inse rts reservation checking in.tructions wiH'n RTXs
arc generated. multiple access to an object within a visit arc not folded. For example,
two reservation check are performed to eva luate the following expression, giYen the type
defin it ions in Figure 4.5.

p->m_father->age == 35 && p->m_father->salary < 400000
Another optimization is to delay reservation checking to dereference time if possible so
that MMU

CaJl

be utilized for reservation checking. Consider the followin g code fragment:

II

0:

Person * tmp_p;

1:

tmp_p = p->m_father

2:
3:

II
II

4:

age = tmp_p->age;

5:

II
II

6:

p is also 'Person *'

[rO <= &p->m_father]
[rl <= *rO]

[r2 <= rl + offset(age)]
[r3 <= *r2] # r2 << *rO + offset(age)

If the principle of pointer· swizzling ttpon discovery is strict ly followed , the reservation

checking in struction must be issued for the sta tement in lin e 1. If the check is om itted.
the execution of instruct ion from the statement in line 4 will generate a segmentation
fa.u lt bec<tuse the locat ion pointed to by lambda is usu<tlly not accessible. This runtime
error can be utilized in order to elide the reservation check for the expression in liue 1.
What t he fau lt handler must know arc:
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• The memory locat ion from which the lambda was fet ched.
• Registers which cout a in t hP lambda fr t rhed in line 1.
• Any offsets added to eac h of the registers containing the lambda.
The compiler shou ld em it a record which coutaius t he informat ion listed abo,·c and asboci:tte the record with the locat ion of th e instruct iou which causes the segmen tation fault
so that the fault handler can extract the informat ion from the ntlue in the in struction
count er at the fault time. This would req uire extensiYe modifications to a code generator
part of a compiler. However, the benefit is not small considering that many of reservation
checking instru ct ions arc eliminated while avoiding the problems associated with pointer·
swizzling upon der·ejeTence.

7.2.2

Evaluation by m eans of 007 Benchmark

The 001 benchmark used to be one of the most popular benchmark. Recently,

howcn~r,

the 007 benchmark[37] draws more attention sin ce the ben chm ark exam ines wider range
of OOD13 features aud performance issues. \\"e ha,·e not used the 007 beudnnark in
this thesis work because the applicat ion mod el that the 001 benchmark assumes (design
applicat ions) coincide nicely with the model for which P3L is optimized.

The range

covered by the 001 benchmark was suffi cient to verify that our design goals were met.
However, now th at we have clarified the tradroffs, under th e assumed applicatiou scr uario ,
in comparison with the Texas Pcrsistcut Store, it is the time to exam in e how well or bad
the P3L implementation fares under application scenario which were not assumed.

7.2 .3

Garbage Collection

As this thesis work progresses, it has dawn ed that the issues in buildiug prrsistent object
system overlap significantly wi th those in ga rbage collecting lan guage implementat ion.
Persist('ut object system must gov<•m the migration of object between prrsistPnt stor<'
15~

and Yirt ual memory storage while copying collectors manage migration of objects between
semi-spaces. The issues to be tackled

b~·

bot h systems are:

o The mechanism with whi ch references within an object is !orated .
o The mechanism with which a reference to one space is distinguished from a. reference
to the other spa.ce(s) .
o The mechanism with which the top of <en object is located , giYen an interior pointer.
The first one concerns with the management of runtime type information <end runtime
type identity. The second is for handling the migTation of objects. A small difference is
that the structure of a pointer docs not change in copying collectors while the structu re
c;m v<ery from the one on the persistent store to the one in virtual memory storage in a
persistent object system. As for the last one, an interior pointer must be associated with
the object it points to so that the pointer can be normalized before being written to the
persistent store in case of P3L m1d that live objects can be marked or copied in case of
garbage collectors. This is a. requirement specific to the C/C++ language which allow
interior pointers.
Since they shm·e so much , the work expended on the implementation of P3L can be
utilized for building a ga rbage co ll ectin g C++ system. In fact PSL need g<erbagc collec t ion
support in order to handle applications with large working set which may grow biggc r than
avail ab le ,·irtual mcmory space. Current ly, objects arc ev ict ed back to the pNsiste nt store
at the end of transaction only. In ordcr to handle such

app li c~ttions,

objcct must be sent

back to t he persistent store whilc a trans<ection is running so that exhaust ion of Yirtual
memory sp>tcc is avoided. Safely ev ict ing object requires to select the copies of pcrsistcnt
objects to which t here ru·c no rcfcrcuccs or to dcswizzle all references to an cv ictrd object.
Adding object ev ict ion and garbage collc<·t ion \Yill improYe the us11bility of the P.'JL system
sigu ifi c<ently.
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1\ot on ly the

impl~nwntation t~cbn iqn es

poiuteT swizzling at fault time was inspired b:v

but 11lso the
App~l.

st r at~git'S

coincide. Tlw i(ka of

Ellis and Li 's concm-rent incrcm<'ntal

collertor [~3fl. The collec tor arccss-protcrts a region in tos]!ace wll('rc some of objects in

fromspace have migrat<'d into. \Vhen au access to the protected region trigg<'rs a page
fau lt , t he fa ult handler scans pointer in the protected pag<'s to upd ate pointers to

jl·omSJXICe so that they poiuts to t he tospace. The referents of tlwse pointers a rc

th~

migrat~d

to the tospace if necessary and pages conta ining the newly migrated objects a rc

acc~ss

protected . On the other lumd , Baker's incremental copying collector [44] exam ines each
pointer fetched from memory in order to trigger update of a pointer with associated
object migration. This is exact ly the st ra tegy taken in the P,'JL implementation. It
seems to be t he belief in GC research community that Baker's scheme incurs significa nt
overhead in excess of 20% even with special compiler techniques. The results obta in ed in
this tllC'sis work indicates that t his number may be lower than 20% for typical C/C++
applications. If that is the case, the sc heme must be reYisitcd considering its benefits such
as no r<>liancc on Ml\IU and copying of no dead objects. Application of t he optimization
technique described in sect ion 7.2. 1 to the Daker's collector lll <W also be int.rresting.

7 .2.4

Distribute d Computing

Dist ributed computing also dea ls with the problrm of object migration betw<>en multiple
spaces t hus the techn iqu es prese nted in th is thesis ca n be applied. A standard for iutcr
operability in distributed computing, OSF /DCE RP C (Remote Procedure Call), solves
some of t he problems through the use of IDL (In terface Defin ition Language). Int erface
functions a re desc ribed in IDL and stored in a file , which is compiled by an IDL com piler.
The res ult of th e compilation is two C source fil es for server st ub functions and client
st ub functions.

On making a remote procedure call , a client st ub marshalls function

parameters into a packet then send it m·er the wire. Then the scn·cr acc<>pts the packet
3

From pcrsonaJ comm unica.t io u with P a ul 'Vilson.
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and unnwrshall the packet to extract arguments. "·ith which a function on the server is
called. For returning th e result of the function call, the data flows bac k tot he client in the
same way. The client and the scrYrr mn st agree on the packet structme for marshalliug
and unma rshalling. OSF /DCE

nrc

ach ieVl'S the goal

by

generating marshalling and

uumarshalling functions from interface spec ification in an IDL fil e using au IDL compiler.
T he cnrre nt spec assumes the marshalling be performed for <tn entire set of objects to lw
passed at one time. \Vhen object mu st be accessed on demand. it is th<' programmer's
responsibility to req uest a pi<'cemeal transfer. That places a burden on the programmer
since calls to RP C functions must be embedded in source codes. The proc<'SS is error
prone, too. The techniqu e for automat ica lly emittin g rcscrYation checking code can be
applied to solve th is problem and techniques for runtime type information may eliminate
the need to prepare an IDL definition file and to precompile it .
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